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and

Recommnendat ions for Future Work



The preliminary feasibility study has shown that of every known

proven drilling method and many untried methuds, percussion drilling

will be the moat suitable for Lunar drilling, where the weight and

space requirements are limited for the first drill-equipped Lunar craft.

While diamond drilling shows some unreliability in tests to date, some

future work with diamond drilling should be done before a final choice

is made. The choice might be made on the basls of:

(a) the drilling mission,

(b) reliability of the drilling system,

(c) development time and expense,

(4) value of information to be obta ned by the probe.

Regarding the drilling mission, the desired end result might be:

(a) to produce a given diameter and depth of hole,

(b) to accumulate sample cuttings Por anilysis, or

(c) to drill a relatively large diameter hole knto which

geological instruments could be inserted.

This study indicates that the mechanical simpliety of the rotary

system should give it a reliability advantage for small diameter

(1/2 inch) holes which are less than 5 feet deer. Conversely, deeper

holes and holes of 3/4' to 4f diameter can best be made by a percussor.

For heavier space craft of the future where deep holes larger than 4*

diameter are desirable, it is almost certain that rotary drilling with

rolling cutter bits will have rAny advantages.



2. Recommendations for Ad4itional Work

The next logical step is a study to obtain more exact and detailed

information for a final system design. It should be emphasized that

this second'phase of the study will be planned to obtain design

information under conditions which simulate those of the expected

environmnt and mode or operation. For example, the following steps

vould be included in the study of the percussori

(a) Dependable value, of rock properties would be determined for

use In optimizirv the percussor design, and for predicting

the total energy requirements for a given hole. This would

require harmer drop iests and/or actual percussion tool

test in a vacuum.

(b) Experinental apparatus would be built to simulate the

expected percussor blow energy and cyclic rate, in order

to determine gas requirements for chip scavenging.

(c) Concurrently, the problem of seals, bearings and lubricants

for use in the expected environment would be investigated.

(d) Finally, the informtion resulting from steps (a), (b), and

(c) would be used to size the overall system.

(e) A working model of the system would be built.

A comparable procedure would be followed for the rotary diamond

bit system.

It should be noted that the actual design and construction *of a

functional prototype or prototypes would not be undertaken until after

completion and evaluation of this second phase study.



V

The ourwse of the new study depends upon which of the following

tvo possible interpretations of the preliminary study results, is

adopted)

(a) The preliminary conclusions regarding the relative

performance, reliability and weight of the two methods

are correct.

(b) The preliminary study serves merely to determine the

feasibility of two of many drilling methods. The

comparison of these two systems Is based on certain

well founded assumptions which need further investigation.

If the first interpretation in made, then one of the two

feasible methods would be chosen for further study on the basis of

project objectives or drilling mission. If, however, the second

interpretation is preferred, both methods would be further explored

to permit the choice of the optimum system for a given mission.

It is recome nded that the latter course be nursued.
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SYMBOL DEFINITIONS FOR SECTIONS I, II, AND III

Definition

bBit diameter, (in).

N ' Inside diameter of core bit, (in).

EEnergy per blov, (in-lb).

Eo  Energy input, (in-lb).

FO Reaction force, (Ibs).

h Role depth, (in).

Khp Horsepover constant.

Kpr Penetration rate constant.

MA Mechanical drill advance.

Mechanical extension of telescoping shaft.

Kh  Hammer mass, (lb-sec2/in).

N Cyclic rate, (blovs/see). - Pereuesor.

N Shaft speed, (rpm). - Rotary Drill.

P Axial load on bit, (Ib).

PA "neumatic drill advance.

PE Pneumatic extension of telescoping shaft.

Pr Rate of penetration, (ft/hr).

Pre Rate of penetration, core bit.

Pre Rate of penetration, solid bit.

Wb Battery veight, (lbs), (on earth).

we Weight of gas system, (ibs), (on earth).

Diameter ratio.

DB  Difference betwen outside & inside diameters

of core bit, (in).

Overall energy conversion efficiency of the
impact tool.

Specific energy, (lb/in).
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1. Introduction

The Hughes Tool Jorip-ny has bep-, req--.se~t~t prepre -3 stu4y

Q ,h f,,as! bi 1it y of dri 11inq iholIe or t he mo of <he st~udy strioulId

provide an estimoate or the wf-iqn, '. volume rorquiremernts of the

drillina mechanism.

"he follow og pa1r,,me*-is -ire to be -vilu.tle' n *J e c !udy, .;rdr

used wherever possible to choose the op'imum sy,'tpm:

1. D-pth of peretrolliof..

D' V.metoz of t.ole.

~*Peret r,,-i oi rt*e v .rtous m 'eril or t-: -ve:. 1~~

Arnoint , t ype :nrl f' o - o' . i . of (,rip r"y.

5 . 2ze C) en .~ n. p

h.Wt~1h, of' etqulPmcr... Jucir o:' ole ir~e.r

7. .' comple(x4ty G, '?rj,,Inmet

n. lnfrma t ior, Abt j l rcr -.m ~ e(o'er

Tote, loud, torque, y

I. Qrwt h pot ert .

Vbrct 1 or. Ies itir> OMn i

2. Methodis of Drilli'nq h l

Mjny techn~quet have boon utsc- or su st~ or mrkr: h-oles

rock. Sevfrral oE thies iroI or, - Toblv 0aetf! er w;:,

avai lable po rformance *ia r:. LAxm; -.i'or of *_Ies. mef'rio-.s - in.

elimindtion of those wlih hiu)h power rquiremen~s, low -ir: 1 rates,

low state of development , complex ribulky equpment F' pool Cirowth

potential - leaves two appairently feasible tpch-niqrues:

(a) diamond rotary bit,

(b) percussion tool.

These two methods will be exained >. more detail in Spctions 11

and III of this report.
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1. ln oduCtIon

As indicated in Section I, only two of the many possible drilling

methods appear feasible for the moon drilllrg project, namely, rotary

diamond bit and percussive. TYris section is devote-j to the iiamord

bit rig dnd 'ts discussion includes: (LI) the sever.il tsks which a

diamond bit rig must perform and verious methods of accomplishing

them; (b) a description of a few mechanisms which appear to be promising,

(c) the approximate weight of these mechanisms as a function of hole

depth and diameter; and (c) the appr oximate weIiht of' the overall drill-

ing system which i~cludes the enerqy source, cr scivenr p men ,

the mechanism.

2. Prir.cipa_ Tsks o- ,he Pi.morwi yrjY"

The princip,:l tasks or oper.!, .,s receqsry for dri l..q a .hole

on the. moon with ca i imo:;; t ,re s.owr- it ,lock di aqram form by

Figure 1. It is seer, they ire:

') Loadirg the bit

b) Rot.ring the sha:t

c) Advacrinc he s;h,,t

j) Removinq the chips

e) Providing cool'ng for the bht

The general requirements ot these operations will now be

considered. ]he specific mechanical Hes!-n recuirements ana systems

are presented in Section 3 which ;-ollowf.

2.1 Loadina the Bit

There are several methods for providing bit thrust.

These are: (a) the weight of the package; (b) reaction thrust

produced by expanding a high energy gas through a nozzle; and

(c) some means of anchoring the package to the moon's surface, e.g.,

an explosive imbedment anchor.

Until more complete knowledge of the composition of the

moon's surface is available, the anchorinq method is ruled out. The

amount of propellant required to produce reaction thrust is prohibi-

tive: hence this method is also ruled out.

This, the only feasible means of providing thrust is
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to "push" against the package. If the package weighs I00 pounds on

the moon, the available thrust may be assumed to be fifty pounds for

purposes of estimatin, drill performance.

Methods (a) and (b) are examined in detail in Appendix A.

2 .. Rotat nq the shot

2.2.1. Rotary Drive Power R, remerts

An analysis of the operation of a diamonl bit,

(Appendix E) indicates that the r,,te of penetrate on and the horse-

power required for rotdtion are niven by 'he followinc .,o; s for

drill 'nq in c.rey qranite:

(a) Solid Bit

p 1.5 x 10- P (1)r
r D. "

hp= 1.0 x Iu-b P', h (2)

(b) Core it

P r = 1,5 x I( - " - ' /"

hp = 2.U x I0 - 6 PND,, p (4)

where
P = Axial load or bit, lb

N = Shaft speed, rpm

D = Diameter of solid bit,

D = I.D. of core b't, n

ADB = Difference between O.D. vnd I.D. of core bit, in

The constants in the above e#-.;tions were determined from a

limited series of tests run by Foster-Miller Associates uslno a corinq

bit having the dimensionsl-3/16 inch O.D. and I inch I.D. (DM = I" and

6D B = 3/16"). The range of loids covered was 70 to 9C pounds i-,i the

range of speeds 560 to 420 rpm. These constants were compared with the

.more extensive results presenf-d in a Phillips Petroleum memorandum.

N Strictly true only when

* Phillips Petroleum, Drillng Enq nineerlnq Div., iouston, Texas.
Memorandum: Project No. 4. "Application ari Performance of Diamond
and Ce;r B9its". by R.S. inoc , Fb. 3, - i:54.



(See Appendix E.) The constdint :n the Power equi-t'onls checked very

WCe1l; however, "he COF.Stant in Ihe penetration r-ite equations obte.ned

by Phillips was sev'-ral times larqpr thin tha-it presentod here. Hence,

it is felt that these equations -ire adequately conservut y:e -,nd, if arny-

thina, too pessimistic renarliA~f pene'rat orn r.-te.

Equations (1) to (14) were used to plot tre curves in, Fjnures, 2

throunh 6, whlch present the -<p'dporformir--e of vairious size

diamond bits in arey granite, It should be not e' thl Flares 5 arid 6

are plotted by combining th e '-xpressions for power and peretratlon rate.

The results are inviepenrient of bl.t load .rrd spocPi.

2... Rot~iry Drives

As showi iV -re I1, -rep rolary d~iswext, i vest. (cited:

Qa) !!.St~rbir:e; (b) i mis mo-,or; ' ; (c) ;, eloci ic motor.

'nqS syvtems, ether motor or o:in .! PO t0

Pra .ne. j sourc e of --,s (h~ot or col ira-d ,;iso essch as pressure

r egqulat o r s, r eI'.et v 11,v o , strtr-s , n e ar bo xe< nC. TV qs source,

which consists of conta, rer jr,-, -1 ,rne, m .i u i!v oc uo r ! o

system weioht for 101!( t':Mvs 0: oPeor- 'oin; lhe or,ine a, i occessories

totil :rno dbout- 5 or ( poiuris (er,- we-'aH ) i: o-lher codse. Appendix D,

Section I.11 preso~ts a Aeti le . rlysYf of the cssystems .;nd 't '

corciuded that 1i mil moropropellant ', tie 1 -0~t~n most reli.,hle

oas source.

The electric il system con;;s of .n elrrcmotor ornd

gear train plus an enercy s'ormae oi convers~or, levice. Ple latter may be

a storane battery, fue I - Iermopei'c *r .c rwno r-3 tor i Sol,]r cell11, or

tev en a ____________________s -;chr, 3s a S' AP -t yp' - ni. For comparison

purposes, the storanie battery (Iisino s4Iver-z>'c cells) 's '-onsidere-i

as typk..l of ti, j type of Pnerny source. !V-rtl.ermore, battenr~s requ.re

no extensive devcelopmen. work ai *re conmnorly ,,Sol in missile work.

System weigh's or e-1ch of th-e tlhreo me~hods o-' provIdira

rotational power to the dy'll b~t are presente-i Fioires 7,,2 andl 9

as a function of th.e oppraitin lime a-.i t qev-ra-l power le-eels. T he se

data are consol Hjated a s F 'qure 10 to permi * easy cmr onof the

systems.
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As seen from these curves, it appeirs ,hat the oas turbine

system would provide the minimum weight packane, while the electric

motor system WoUld be the rvies. 'owevor, tnere art s.vral factor4

which must be consilered betore any 1'ril conclus.on car he drawn. Some

of these arei

-a) The weiaht for the electxic motor system is

b,ised on conservtive estimates of units which have

been available for several yearb. ho effort has been

made 'o push the so-called "state of the art" to mini-

mize weight.

b) The estimates of the weights of the qas systems are

opt.imistie7; i'e., wrenever '.he welnht of a component

was esti m-ted, it wds oive. the tenepfit of ary doubt

w'th -.he expectation 'hat the weioht mioht be achieved

throu(nh a developmert pro-'ram,

c) Tho qas systems require Substantial development work.

hoth are prepic,,tei .upon flie possibil'ty of extending

their present ranje of ippli-,bilityj e.g., to Faster-

Miller's knowle,lre, no qg(s rrutor or turbine in this

rdnge has been operated successfully for as long as

several hours In the anticipated environmental conditions.

d) Although 9reat advances have been made in recent years

ir. the reliability of liquid propellant systems, relia-

bility is still a major problem.

e) The electric motor system is probably the most reliable.

It is the least complicated and uses proven components.

It can be readily turned on an i off, or reversed.

From the precedinq discussion, it appears that the electrical

system will be the most reliable and probably not much heavier than the

gas systems. Also it requires no appreciable development effort to

beoome oper~t.onal. However, if the operating time becomes large, as it

apped-s it might because of the low thrusts which can be applied to the

bit, a more thorouoh investiqation should be made of the gas turbine

system because of the weight eavinas indicated in Finure 10. Also, other

electrical energy storace or generation systems should be -investigated

for extended operating times.
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2.3. Advancina the Shaft-

2.3.1. Shaft Confluration

The rotary shaft may be one or multi-pIece. Unless

there is a very qood reason for hav!ng a short package axially, the

arguments for j one-piece shaft on the grouns of simplicity and re.-

liability are overwhelming. A one-piece shrt mechanics will also

weigh less than a multi-piece shaft mechdr.sm. A more important weight

consideration, however, is the weight saving per unit length of hole in

the rotary power system. This is possible because the minimum diameter

of hole for a multi-piece (telescoping) system is larger than that for

a one-piece shaft. This is clearly seen by examining the various

mechanisms presented in Sheets 1 and 2 of the Lirar Drilling Mechanisms

drawinos. (S- end of this Section IL) .rfor:u:ntely, the depth to

which a one-piece shaft car Urill is limited to something less than the

package length. If it is desired to no deeper, a multi-piece shaft is

nece5svry.

Of the many possible multiPpiece shaft configurations,

the following three were examined.

2.3.1.1. jTlscopinqgShaft

This has the advantage that its package will occupy

approximately the n.ame volume as a one-piece shaft. The pieces are

arranged on a comon center line and need to be moved only axially. The

primary disadvantage is, as mentioned above, that the hole size, and

therefore the power reauired for drilling, will increase signif~cantly

for each added section.

2.3.1.2. Folding Shaft

Many folding arrangements are possible. They all

have the disadvantaoe that they requirp more room for packaging; and

result in added complexity of aligning and locking the segments together.

2.3.1.3. Assembled Shaft

This would consist of sections which are assembled

as the hole is drilled. Again many possibilities are available, but they

all have the disadvantage of added complexity and weight,
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On the basis of the above discussion, it was decided to use

a telescoping system if a hole deeper than that attainable with a single

piece ,,haft is required.

The systems which were investigated are illustrated in the

above-mentioned drawings of the Lunar Drillnq Mechanfsms and dis-ussed

in Section 3 below.

2.3.2. Methods of Feedinq-the Shaft

Two methods were considered for advancing the shaft: (1)

pneumatically, I.e., pushing the shaft doWn by qas pressures and (2)

electromechanicdlly, i.e., uslnq an electric motor to actuate a mechanical

device, such as a feed screw.

oth schemes ,re illustraited in the Lunar Drilling

Mecla ,isms ,rawigs, rnd ,re .4iscussed In some detail in Section J below.

2.4. Removing the Chips

It is necessary to remove chips from the bottom of the

hole to permit the bit to engage virgin surface and to avoid floundering

of the bit and/or bindinq of the shaft. A hole can be drilled faster and

with a minimum expenditure of energy if goo! cleaninq Is a,complished.

Chips may be removed from the hole by two basic methods: (1) suspension

in a moving fluid stream, e.g., gas transport; or (2) mechanical con-

veyor, e.g., a screw conveyor.

2.4.1. Gas.Cleaninq

In this system, gas passes down the center of a hollow

drill shaft and through small holes in the bit out into the annulus be-

tween the shaft and the hole. The stream pickb up chips off the bottom

and conveys them to the surface, where part of the stream can be sampled.

Gas cleaning requirements are examined in detail in Appendix C. The

technique appears quite feasible and the required system appears to be

relatively simple. An important result of the analysis Is that by low

pressure operation the gas mass flow requirements can be substantially

reduced. Figure 11 shows transport system weights required as a function
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of the time of operition when helium gas is used. The transport system

includess (1) the mass of gas, (2) the container or tank, and (3)

accessories such as reoulatinq valves, etc.

2.4.2. MechanicalI ClIeanin_

In this system. the bit is designed to facilitate

scooping" up the chips from the bottom of the hole and conveying them

up by means of a screw-feed type mechanism. Past experience with s'rew

feed mch,,nisms indicates that frictiond I forces may prevent contiruous

transport of chips to the surf-ce. The alternative, perlod!c retractiorn

dri:
. "splnni".c o7f", would rertuire an elaborate mechanical system. In

vlew of Iheso obvious I ff icult ies, , appers that the oas cle,,ri!ng

system w'll be more simple an.J depprd,)tle ,jnd hence should! be chosen !or

the oppl:cation.

2.5. Provid!no Cooling for the Bit

Since most of the power required for diamoid bit drilling

ooes !,to friction hear, some m1aOFS Is usually provded for cooling. When-

ever possible, water is used. However, air may also be used, but the mass

flow requirement Is much hioher than that required for cleanino. The

various "heat sink:," available have been examined to J;termine their heat-

d6ssipatina capic ty. (See Appendix B.) The analysis indicates that the

bit wll not overheat, even if no fluid cooling is used, provided the

drilling power level is low, say 1/3 hpi and If good cleaning c.:, be

effected, i.e., the newly formed "hot" chips can bp gotten out of the way.

3. Description of Drilling Mechanism

3.1 General Renuirements

The general requirement& for a lunar drilling system can

be itemized as follows:

(a), Maximum reliability

(b) Ability to drill a hole In hard rock while functioning

in a difficult environment.

(c) The entire packaqe must be as light as possible

(d) The mechanism must be packaqed as compactly as possible.



(e) Vibritions transmitted to the moon vehicle should be

negligible.

(f) The packaje must not qenerate R-F electrical noise.

These requirements are presented ir, the order in which they should be

considered to determine the final design.

The difficult environment existing at the surface of the moon,

is one of very high vacuum with surface temperatures varyinq from over

2 0 F to less than -15U 0F during the lunar day. In addition, the

gravitational force on the moon is one-sixth that of the earth.

These conditions present severp lubrication problems for

those parts of the mechainism worki ng in) the vjcuum. All hig, spe.,rj

berings must be hermetically seplod. Those bearings which, must function

i)n the v.cuum mus, be dosiqne1 with c-tre or- iunctionally evaluated.

The type .n ha r-iriss of rock to op dr lled is unknown; t: e

mechanism, therefore, must be cpabie of dr~ll~ng both very t.ard and soft

materials. It has been assumed that the irilled material is oranite.

Since the mechanism wll be ,;mer;*ei, the r,ture of the material

actually being drilled may be inferred from the rate of penetration.

The mechanism must dlso be desiqned so that provisions can be

made to recover .,mplos of the material beinq drilled. These samples

will be inalyzed.

When all the functional requirements are met, the problems of

welqht ,nd volume can be attacked. The mechanism must be as light and

as compact as possible while heing capable of performing the assigned

task.

3.2 Proposed DrillinQ Mechdnisms

The drill rig considered in this section is a diamond

rotary bit rotated by an electric motor. For holes of less than five

feet depth, the shdft will be made in one piece; for deeper holes it

will have t-lescoping sections. The drill can be advanced into the

hole either mechanically or pneumaticall'y. Similarly, the telescoping

shaft can be extended an.' retracte- e'ther mecharically or pneumatically.

The chips will be removed by a low-pressure Qas cleaning system.



Several alternative systems to rotate and feed the bit are

illustrated in the Sheet I and Sheot 2 drawings. For conciseness, the

following abbreviations will be used on subsequen+ curve sheets.

PA - Pnejmatic drill advance (pneumtlc feed)

MA. - Mechanical dx :11 ajvrce (mechy.nica f)

PE - Pnematic extension of telescop.ng shaft

ME - Mechanical extension of telescopinn shaft.

3.2.1. Preu matIc Drill Adva.nce (PA)

The p;;eumatic drill ddvance with a one-piece shaft

is illustrated in the bottom pi Aure on Shen 1.

The drill bt motor. r , :-.i 6 A upply of gas

for advan,:ng the drill are enclose U , r 5,led piston which is Inside

the feeq 'rylinier. rhe Wr 11 shift e xle',., tWrough a bustinq at the

bottom o! the cylinfer. The uis reservoir for cVip removal .a dt.tached

to the shaft and rotates with t, thu5 eliminat in, the nacessity of a

dynamic shaft seal. The sjpply vlve for t his Qnas may be dctua ted by

certrifugal :oice, openirnc w, en tVe s'raft is rotated.

The piston ,nd cyl!r.Ya may have some cross section

other than circular so that the bit reaction torque will be absorbed by

the feed cylinder. The drill is ,1vncedhy introducinq gas at a regu-

lated pressure of a few psia into the space between the top of the piston

and the end of the cylinder. This will teed the drill by a constant

load allowing the penetration rate to vary as the rock hardness changes.

3.1.2. PnematIc Drill Aivance anj Pneamotic Drill Shaft

Extns ion (PAPE)

The pneumatic extension mechanism is shown at the top

of Sheet 2. The gas used for cleaning is introduced into the top of the

shaft, at a pressure of 20O to 400 psia, forcing the smaller inside

shaft down relative to the outer shafts. The nas will be further re-

ducedl in pressure in passing throuoh the bit to be used for chip trans-

port. Tho two upper views in the Arawinp illustrate only the pneumdtc

extension. This method of extending H telescoping shaft could be used

with a pneumatic feed to form a PAPE.
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3.2.3. Mechanical Drill Advance (MA)

The mechanical advance or fepd mechanism is illustrated

in the middls of Sheet I. The drill bit motor and oear train are mounted

on a platform or enclosed in a case which has three equally spaced threaded

holes around its edne. A lead screw rins throuqh e.,ch hole. Both ends

of each screw are fitted in bushinos, which permit axial travel of the

screw to limit thrust on the drill sha!t. The lipper end of each lead

screw Is spring loaded ani has a sprocket flxed to It. A small drive

motor rigidly attarcheid to * exploration vehicle frame drives one of the

lead screws throuuh i smail -e, train. The other two screws are chain

driven :rom this powered screw. The lead screws force the bit-rotating

motor dn(i shaft ,jown. Any .,xial force on the drill b~t ic transferred

to the load screws jni into the spr".os ,,j heir upper ends. When Lhe

lo-- reaches -- predetermined vlue iea-i screws move upw, r-r eriouch to

•senae the vujv,)rce or feed ue. rs. [he speeds ond forces rvolved In

the leaJ screw -!., r e motor are low en)ouqh to 6i'1 w eijr rgjoemprit and

disenqrciemnnt wi thout oear toot.h ojmjqe. Ar, ilteiri;ite method would be

to use d torque Lmitina clutch or overloid protection 4n tie electr.ical

ci rcuit (.,eithor 'Is shown).

The (Ids reservoir for chip removal may or may not be

rio idly attache-J to thi drill shaft.

An alternate method of arranoina the drill bit motor,

qear train and gas reservoir for chfp removal is shown at the top of

Sheet 1. Here the drill bit motor is positiuned on 'ts side and the

gas reservoir Is remotely located. This arranoement has the advantage

of getting maximum hole depth from the mechbrism.

With a mechanical feed mechanism, the rate of pene-

tration can be measured by countino the turns of the lead screwt and the

force on the bit could be measured from the deflection of the springs

at the upper end of the lead screws.

3.2./. Mechanical D Ill Advance and Pneuxatic Extension (MAPE)

The mechanical advance, pneumatic extension mechanism
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would consist of either MA system described above, coupled with the PE

system illustrated at the top of Sheet 2 and 1escribed in S'-ction 3.2.2.

3.2.5. Mechanical Drill Advance and Mechanical Extension (MAME.

The mechanical advance is described in Section 3.2.3.

The mechanical extension (NE) is illustrated at the bottom of Sheet 2. A

series of concentric threaded screws capable of being telescoped is

surroun:1ed by a series of concentric shafts also telescoping. The

screws are the means of advancinq the drill and the shafts rotate the

bit. The outertos' lead screw is riidly attached to the lunar vehicle

frame, and Lhe outermost shaf+ is rotated by the last gear of the Cear

train. The shafts are splined so shafts and bit rotate together. This

is clearly shown in the blown-up Detail A-A. The inner feed screw is

-'riven through the clutch in the bit as long as the axial load does not

excoed a preset value, say 5U pounds. When this value is exceeded the

sprino in t -,e bit s compressed enough to disenoaqe the clutch. The

bit keeps rotatinq but does not advance since the inner screw is not

rQtated. This will continue until the axial load decreases and the

spring extends to enoage the clutch.

I n the Illustration, the motor does no, advance with

the drill d5 it does on Sheet 1. "owever, this teature may be added if

desired. The MAME as showr requires remote location of the qas reservoir

for chip removal, which necessitates a rotary seal. The gas bottle could

be located around the outer shaft to avoid this problem.

This particlar mechanism can be retracted by simply

reversing the motor. The rate of penetration can easily be measured by

counting lead screw revolutions. The force on the drill bit can be

determined within limits from the clutch spring deflection.

3.2.6. Qrill Retraction

The mechanical systems, NA or MAE, can be easily

retracted by reversing the motors which drive the feed screws. In order

to retract in the pneumatic systems, (PA, PAPE, or MAPE), the mechanism

shown in the top Illustration of Sheet 2 is su~qested. A wire wound on

a reel with one end fastened to the lower section of the shaft is un-

wound as the shaft is extended. For retraction, the gas supply is
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shut off and the wire is rewound on the reel by a small electric motor.

* - The device could- be used for measurinq penetration by counting the n~umber

of turns ofhe reel. The theoreticail power required for drill retraction

is very small, about 0.005 hP, provided the timeof retraction is allowed

to'be a minute or two.

3.2.7. Comparison and W~~tAayi fMcaim

The weight of the mechanisms described in the preceding

paraoraphs it presented in Figure 12. These results do not include the

weight of the drill bit motor and power supply (see Fire 10), or the

c lean na ga s and st ora4e tank, ( We 1 1q re 11) . Thus,only the weight

of tho mechanism 'or a:1vanc.'ng the,,haft arr; the shaft itself are included.

i~ ht configqurP. ;ons were analyz.?d and the weiqht of the

mec ha!)I sm wa F, VIot ted da,-inst the rarv:-, of depths thle particulair con figura-

-ion would be ob1,- to dr li. A orje-p .tCe 51d.f* n a s~x foot packiae could

drIll tu a lepth of ibout five fo-! so the weiciht of the five-foot modei

was plo-ted against *he range from zero to five feet. Weights were

es' lmated uninq titanium is zi co!: ructlon miteril; and the shaift sizes

we.,- determined by ucklinq corns iprit ions, bul in no cas, was 3 wall

made th~ nner thnoie-si xteentr, inch1..
i.., rt_) ho h 4 te mechanical advatnce OAA) seems

to hdvp a sliohlt. weight advantdae over a prieumatIc --dvaflce (PA) . 1,io wc v 0r

It is quite possible that sl'qh* _2hanqes in conficuration could reverse

thi S. For example, by 'i;sing a plinotary ip,-r train, the cylinder dia-

meter in the PA system could be reduced to about 3 Or 4. Inches. This

would reduce the weiqht of the PA system to about 8.5 pounds. For

estimating system weights, the results presented in Figure 12 will be used.

The m~inimum bit sizes shown in Figure 12 are ooverned by the shaft sizes.

A telescoping shaft will obviously req~ire a larger bit as sections are

added:- dnd the mechanical extension, wh~ch is essentially a double tele-
scoping system will require an even laroer bit. The mechanical extension

(ME) compares rather poorly because of hiqher weight and larger bit size.

For the calculation of SysteM weighits.in the followina

section, th-e liohtest weioht maechanisms in Fiovre 12 will be used-. i.e.,
14A or MAPE.

4. Overall System Weig~ht

In previous sections, the welohts of the various sub-systems
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were presented. These will now be combined to form an estimate of the

total drilling system weight.

Of the various possibilities of sub-system configuration, the

following were chosen:

a) Drill rotation - electric motor (0.1 horsepower)

powered from silver-zinc storage batteries.

b) Chip transport - using helium at a working pre.ssure

of G.01 atmospheres.

c) .DrIll ¢echanism - mechanical advance withl pneumatic

extension of a multi-piece shaft (MAPE).

Two cases were in.vestiqated for the ranqe of hole depths from zero to

ten feet. (One with a drill bit of minimum sL:e as detrmined by

structural considerations; the oth;er with a one inch diameter drill bit.

The minimum bit size and mechanism weightwere found from Figire 12.

With bit size ind power level (0.1 hp) known, Floure 5 yielded the pene-
**

tration rate, from which the time of operation was found. With the

tim,, of operation known, Flq',res lU and 11 were used to find weights of

the rotary power and oas transport systems, respectively. The results

are presented in Figure 1.

The results show that the mijor part of the system weight is

due to the storage hdtterles. With the system Jescribed above, it is

possible to construct :i drill rig within the weight limit of sixty pounds

provided the depth is limited to five feet and the drill bit diameter

does not exceed 3//. inch; the time required to drill would be at-out

X hours if the shaft power were 0.1 hp and 10 hours if the power were

0.2 hp. However, if there is no particular reason for making the hole

3/4" in diameter, a hole only 1/2" in diameter or a cored hole will

result in a much lighter system as shown by Figure 13. The 1/2" hole

* Holes deeper than ten feet were not considered because the overall

system weight became very large.

*C The time of operation may be somewhat adjusted by varying the power
level. Since the maximum load is set at 50 pounds, for a given bit size
the power is determined by the rotary speed. However, heat dissipation
and chip removal requirements at the bit set an upper limit of about

1/3 hp. Although the operating timet can be reduced by increasinq the
power level, the total enerqy required (horsepower x time of operation)

remains constant, so that the weights are not affected.
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system will welqh only 34 poundn for a hole depth of 5 feet; and the

time required to drill would be about 8 hours if the shaft power were

U.l hp.

A mir.imum size core bit (DM = 1,/2 inch, AD 8 = 3/16 inch)

can be used with a one-piece shart which would result in a sllohtly lower

energy requirement per foot dr!lled; and hence a slio~ht weight savina.

This configuration is not shown. It would be similar to the middle

illustration of Sheet 1, except that it would use a core bit. The core

will not be removed but will rem,)in inside as Irillinq prooresses. A

core-bit used with an extendible shaft is not shown since a pneumatically

extendin - corino shaft was no" d-sioned. Sinrificant savings are not

anticipated be:ause of tho size an, complexity of the system.

if a mu, J, liahter source, of power can be used, a system with

mu,-h qreaer c:pdb.lti s is possible; b-it in ny event, drillino beyond

ten feet sin-i i s!..,t w t more than two pieces) does not appear

feas.ble wihiri I-e limit of or overall system weight of sixty pounds.

5. i ( rc ls ori

0f tae vario,s rossible mechanical systems, it appears that

the most sti,,ble tiamond bit system. from the stdndpoin of weitht and

reliab:lity, would consist of:

(,) An electric motor-storage battery combindtion for

the rotary drive

(b) helium (qds for chip scaven( inq

(c) A mechanical or pneumatic advance (with pneumatic extenslon

of a multipiece shaft)

as the basic dr llina mechanism.

Using such a system, with a one-piece shaft, It should be

possible to construct a drill rig which would weigh about sixty pounds

and which would be capable of drll!ng a hole 3/4 inch diameterby five

feet deep. The lighteit system capable of making 4 hole five feet deep

would weigh aoproximately half this. or about thirty pounds. It would

make a 1/2 'nch diameter full hole or a core hole having a 1/2 inch

minimum diameter. The spa6e requirements for any one of these systems

would be a cylinder about six inches in diameter by six feet in length

exclusive o' batteries. The system appears to have reasonable orowth



potential, i.e., a hole 13/16 Inch diameter by ten feet deep could be

drilled with an overall system weaiht of one hundred and twenty pounds.

This Is illustrated in Figure 13. Furtherfoore, the rig would not be

subject to severe or intolerable v:bration and, with appropriate

electrical rhieldinq it. !s not expected to gqnerate any R-F noise.

In arrivinq at *he above conclusions, many "sticky" problems

were examined analytically or by a minimn of experimental work. Some

of the solutions which require additional attention are:

(a) The chip removal scheme appears quite feasible

but it is yet to be proven in the iaboratory.

(b) The drilllng power requirements and penetration

data were babed or a very Pmlted number of tests-

kc) The starting problems and te ,lurabillt y of the

diamond bit must be examined in qre-eter detal

%.) Although the dl3mond! bit performs well in consol~datel

formations, ts operation in loose, oranular formations

r m ains to be determir.ed.

(e) the ability to -ies~cr. seals, berinns, etc.,

which w]l function properly in the env'ronment

existino on the mcon ern3!ins tco be proven.

(f) The predictions concerning bit cooling need to be

checked in the laboratory.

It Is anticipated that straiqhtfoward enqneering desI.Qn and

development will resolve all theRe problem areas with the poss!ble

exception of (c), diamond bit life. The laboratory tests made at

Hughes Tool Company /with two ..K. Smit and Sons diamond bits were not

encouraging. These bits consistedof a finite number of fairly large

diamond points set iq t, surface of a sintered metal matrix. Durina

the drilling tests, the individual diamonds dulled rapidly and/or

came loose from t)-e matrix. There is some; question as to whether this

was a "hard" or "soft", formation type bit. Considerably better perform-

ance was obtained with a Felker "Di-Met" core bit used by Foster-Miller

Associates. This bit has a section of diamond dust Impregnated material

about 1/4 inch long which continues to drill until completely worn away.

* See Appendix 2,"Bi-weekly Report No. 3", submitted 26 August 1960;
and Appendix E of this report.
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Preliminary tests at Wjghes have confirmed this. It Is felt that the

problem of bit life can be resolved with time and development.

In view of the foreaong. the conclusion reqardinq the

feasibility of diamond bit dr"llirg on the mooncannot be clear cut.

However, the results of these preliminary studies indicate that the

diamond bit Is a promising contendor. If the durability of these bits

were estoblished, the diamond rotairy system wo'ld be recommended over

the percussion drill, for certain combinations of hole diameter and

depth, because of its inherently simpler and more reliable deslqn. See

Section 111 6 for fuirther- discussion on this point.
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1.. Introduction

In the survey of drilling methods presented In Section I,

percussion drilling appeared to be one of the two feasible methods of

producing a hole in the moon. The other method, rotary diamond bit

drilling, was discussed in Section I. This Section III is devoted

to the percussion drill rig and it presents: (a) a discussion of the

principle of operation of a percussion drill; (b) the several tasks

which a percussion rig must perform, and various motlods of accomplish-

ing them; (c) a description of three of the most promising systems;

and (d) preliminary weight estimates for those three systems.

2. Principle of Operation of a Percussion Drill

Although the mecharnical desion of percussion drills may vary

markedly, their basic mode of operation will be the same. Energy is

supplied to a mass or hammer over a relatively long period of time.

Thus, a low-power source is able to store a fairly large amount of

energy in the mass. Subsequently, the mass impacts with the rock either

directly, or indirectly through a drill rod, and dissipates Its energy

over a very short period of time. This results in extremely large

stresses (or strains) in the rock. These high stresses cause immediate

fracture of the rock with relatively small energy losses due to friction

between the tool and the rock*. This is In contrast to rotary diamond

bit drilling where the friction energy losses associated with the drag

between the tool and the rock surface are very large compared to the

strain energy Input to the rock which effects fracture. Thus, impact

drilling appears to be considerably more efficient.

Although the processes involved in ftacturing rock are not thoroughly
C.

understood, the following characteristics of impact drilling are known:

a. The amount of rock which is fractured by a blow from the

haner depends on the energy of the hamer and not its

• Note, however, that only a small fraction of the strain epergy put
into the rock is utilixed to fracture rock. The remainder of the strain

energy is dissipated in the rock as the bit load 14 removed. As this
energy is distributed throughout a large mass of rock, no signif'cant
temperature rise occurs.
CC "The Fundamentals of Rock Drilling". Paper 826-27-H by R. Simon, D.E.
Cooper and N.L. Stoneman, Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio.
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momentum.

b. The energy required to Irill rock is proportional to the
__k volume of material removed for a given chisel geometry, i.e.,

E D 2 h ()0 4 B

wheres

E 0 Energy input (In-lb)

DB * Hole diameter (in)

h Hole depth (in)

c  Specific energy (in-lb/in 3 )

The best available value for the specific energy of orey granite for

an acute-angle, wedge-shaped bit Is about 40,C0 in-lb/In 3.*

c. A threshold energy per impact exists, depending on bit shape,

below which the rock drllina process becomes very inefficient.

For impact energios above the threshold value, relatively large

chips are formed. Conversely, for energies below the threshold

value, only locdl pulverization occurs, I.e., very small chips

are formed; and since the volume of rock fractured is low, the

apparent specific enerqy is sever.al times that when large chips

'" are formed. The best available value for threshold energy

is about 100 In-lb per -inch length of a chisel bit having a

cutting edgq width of about 1/16".

3. Princical Tasks in Percussio Drlling

.. Tb., block diaqr~m of Figure 14 shows the principal functions which

are required for drilling a hole with a percussion drilling rig on the

moon. It is seen that they ares

a. Provision of reaction for*e

b. Hamer actuation

c. Tool advance

d. Chip removal

e. Bit rotation

f. Bit cooling

Based on information from the Ingersoll-Rand Company and extrapolation
of data qiven In Paper 826-27-H ct. Page 38.

L, If cit. Page 30.
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The various methods of fulfilllnq these requirements will now be examined

and compared for relative feasibility. The specific mechanical design

requirements and drilling systems will then be considered in Sections 4

and 5.

3.1. Provision bf Reaction Force
In the operation of a percussor, an internal force is

required to accelerate the hammer. If the casing of the percussor is not

permitted to recoil, then the instantaneous external reaction force on

the casing'mu$t be equal to or greater than the internal force. If,

however, the casing i5 permitted to recoil, then the only requirement is

that the average reaction force equal the average rate of momentum transfer

to the hammer. In either case, some reaction force Is reqJired and may

be supplied byt (a) external reaction forces applied to the casing; (b)

the weight of the percussor exclusive of the hammer: ur (c) inertia

forces resulting from acceleration of the casing.

By reasoning slm~lar to that employed in Section 11 - 2.1,

It may be concluded that about 510 pounds of reaction force from the weight

of the vehicle could be used to load a moon-drillino mechanism. It is

undesirable, however, to use all the available weight of the capsule as

reaction force because cyclic variation of this reaction force would

tend to excite vibration of the capsule and its contents. These vibrations

could, at the expense of added weight and complexity, be partially isolated

from the capsule.

The most desirable source for reaction force is the weight

of the impact tool itself. Since the tool will only weigh from two to

six pounds on the moon, the percussor should be desicned to operate with

a small average reaction force. Analysis (Section II of Appendix F)

shows that percussion drilling on the moon can be efficient with average

reaction forces equal to the weight of the percussion tool, provided

that the impact rate, hammer mass, and energy delivered to the rock per

blow are p-operly matched. The amount of recoil can also be limited to

reasonable values, typically less than one inch.

For the reasons outlined above, all percussion systems

recommended in this study will utilize the tool weight to supply the

reaction force necessary for impact drillino.



3.2 Haffler Actuatign

Actuation of the percussor requires a hammer, a source

of energy and means (a mechanism) of transforming this energy into

mechanical motion of a hammner.

3.-2. 1. Eneray Sources

Of the many possible eneroy sources, only three

appear to be feasiblo for use in the present moon-drill system.

These arpi

a) Electrochemnical (storane batteries)

b) High-pressure, stored qas

c) L'.qid propellaint hot qas

Ihe si lver- z nc type o' storicqe battery is suit-able for

use on the moon dnd will typcaily provHe 33 watt-hours of energy per

pound of battery including cise ard connections. (See Section IV,

Appendiy D.) If 9, s thp ove.rall enerny converson efficiency of the

Impact tool, end Eqiatlon (5) Is used to express the energy required,

the resultant hattery weiciht, on earth, Is

2,

Wb = U.746 X 10-6 6SCDB (ibs) (6)

where the symbols have the same meaning as before.

Stored high-pressure oas can be conveniently and

directly utillized. in a pneumatically-actuatebd percussor and can at the

same time serve for chip scavenaino. The requirements for gas and

container mass and volume as determined In Section I of Appendix F for

nitrogen and helium as workino flu'ds show tha~t the overall weiaht of

the nitrooen source will be slichtly less than that of the helium

source. The weight of the stored-gas source is Independent of the gas

pressure and its volume Is inversely proportional to pressure. The

nitrogen system weight, Ws, on earth, can be expressed as

2

Ws=1.11 x l05 LfCDB hfis(7

This is based on the assumption that the knitial stored mass of gas is

suffizkent to alloo only a 25% drop !n gas temperature. (See Section I

of Appendix F for details.) Comparison of Eq'jations (6) and (7) shows
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that, for equal efficiency of operation, the stored-gas system is over

ten times heavier than the battery system. The weight of the stored-gaS

system might be decreased somewhat, (possibly by 4(0%). by reducing the

initial stored mass of gas. This may be accomplished by intermittent

drilling to permit heat transfer from the surroundings to the gas to

maintain reasonable temperature levels, but only at the expense of

added complication. Figures F-3 and F-4 in Appendix F show the weight

and volume of a nitrogen system, for a storage pressure level of 300

psi, as a function of hole size and depth.

The third feasible eneroy source for moon drilling Is a

chemical, hot-gas generator. The simplest and most reliable oas genera-

tors are of either the solid fuel or the liquid monopropellant types.

Bipropollant systems can provide higher energy outputs per pound of

propellant, but only at the expense of added complexity and, hence, lower

reliability. The liq,'jid monopropellint is chosen over the solid pro-

pellant becauset (1) the latter generates "dirty" gas, i.e., has solid,

gummy particles in the gas stream, which tend to clog the small flow-

control orifices; and (2) the orail' has an excessively large ratio of

length to diameter due to the low mass flow of gas and the relatively

long time of operation required. Hydrazine, N2 H , is a liquid mono-

propellant which decomposes to form a relatively clean gas at a oenera-

tor'temperature of 1960 ° R. lt~therefore, appears to be feasible as an

energy source for percussion drilling.

A detailed analysis of the hydrazine cas generator shows

that the weight of a hot-gas system required for drillin9 a 5 foot hole

3/4" In diameter in grey granite ( 5c = 40,000 lb-in/in 3) is about 5.5

pounds. (See Section I of Appendix F.) To make the same hole, Equations

(6) and (7) give the weight of the battery system as 2.5 pounds and of

the stored-gas system as 30.2 pounds. Thus, it would appear that the

battery or hot-gas systems should be chosen. However, it should be

realized that hot-gas generators for extended times of operation are

not within the present state of the art and would require considerable

development before a practical and reliable system could be realized.

Furthermore, the use of high-tomperature gas in the percussor mechanism

will require the solution of many difficult mechanical design problems

connected with differential expansion, the sealing of high-temperature

gases, and high-temperature metallurgy. Until the form of the actuation
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mechanism is selected, it Is not possible to choose between the above

energy sources. This selection Is considered below In Section 5.

3.2.2. Actuaion Mthods.

The type of actuation, orthe method used to

accelerate the hammer mass in a percussion drill, will depend on the

energy source employed and the degree of recoil desired.

3.2.2.1. Zero-Recoil Perckor

A detailed analysis was made of two

general types of zero-recoil percuseorsl i.e., the gravity-force

actuated system and the contact-force acceleration system. Both systems

are awkward and complex mechanically and offer no weight advantage over

the finite-recotl type of percussor. In addition, the zero-recoil

systems would transmit time-varyinr forces to the moon capsule and, there-

fore, would tend. to excite vibrations in that structure. The zero-recoil

percussor mechanism is, therefore, eliminated from further consideration.

(See Section IT of Appendix 1F for detiils.)

3.2.2.2. Finlte Recoil Percussor

In order to avoid transmitting vibratory

(or even steady) forces to the moon capsule when recoil is permit.-ted,

the reaction force exerted on the porcussor must be supplied by the

casing weiqht. If the percussor earth weight Is' limited to about 16

pounds, the available reaction force on the moon is only about 2.7 pounds.

Thus, the percussor must be designed to operate effectively under this

small reaction force. A dynamic analysis was made of a percussion drill

for two limiting modes of operation; i.e., intermittent percussion and

continuous percussion. (See Section I of Appendix F.)

In the intermittent mode, the timeinterval

between blows is large compared with the time for the recoil motion,

caused by the blow, to die out. This mode of operation is limited only

by the allowable recoil distance. For example, a small reaction force,

large hammer mass and large blow energy result in laroe recoil distances.

Also, an inherent inefficiency is present in the intermittent percussor

because the recoil energy of the percussor casino is dissipated without

doing useful work. Since the recoil energy is about 2D% of the blow

eneroy for a ratio of casing to hammer mass equal to 8 to 1, this loss



will typically be about '20%.

z In the continuous percussion mode, the interval of

time between blows is about twice the time required to reach maximum

recoil height. if this condition exists, the recoil energy in the casing

is not wasted as In the intermittent mode, but is utilized to help ac-

celerate the hammer for the next olow. The recoil distance is then only

half as large as in the intfrmittent mode. To maintain this steady,

efficient mode of percussion requires that the impact rate be matched

to the reaction force available according to the following relationship

(See Sectlon II of Appendix F.):

F°  N \V!Eb Mh

where F 0  Reaction force, lbs

N Cyclic rate, blows/sec

Eb Energy per bl6w, in-lb

Mh Hammer mass, lb sec /in

Ffficient energy transfer from hammer to drill rod will occur only if

the hamer mass is of the same magnitude as the drill rod and bit, which

is about 5 lb for a 5 foot hole 3/4" in diameter. Thus, a hammer mass

of about 2 lb appears to be a realistic minimum. The minimum energy

per blow is determined by the threshold en'ergy for rock fracture and is

about 100 in-lb/in for grey granite (see Section II). The casing mass

will be of the order of 16 lb m . Thus, the maximum impact rate is about

180 blows/min. This is in contrast with a conventional Jack hamuer which

operates at about Z=X) blows per minute

In summary, the continuous percussion system is inherent-

ly more efficient than an intermittent system. To operate in this effici-

ent mode, the Impact rate must be matched to the available reaction force.

If matching is achieved, the minimum permissible reaction force is de-

termined only by the allowable recoil distance.

3.2.3. Actuator Mechani s

Two types of actuator mechanism have been found to be

C The results of tests by Hughes Toel .Company on in Ingersoll-Rand Model

J-1O-A jack hammer operated at reduced loading showed good correlation
with Equation (8). See Appendix 1, "Bi-weekly Proiqress Report No. 3"0
"Lunar Drill Study".
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-easible for moon drillingi namely, pneumatic'and mechanical.

_ , The pneumatic system involves the use of gas pressure

directly on the hamwer in the same way as In commercial pneumatic drilling

equipment. Gas is first ported to the top side of' the hammer to acceler-

ate it toward the drill rod. After thehammer strikes the anvil of the

drill rod, the gas Is automatically ported to the bottom side of the

hawser to return it to the starting position. When the hammer reaches its

starting position, gas is readmitted to its top side an6 the cycle repeats.

This system will operate directly from a pressure-regulated source of gas.

A mechanical actuator employs mechanical means to

accelerate and re-set the harmer after impact. The simplest and most

reliable mechanism having a amall-diameter casino is a cam-return,

spring-actuated one. This mechanism is discussed in more detail In

"... iScon II of Appendix F.

3.3. T.oQ Advance
Either a positive feed or a aravity-feed may be used to

advance the percussor into the rock. Since a pos!tive feed would prevent

recoil, It is ruled out. The gravity feed Is possible and requires no

mechanism other than guide rods; hence, it is recommended.

3.4 Chip Removal

In order to obtain efficient percussion drillinothe

rock chips must be continuously removed from beneath the bit. If this is

not done the initially large chips will be hit again and broken down into

fine particles. This requires additional expenditure of energy without

advancing the bit, and thus the drilling efficiency will drop. Chips

S..may be removed mechanically or by gas transport.

3.4.1. Mechanical Cleaning

Mechanical cleaning was discussed in Section II-2.4.2

of the main body of this report and found to be Impractical. For the

reason presented there, plus the additional complications introduced by

the oscillating shaft of a percussion tool, it is ruled out.

3.4.2. Gas C',egnino

An analysis of the requirements for gas chip transport
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has been made, including estimates of the weight of such a system. (See

...- Appendix C.) The calculations were based on the size of chips produced

in diamond, rotary bit drilling. Since the size of chips formed in

efficient percussion drilling will be considerably larger, the gas require-

ments for chip transport in percussion drilling will be greater than the

values given in Appendix C. In order to obtain reliable information on

gas requirements, it would be necessary to run tests to determine the

size distribution and shape of the chips produced at low impact energy

level by a percussion drill. Such tests were considered beyond the

scope of this study, and the gas requirement has been assumed to be four

t mes that required for rotary diamond bit drillinq.

3.5. Bit Rotation

Effective percussion drill ng requires that the bit be

rotated after each blow so that a rel,.it.vely uniform circular hole will

be produced. The need for this rotation has been demonstrated by the

manufacturers of commercial percussion dzilling equipment. In these

commercial devices, bit rotation is accomplished by means of a simple

ratchet mechanism during the recoil stroke. 'This technique could also

be used for the moon drilling apparatus.

3.6. Bit Coolipq

In Sec.tion 11-2, it was concluded that the bit tempera-

ture levels In rotary diamond bit drilling would not be Pxcessive if

good chip cleaning were achieved and the shaft power level limited to

less than 1/3 hp. In percussion drillIng, frictional energy losses at

the bit-rock interface will be a small fraction, one tenth or less, of

that of rotary diamond bit drilling. Thus bit overheating will be much

less of a problem in percussion drilling and no special provisions for

bit cooling are anticipated.

4. Percussion Drilling Mechanismgs
4.1, Reguiregonts

The general requirements for a lunar drilling mechanism

4 "Rock Drill Data", Page 52. Ingersoll-Rand Company, New York, N.Y.
* e* The term "mechanism" Is used to denote only the percussor case, hammer

and anvil. The term "system" refers to these parts plusthe energy storage
source.
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have been stated and discussed in Section 11-3.1. Since the percussion

-. -drill involves vibratory motion, the requirement that the drilling

mechanism must not transmit vibration to the moon capsule deserves special

consideration. As discussed in the preceding section, a percussor can

be designed which utilizes the percussor weight to supply the required

drill reaction force. The percussor can then be freely mounted on

guides so that no significant drilling forces will be transmitted to

the capsule.

4.2. Feasible 10ercssion Mecha is.s

On the basis of the discussion given in Section III and

the analysis presented in Appendix F, two types of percussion mechanism

have been selected as feasible for operation on the moon% (1) a pneu-

matically-actuated device; and (2) a cam-driven, mechanically-actuated

device. Neither of these mechanisms has an appreciable weight or

volume advantage over the other. (Note, however, that total system

weights are significantly different.) (See Section 5, below.) The

mechanical system will be more complex in terms of the number of compon-

ents which are essential to its function, while the pneumatic system does

not have positive actuation and is thus susceptible to sticking or iamaing.

Hence, neither mechanism appears to have the advantage in reliability.

5. Comlete Drilling Systems, ConflQuration and Weight Estimates

Three percussion drilling systems have been found to be feasible,

from a weight standpoint, for moon drilling. They are

a. Pneumatic Actuation, Stored Gas Energy Source

b. Pneumatic Actuation, Chemical (Hot Gas) Energy Source

c. Mechanical Actuation, Electrochemical (Battery) Energy Source

The estimated weights for these systems are based on drilling a hole in

granite. For softer materials these estimates will b4 conservative.

It has been concluded that the percussion drill is competitive with

the rotary diamond bit for depths up to five feet. Hole depths in the

range five to ten feet are better done with a rotary diamond drill, since

the use of a multi-piece drill rod Is impractical in percussion drilling!

I If a large diameter hole in this range is requlied, the percussor
again becomes feasible as the entire tool can be lowered into the hole.
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Hioweverl for holes greater than trt feet deep, the bit diameter required

Ffor diamond drilling increases to the point where it becomes feasible to
consider a percussion tool of small enough diameter which can be lowered

into the hole. This study of percussion drilling was limited to samil

diameter holes, 1/2 to 3/A Inch, of five foot depth.

5.1. Pneumatic-Actuation. St-ored-Gas Elnergy Source
Sheet 3 of Lunar Drilling Mechanisms shows a schematic

diagram of the pneumatic percussion system which appears beet to satisfy
the requirements for a moon drill. The perclissor is loaded by the tool

weight only and the actuation of the hammner 's as described in Section
= 3.2.2.3.' Weights for this system have been computed in Section II of

*Appendix F and are summari zed in Table II for a five foot deep hole.

Table 11

CoMponent and Total Stored-GasSystem Weights

System CoMonents' 3Ah 1 nc h
Diameter Hole Diameter Hole

Nitrogen Gas plus tank 13.5 lbs 30 lbs
Porcuuisor 18. 1

Drill Rod and Bit 5. 5

Guides and Supports 4. 4
Regulator, etc. 3. 3

Total System Weight 43.5 lbs 60 lbs

The system considered Is of the continuous percussion

type (too Section 3.2.2.2.) and would require approximately 2.5 cubic
feet of space (say, 6inch diameter by 6 feet long). A five foot hole

tcould be drilled in about 1.3 hours if the moon's surface is no harder

than granite.
The weight estiates givenln~hble 11 art believed to be

conservative, since no attempt has been isdisin this study to optimize
system weight with respect to all the pertinenit system variables. .

CSheet 3 is at the end of this Section III.
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5.2. Pnetaatic Actuation, Hot Gas Enerav Source

If the stored gas supply tanks In the schematic diagram

of Sheet 3 were replaced by a hydrazine generator, the system would

represent a hot-gas pneumatic actuator. In Section I of Appendix F, a

schematic diagrdm of the gas generator Is presented along with design

considerations. The hot-gas generator has a substantial weight advant-

-age over the stored gas supply; It weighs 5.r pounds, compared with X

pounds for a stored gas energy source for drilling a five foot hole
=0

having a 3/4 inch diameter. However, since the hot gas (1960 R) cannot

be used for chip removal, a separate sto ed qas chip cleaning system

must be provided. The weights of the other components are the same as

in the stored gas pneumatic system. The system weight is listed in

Table III for a five foot hole.

Component and Total Hot-Gas System Weights

System Components !/2 inch Diameter 3/4 Inch Diameter

Hydrazine Gas Generator 4.5 5.5

Chip Transport System 2 2

Percussor 18 18

Drill Rod and Bit 5 5

Guides and Supports 4 4

Regulator, etc. 3 3

Total System Weight 36.5 lbs 37.5 lbs

The substantial weight advantage of the hot-gas system

over the stored-gas system is effectively nullified by other Considerationst

a) the probably unreliability of such a system

b) difficulties associated with a high-temperature working fluid

c) the great amount of effort and cost required for the develop-

ment of a hot-gas system.

5.3 Mechanical Actuation, Battery Energy Sojrce

Sheet 4 of Lunar Drilling Mechanisms shows an artist's

Sheet 4 is at the end of this Section III.



conception of a mechanically-actuated percussor which is drlven by a

storage battery and an electric motor. The motor drives a splined shaft

through a gear train. The shaft in turn rotates the hammer which has a

cam follower attached to it. As the hammer rotates, the cam follower

moves up along the cam surface displacing the hammer upwards,comprogafng
0

a spring. After 180 rotation of the shaft, the cam surface ends

A ,abruptlyallowlng the spring to accelerate the hammer downwards toward

the drill rod anvil. After the impact between hammer and anvil, the

cam follower again engages the can and the cycle repeats.

Many other methods of mechanical actuation are possible

In addition to the scheme chosen here, but their weights would be

comparable. This is because the total percussor weight is determined by

the reaction force requirements and may be apportioned between casing,

electric motor, etc. in any way desired.

The components and total system weights for the mechanic-

ally-actuated system aregiven in Table IV. Approximately 4 hours would

be required on the moon to drill a 3/4 inch diameter hole five feet deep

in rock similar to granite. The approximate volume required is about one

cubic foot, exclusive of batteries.

..,,. ..... *Table IV

gCo oent"And Total Mechanically-Actuated System Weights

System Couonents 1/2 Inch DiamLtet -.-ngter

Battery 1.1 2.5

Percussor ( includes

Motor and Gearing) 18.0 18.0

Chip Transport System 2.0 2.0

Guides 4.0 4.0

Drill Rod and Sit 5.0 5,0

Miscellaneous 3.0 3.0

Total Systm Weight 33.1 lbs 34.5 lbs

5.4 Discussion of Mechanilms

*Of the three possible percussion drilling systems deemed

feasible, a mechanically-actuated device driven by an electric motor and



batteries appears to be best. Although the mechanical system has no

appreciable weight advantage over the pneumatic, hot-oas system, the latter

is likely-to be less reliable and will require more development work. Hence,

it is ruled out of consideration. The mechanical system, while having no

great reliability advantage over the pneumatic, stored-aas system, has a

substantial weight advantage; hence, It looks best.

It shoul(2 be possible to desion an electromechanical

percussion drill system for moon drill'ng, which would weigh less than

thirty-five pounds and which could drill a hole 1/2 to 3/4 !nch diameter

by five feet deep in granite-like rock in approximately four hours time.

This system should transmit essentially zero v'bration, or force, to the

moon capsule. By adequate shieliing of the motor, the qeneratlon of R-F

noise could be eliminated. The rate of penetration of this drill could

be measured to give an indication of the formation heinr drilled.

6.. in Conclusion

This study of percussion drilling ham shown that the method Is

frasible for drIlling j holq. on the moori. Two types of percussior

mechanism have been found to be suitable:

a) An electro-mechanical type which would weigh about thirty-

five pounds and could drill a hole 1/2 to 3/4, inches in

diameter by five feet deep in oranite in about four hours

time.

b) A pneumatically-actuated (stored-gas source) percussor

which would weigh about forty-five pounds for a 1/2 inch

diameter hole and about sixty pounds for a 3/4 inch

diameter hole in granite, both holes being five feet deep.

The pneumatic system would be slightly less complicated than the

mechanical system but would have no reliability advantage because it

provides a less positfve actuation of the hamer.

The conclusions reached have been based upon a limited analytical

study and a minimm of experimental data. In order to reach a final

choice regarding the best system, additional work should be done In

the following areast

a) The threshold energy required for efficient drilling

should be investigated experlmntally, at very low

ambient pressures, in the range of blow momentum
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anticipated for the moon drill system.

b) The specific energy of the rock, 4 , should be verified

experimentally at low pressures. A value of m 40,000

lb/in2 was assumed in this study.

a) The chip removal system should be studied in more detail,

analytically and experimentally.

d) Detailed, optimized mechanical designs of the pereussor

should be prepared.

e) The problem of seals, bearings, and lu'ricants for use

in the anticipated environment should be investigated.

None of the above items appears to present an insurmountable problem.

Essentially the same conclusion was reached regarding the diamond rotary

rig which, however, had a possible limited bit life problem. Thus, a

more thorough Investigation is required before a positive decision can be

made regarding the superiority of percussive or rotary drilling for making

a hole in the moen. From the present study, however, it appears that:

a) For holes less than five feet deep and 1/2 inch diameter,

the mechanical simplicity of the rotary system and low

system weight, a rotary system with a diamond bit should

be chosen.

b) For holes larger in diameter (3/4 inch to 4 inches) the

percussor appears to be simpler, more reliable, does not

depend on moon vehicle for weight to apply to bit and

lighter in weight.

From the above discussion and that given in Section II - 5 it is apparent

that on the basis of the preliminary studies the pneumatic percussion

drill is superior for diameter and depth limitation for the first craft.
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Further investigation of the problem areas outlined in Section 1I - 5 and

III - 37 ray bear out this conclusion, or my sving the balance to another

tool.

Thus, it is recommended that further work be undertaken to more

completely evaluate these systems before a final selection is made.

p
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1. Various Meth2ds of Creating Thrust

If the drilling method employs a rotary-type tool (e.g., roller-

cutters, diamond bits or augers), some provision must be made for

loading the bit. The thrust required depends on the type of cutter

used; i.e., a diamond cutter Is a low-thrust, high-speed tool, while

a roller cutter is a high-thrust, low-speed tool.

Several techniques may be used to provide thrust, such as; (a)

the weight of the package, (b) the reaction thrust produced by expand-

ing a high energy gas through a nozzle, and (c) some means of "anchor-

Ing" the package to the moon's surface, e.g., an explosive imbedment

anchor; or using side thrust against the walls of a partially drilled

hole. Until more complete knowledge of the composition of the moon's

surface is available, only the first two methods will be considered

here.

2. Weight of the PackaQe

The estimated earth weight of the package is about WU pounds,

hence its moon weight will be about 1(A) pounds. Since the center-

line of the bit cannot be located at the center of mass of the

package, only a fraction of this weight will be available for loading

the bit. If the mass of the package is symmetrically distributed

about its geometrical center (i.e., If its center of mdSS coincides

with its geometrical center), the available thrust will be one

half, or more, of the package-weight. Th,,s, for purposes of

estimating drill performance, the available thrust may be assumed

at fifty pounds.

3. Reaction Thrust

Thrust may be produced by expanding a hlgh-energy gas through

a nozzle. Figure A-1 shows the mass flow requirements for a hot

gas (produced by burning a solid propellant, OMAX "8*)to develop

various magnitudes of thrust. The earth weight of the required fuel

maybe obtained by multiply!nc the mass flow requirements by the

time interval during which tLrust is desired.
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The results plotted in Figure A- weeotained from th~e follow

) ihg thrust end mss flow equations for a nozzle',

AU k (--r*P (A-i)

t 0

Zand w I) -iV~ 2  At (A-2)

where
t = mximim thrust, lbf

Pand T pressure, psW., and temperature, Re of
0 0

the generated gas.

P8  ambie!nt prossure, psia
2

A t =cross-sectional area of nozzle throat, ft
k ratio of specific heats of the gas.

= mass flow rate of propellant gas,
slgsscod

R =gas constant, ft. lbf/slug/*R.

Recgniingthat P /P =0n the moon, and combining Equations

(A-i) and (A-2), yields

2~ 2kR W(A-3)
max k- o Wp

For a given gas and operating temperature (T 0, Equation (A-3)

states that the available thrust is directly proportional to the

mass flow rate oif gas. The gas generated by burning OAIAX 44SA

has a kof 1.29 and R of 2510 ft lbf/3lugs OR. Assuming To at
er 0 1

2500 Re Equation (A-3) becomes

T (QAX "8A, T 25C10OR) 7460 w (A-4)

*Se, for example, page 102 of "The Dynamics and Thermodynamics of

1Compressible Fluid Flow" by A.H. Shapiro. The Ron ald Press Company,
Noew York.'
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For examples to produce 235 pounds of thrust, the required
- flow rate is w 0.031 slugs/sec. If the drilling tool operates for

one hour, the total earth weight of fuel is about 3600 pounds. The

moon weight will be 600 pounds which might more effectively be used

directly to load the tool.

--
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Since most of the power required for diamond bit drilling is

converted into heat at the drill bit, some means is usually provided

for cooling the bit to limit operating temperatures. The usual coolant

is a circulating fluid, e~g., water. However, there are other heat

Sinks which can help to, or perhaps solely, dissipate the heat in the

moon drill applic~ation. The possible heat sinks aret

v"'a) Heat flow Into the surroundina rock

b) Heat flow Into the drill stem

c) Radiation from the drilling mechanism

d) Heat flow Into the drilled material, i.e., the chips

* which are formed and which leave at a high temperature

a) Heat transfer to a circulating fluid
Even though there may be no circulatinq fluid, the other sinks

will be available. Since their interaction Is complicated,an estimate

* ~will be made of their heat absorption capacity as If each werfe present
alone. Then an attempt will be mide to draw some conclusions repard:ng

the temperature levels at the bit.

2. Caoacity of the.Heat Sinks

21Heat Elow into 5urrounding Rock

Since the rock at great distances from the drilled hole is at

a low temperature, part of the heat generated af the bit-rock interfdce

will be conducted Into the rock. The temperature rise in the rock will

be small everywhere except near the drilled surfaice. To qet an estimate

of the heat capacity, it will be assumed that all the shaft power coes

into the rock. Furthermore, the rock will be approximated as a semi-
infinite modl.a with a hemispherical hole through which a constant heat

~I. flux (equal to the shaft power) passes as represented by Fiqgure 8-1(a).

A~j$ -4- Afe h hl been partially drilled; the actual state of affairs

will be as in Figure 8-1(b), I.e., the mass of rock above the local

level will also absorb considerable heat. Hence, the answer obtained

by this approximation will yield local surface temperatures which are

*9imet higher than the actual ones-.

Since thewre is a finite number of diamond points on a bit,
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Level

Hemispherical
Role

Hock Rock

(a) (b)

1Models for -Heat- Transfer into Rock

Figure B-1

the hoat is generated by a small percentage of the hemispherical bit

area. The rock surface will be at some average temperature which Is

determined by the total heat flux, rocV properties, and hole ilameter.

This average temperature will exist everywhere on the surface except

in the Immediate vicinity of the didmonl points. Trhe temptrature at.

the diamond points (local hot spots), which is above the ivoraye rock

surface temperature, is determined by the reqljirement that a frrct ion

of the total generated heat has to pdsS; throuqh each diamond point that

is In contact with the rock. The diamond temper3ture s, thus, tha sum

of the average rock interface temperature ind the local temperalure

rise. Both of these are evaluated below.

2.1.1. Ay.2raoe Rock-Surface Temperature

Consider a hemispherical surfice oi radius, a, In a semi-

infinite solid with a constant heat flux Q (which is equal to the shaft

horsepower, hp., divided by the surface area of the hemisphere) . [his

Is illustrated in Figure B-2. The differential equation for unsteady

heat flow in this case is

r 2 r ~ r(-l
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z- +
q 4 1 dr 25"4 hpB

2w a

Heat Flow fr-om H,... eical Surface into Semi-inflnite ziolid

The boundary conditions are

0 < 0 T (r,0) =0OF

9 > 0 q (a,Q) - constant

where T =Temperature at a point in the rock (OF or

r Radial distance (ft)

0 Time r)

Ph thcrmal d If f u siv ity ( 2 hr)-

K Thermal conductivity of rock (PT1U/hr ft OF)

9 aDensity of rock (lbM/ ft 3)

C = Specific heat capacity of rock (BTU/lbm M F)

The solution~ of the temperature distribution for times

Q > 0 is

T~ [erfc,(~~ erfe aexpC"% 0) e2)

where

erfc(x) I - a(x) 1 0- -' x dx(B)
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For large values of 6, Equation (B-.2) becomes

Qa-a
T + 2r

T - (B3-5)

Which is the steady state temeperature distribution. In particular at

the surface of the rock, where r a

Qa

The ratio of the steady state temperature at any point to that at r =a is

Tso a
(T r

sa

Equation (B-7) shows that the rock temperature falls off rapidly from

that at the bit-rock interface.

The temperature at the rock surface at any time 0 is found

from Equation (B-2) by setting r =a. Thus,

= 1 - 1- ~ 4 02 B8

ra

Equjation (B-9) Is plotted as Fioure B3-3 for two values of K. If the

steady state temperature is too hiah, this relationship may h~e used to

determine the safe runnirng times for j cyclic drill-stop-drill mode of

operation. An example is given below.

Equation (B-7) Is plotted as Figure B-4 to show the steady

A. state temperature as a function of the shaft horsepower. For example,
if'K =2 BT/hr ft Fand a =1/2 inch, the curve K a = 1/24 BTU/hr 0F

shows T =1950 for a shaft horsepower of 0.2. If it is desired that
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0
the bit temperature be limited to Say 15WU F, the time of operation may
be determinedi from Figure B3as 15 minutes by noting that Tss

15W0/1950. Hence, after operating for 15 minutes the bit must be stopped

and allowed to cool down.

2.1.2. hLol Hot S~ot

The above results indicate what the rock surface temperature,

amd hence the bit tesperature, would be if the heat is generated

uniformly at all points of the rock surface. In fact, however, the

heat is generated at a finite number of points, namely, at the diamonds.

The local temprature near these points will be higher than the averag.e

surface temperature. The transients associated with this problem are

very short, of the order of a few seconds. The maximum steady-state

local temperature rise is given by

local K (B-io

wherei

T locali Maximum local temperature rise above the

average rock surface temperature (OF)

=-5.4hg = Heat flux per di~imond (RT 1J/hr f t 2

hpF, Shaft horsepower (iup)

n =Number of diamonds U
A D 0 (21)2 =Contdct area of diamonds (ft 2

2 1 =Length of "srluare" diamond contact area (ft)

V Veloci ty of diamond (ft/sec)

The other symbols have the same meaning as previously used.

1/ Assuming 1 1/64"', rX = 0.0281 ft2/hr, V = 2.0 ft/sec

(corresponding to a diamond 1/4"' from c~nter of bit rotating at 9(X) rpm),

Equation (B-10) becomes

ATi i W 11.4 x 10-5 B-i

If the number of diamonds is Assumed as n =1Xthe heat flux pei

diamond becomes CV 37.5 x 10 -> hp,. a nd

*The local temperature rise must be accounted for. In the follow'naI section it is shown that this Js small, but 'f :t were say 9X0cF, then
T/ 46 g 00o/1950.

"E.L.Foster, ScD Thesis, May 17, 195k4, Massachusetts Institute ow
Technology.
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Equaton (a-12) Indicates that the local temperature rise will be small

- compared to the rock surface temperature.

2.2 Heat Flow Into-the Drill Stem

Since the conductivity of diamond bits and steel are rela-

tively high, an approximate calculation for the heat capacity of the

drilling mechanism is

q k mC AT(-13)!.?5 : rise

or 254" hp A G = m C A T (B-13a):: .5 rise

where
m = Mass of drill stem (lb M)
C = Specific heat capacity of drill stem (BTU/Ibm°F)

aTr ise Temperature rise in drill stem (OF)

A z Time interval for 6 T rits (hr)

hp = Shaft horsepower (hp)

Ifa=10lb and C =0.15 BTU

1700 hp (B-14)

2 Thus if the shaft power is 0.1 hp, there will be a 170 OF temperature

rise each hour, if all the hoat goes into thedrill stem.

2.3 Radiation from the Drijlling-echanism

If the drill stem gets hot it will radiate to the relatively

cold rock walls. The governing equation, assuminc black body radiation

with emissivity equal to 1, is*
..F T T

0.173 A (_L ) (R

or, the heat radiated per foot of shaft is:

S =0.173 1 D 2 [ T s R
'~ .l3 D5  [(T) - (j ) ](B-25a)

* McAdams, W.H.,"Heat Transmission'; 2 &d., McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,
p. 52.
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where s
q c Heat rate (13TU/hr)

L = Shaft length exposed to rock (Ut)

D .= Shaft diameter (ft)

= Shaft temperture (oR)

TR = Rock temperature (OR)

If T6 3 15c 0R, TR= 500OR andDS 1l/2.4ft,

L, hr ft' ft

0If T 2000R,

'-9. 14. X 10.3  0)(B-16a)
L ft

Hence, for a five foot length of shaft -the amount of heat that

could be dissipated (at T = 2000°R) is about .074 hp. From Equation

(B-14), if the shait. powr Input is 0.1 hp, the temperature of the stem
after about 10 hours of operation will be approximately 1500 aF or 2C00 00 R.

Thus, it appears that a good fraction of the input heat could be dissi-

pated by radiation if the power inputs are low.

Nete, however, that it is highly undesirable to let the shaft
0p

teerature rise much above 500°F. Hence, both this sink and the previous

one were included only for completeness. The physical connection between

the bit and shaft should be such that the resistance to heat flow is high

compared to that into the rock.

2.4. Htat Flow into the Drilled Material

The heat absorption capacity of the drilled material is

q =w R CRAT R AB Pr- CR AT

wheres

w = Rate of generating rock chips (lb /hi)
H 3

(. Rock density (lb/ft

AB * Bit or'hole cross-sectional area (ft )
4 ., , . -.



P =-Bit penetration rate (ft/hr)r OF)
CR = Specific heat canacity of rock (BTU/Ibm F

AT = Temperature rise of rock chips (OF)

If tho rock chips are .aisumed to lnnvn -itr r a (oOOOF temperavure rise,

then

q = 0.074 DB2 P (hp)

where
D B= bit diameter expressed in inches.

From Figure 5 of the main body of this report, the horsepower

required for dr1ilng is

hPdrilling = 0.667 DB2 Pr (-19)

Thus about 10% of the heat input can be dissioated ir this way if the

chip temperature rise is 10OF: and about 20% if the rise is 20000F.

Of course, good chip cleaning is essential for this sink to furction

properly.

2.5. Heat Transfer to a Circulating Fluld

If air is used as the circulat ro flu.d, the minimum mass

flow rate required to absorb a oiven heat flux is set by the First Law

of Thermodynamics as

q wA C ( AT) rise 2C)

If !T 1000 0 F,

wA 10.6 hpB (lbm/hr) (B-21)

Thus, the air mass flow reuirements get to be larg compi-r % wnA*

In required for cleaning, (see Appendix C). If the power input is

0.1 hp, the air flow required is 1.06 lb hr. For 10 hours operation,

the air mass needed is 10.6 lb • As mentioned above, this is them

minimum air rate; in general a higher rate is necessary to achieve the

required heat transfer coefficients.
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3. Discussion

The foregoing analysis of the heat capacities of the various

heat sinks indicate that their combined capacity is adequate to limit

the bit temperature to something under 15000F, provided that: (1) the

shaft power input does not exceed 1/3 hpi and (2) good chip cleaning is

accomplished. This power limitation appears to pose no problem when

compared to the expected power levels and penetration rates anticipated

for grey granite. (See Figures 2 through 6 in Section 11 of the main

body of this report.)

%,I

+)/.
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I. Introduction

A major problem in rotary (diamond bit) or percustlivq dr~lling

is chip removal from the bottom of the hole to permit the tool to

engage virgin surface. Chips may be removed from th, hole by- (I)

gas transport; (2) mechanical means, e.g., screw conveyor; (3) a

c-ombination of these; e.g., a screw conveyor with gas flow to

"lubricate" the particles. The requirements and problems associated

with gas transport of chips proddced by a diamond bit are examined in

this appendix.

The ultimate purpose is to determine the gas flow system require-

ments, i.e., what total mass of qas, storage tank, and accessories will

be required. These will depend on the size of particles produced, the

size of hole to be drilled, the rate of penetration, the type of gas

uBed, the operating density of the gas, etc.

The analysis presented below indicates that if the particles are

small, say .01" diameter, and the gas density is low, the drag force

on the particles will be independent of the. Qas Jensity-a consequence

of operating in the Stokes flow regime. Thus, the Araq fol-ce will be

a function of or ly the relative velocity betwef.n gas and particles;

and tue gas density (,an be reduced to whatever value that can be control-

led readily, i.e., whdtever Vdlue of pressure that cin benaintained in

the transport line. Hence, If the renime of operation is Stokes flow,

the gas mass flow rate can be reduced by operating at reduced pressures

and the required fixed volume flow rdte. However, a lower limit on gas

density will be set by the requiremernt that the men-fre- path of the

molecules shouli not get so l,,rqe th.t 1,o regime of fluid dynamic oper-

ation changes from d continuum to highly rrefled. Another limitation

is to prevent the solids from "loading", i.e., the mass of solids per

unit volume of space should stay below certain limits as.reouired by

flow stability considerations. These and other considerations are

examined in the followinq sections.

2. Stability and Loading of the Gas Stream

W.C. Bauer* and others have reporte i t in dilute phase vertical

up-transport the sol@l partcles re by !;o mejr.s evenly distributed

7 through the gas. Rather, the p-irticles seem to be aathered into

*Bajer, W.C., ScD Thesis, -Massacr ;setts lr.stitute of Technology, (1")49).
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streamers, which fluctuate in location in the stream. Furthermore,

there is a limitation on'the quantity of solids that may be carried per

unit volume of gas. If this limit is exceeded, the flow is no longer

smooth and continuous but "sluas". the slugging phenomenon is charac-

terized by alternate "packets" or slugs of particles and gas moving up

the pipe. These packets span the diameter of the tube and may be from

one to several diameters in length. For each gas velocity, there is a

maximum solids rate (i.e., loading of solids in the gas stream) above

which sluaging will occur. If there is sufficient pressure drop

available in the carrier gas, the solids can be transported in the

slugging phase. However, this is a very inefficient mode of operation

from the point of view of qas power requirements.

The phenomenon of slugging is not completely understood.

Among other things, the effect of pdrticle spacing on the drag coef-

ficient is probably critical. If the particles are sufficiently far

apart, as in very dilute phasp transport, the drag coefficient may be

calculated from single particle consideration. As the particle spacing

decreases, the tluld flow pattern around a particle Is affected by the

presence of neighboring particles: the drag coefficient increases (con-

tinuously?) with decreased particle spacinc. For the two extreme modes

(i.e., particles very far apart or almost touching), drao coefficient

information is available. Because of experimental difficulties in

producing stable flows, and analytical complexity, the intermediate

range is uncharted. However, that need not be considered here since

the transport system will be designed to operate in the dilute phase,

usina information from workers like Bauer to specify the limits of

loading that cannot be exceede. Figure C-1, reproduced from Bauer, is

just such a limit chart. Before this chart is examined in detail, con-

sider some of the continuity requirements ,: the transport process.

3. Continuity Considerations

Consider a hole being drilled by a diamond bit, of diameter D

which is driven by a shaft of diameter D, as in Fqure C-2 Call

the hole cross-sectional area AH ,nd the annulus area A . Define the

"spatial" or "apparert" density of the solid particles, as the
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Annulus
Area -A.N

D B-I

Geometry of DT.).Ljd Hole

Flaury- C-2

mass of parti,,les per unit volume of space;* and the penetration rate

of the drill ab P r Then from solids continuity, the flow ratw

of solid% up the annulus moust be equal to the rate of generation of

particles at the drill rock interface.

Thus,

~ 5 rP,~A A, (-0)

Or, ~ V h = 3 P = R (C-2)
PB Ps-A r Psr

wh'ere R is the mass flow rate of solids per unit area up the annulus,

V sis the velocity of the particles, PSi h'resoisdniy

and D13/D 6. From Equjation (C-2)

B V (C-3)
s

*Note, PIs related to (but not equal to) the true solids density, P,
by tb I'l "U0dage" factor, e . Th)s, p =(l1- F) P, . The voldage is
the void volume expressed as the frac~ion of the 1pace not occupied by

solid particles. I indicates large particle spacing.
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Thus, in Figure C-i the slope of the curves for constant gas velocity,

Vo, represents the reciprocal of the solids velocity. The curves for

the higher gas velocities are straight lines, whereas the one for

V = 8.41 ft/sec has varying slope and thus varying solids velocity.

Using Figure C-l and Equation (C-), the solids velocity for

V = 10.9 ft/sec is V 2.7 ft/sec, yieldino a relative velocity

V C 8.2 ft/sec. Similarly, for V = 13.42 ft/sec, V = c.32 ft/sec
r 0 8

and the relative velocity is V r = 8.1 ft/sec. This indicates& (1) the

drag coefficient is a function of relative veloc~ty only; and (2) that

the drag coefficient does not vary significantly for the range of solids

loading considered. For the curve marked V = 8.41 ft/sec, the slope0

varies, increasinn at the higher loadings. This implies that the solids

velocity decreases at higher loadings. Probably this variation is due

to experimental errors or difficulties associated with operdtion at V o

almost equal to Vr
Once the pertinent velocities are known, the gas flow require-

ments can be calculated. Thus, the gas volume flow rate is,

Qf = Vo A ft3/sec (c-4)

Also

V = Vr + V ft/sec (c-5)

and the gas mass flow rate is

W Q V 0 f AN (C-6)

Figure C-3(a) indicates how the solid fer-i rate varies wltY,

bit penetration rate for various ratios of bit diameter to shaft

diameter, and Figure C-3(b) shows how the solids apparent Jensity

varies with solids fed rate for several values of solds veloc~ty.

Thus, if the relatlve velocity were known, Equations (C-5) and (C-6)

could be used to calculate the gas mass flow requirements.

In Figure C-I, Bauer's results indicate that for 0.0112"

diameter particles, if the apparent density is below 14 lbM/ft 3 ,

operation in the sluaqing regime will be avo'ded. From Eqgat'ons (C-2)

and (C-3), for ( = 4/3 and V I ft/seC, a value of = 14 lbmft3

corresponds to a penetration rate of 14U ft/hr. This is much higher
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than the anticipeted penetration rate of the order of I ft/hr for

diamond bits. Thus the solids apparent density will be of the order

of 0.1 1b_/ft 3 .

Since the solids loading is so low, it would appear that

drag coefficients may be calculated from single particle considerations.

This permits evaluation of V r, as presented in the follow!no section,

and consequently the qas mass flow requirements.

4. Relative Velocity Calculation

If the particle spacinq is suffic!ently large, sinale particle

dran coefficients may be used to calculate the ri:tive velocity required

to transport particles.

V Vd

FD "D f: D t 2 4

V

, I
W =

Vo~-ces Actinc: o:" Sinole P~r,,cie

Figure C-4,

Fiqjre C-4 shows the velocities oi dild tne torces dct:rc(, or.
I

a particle In a vertical fluid stredm. The fluid craia force is FD and

the particle weiLht is W . When Vr, the termin~l velocity relatve to

the flu.d, it. reached the cceleration is zero and the fluid irac force

balances the qrvit d!iunl force. Tius,

I
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- - v2 2

PD f 2 Vs 6--1-

or,' gd (C-7?)
r 3 Pf CD

It should be noted that the densities are expressed in slugs/ft 3 a nt

g Is the local acceleration of gravity, Henc;e, for a alven size arid

density of particle and equivalent fluid conditions, the required

relative velocity on the moon is less than that on the earth by a

factor of (q eart/qmoon)1/2 or about N6.

In order to determ~ine V rfrom Eq.iat ion (C-7) , the draq
isafncino

coefficient must be known. The dracq coefficient, C D safncino

the Reynolds Nuimber, NRE Thus,

N R= ef v r

~4.1 If N RE

RE(-9

for a sphere. This corresponds to operation :In the Stokes flow regime.

Sujbstituti nq Equation (C-9) into Equation (C-'/) yields

Vr 10j

a result which Is iJndependent , -,. ms5 density, 9.This follows
from the consideration that as decreases, the H~-ynol-4s, t.'mber

decreases; which has the physical sianificance that viscous forces

become predominant over inertia (i.e., density-dependent) forces. -D).s

result is a very slignificant one because it indicates that only the

volume flow rate 0of gas is important in chip transport if the regime ofl

operation is Stokes flow. Thus, tby reducing the gas density (by reduc-

ing the operat'ig pressure) the required mdss flow Tate of aas and,

hence, the totil mass of gas for a given time of operation, may be

substantially lowered. Since the viscosity of a qas doirs riot vAry

appreciably as ;ts density is lowered at constant temperature, this



mode of operation appears quite feasible. This is examined further

in the following sections.

4*.2. If N RE> 2, the relationshiip between C Dand N REcannot be

expressed as simply as in Equation (C.-9). In fact, the most convenien't

form of presenting this information is uraphically, e.g., as in

Figuire 10.13 or, pi;,,e 201 in funsaker and. Rightmlre's, nirlineerinc,

Applications of Fluid Mechanics".

Thus, in this regime, the calculation of V rbecomes a trial-

and-error procedure in the following steps: (1) with an assumed value

of V', K1R. can, be calculated from Equation (C-8); (2) with this value
of RE
ofNRE' a plot such as the above mentioned Fiqu)re 10.13 Yields d value

of CD (3) this value of CD can be iuseli In Eqiation (G-7) to determin@

V r In general, the resulting value of V r ilil not be the same as

assumed in step (1). Accordingly, a new value is assumed, being nuidel

by the previous result, and steps (1) throuah (3) are rePeate~j. This

procedure is continued until the calcula'ed and assumed values of V

aqrpe with each other.

4.3. Next calculate the reldtive velocity required to lift !Kauvr'(;

Q.Ull12" liameter ql~ss sp-eres with C 'w6 sluqls/f<, . 1If dir Is the

- 7 2 -)
transport qds, IL. 3.-7 x it- lh,.-sec/f ; and 2.33 XL;

slug.s/Ft' it atmospheric pressure aror a temperature of IC F. From

Equation IC-lu), assuming $,tokes flow, V. = 23 ft/sec. W10, this val-e

o f V r RPe eyno 1 1 r, mbe r I s 150. CObvioo)sly, tii s is -ot' Stokes 'low,

so Equtin(-I) cannot be ucrl +o eilculate V . (t;o e , towevor,

that If 2. Z5 x 10- sluo-;/ft) ot Ilx cr ,tmospher'c pressure,

t'her. ?I R 1.5 andl thIe flow is Stok s flow.) Py e ril-riero

process outl'red above, It Is fo und that V r t/sec, %_j i 2rd

C D v .5.
This vdlue, V r g ft./sec, agref'4 very Well WitLh t;'~at calculated

from Batier' s curve In Section 3. Hence, the r',quired volues of

relative velocity and flow maiy be -c;,Iculated! with conf'ience from

single parti1cle dran coefficient. dati.



5. Flow Requirements

The gas mass flow requirements may be calculated from Equations

(C-5) and (C-6) if the solids velocity, Vs, and the relative velocity,

Vr are known. V may be set within a rather broad range provided

only that PB does not get too large. The value of Vr will depend

on the regime of operation, e.g., Stokes flow; and the regime of

operation will be determined by the density of the gas. The variation

of relative velocity with gas density (or pressure) is shown in Figure

C-5. This indicates that on the moon, if the gas pressure is 0.1 atm

(1.5 psia) or less, the relative velocity required for nitrogen gas

remains constant. Hence, the mass flow requirement can be reduced by

operating at reduced pressure levels. Figures C-6 and C-7 show the

volume and mass flow requirements, respectively, as a function of bit

diameter for several density levels. These calculations were based on

the assumption that = DB/D=

It should be noted, as in Section 3 for Figure C-3, that the

flow rates indicated in Figures C-6 and C-7 will transport all chips

produced, assuming they are 0.0112" diameter, up to a penetrat-or rate

of 160 ft/hr. (The limit in Section 3 was 14U ft/hr because P was

only 4/3,) At this penetration rate, the solids loading becomes

eB = 14 lb./ft 3, which is the upper limit for stable operit.or. For

example, consider a 1" diameter hole and set* the operatircg pressure as

0.01 atm. Assume a volume flow Q. -.015 ft3/sec.** This requires a

mass flow, wf, equal to 1.15 x 10 5lb./sec of nitroqen or.1.5' x 10-'
l+
b/sec of helium; arid will transport all chips produced up "o d pere-

tration rate of 160 ft/hr. (For d total time of operatior of I' hours,

a total of 0.415 pounds mass of nitrogen or 0.056 pounds mass of helium

would be needed.) However, at a qgven gas mass flow rate, as the load-

ing, PB' increases (corresponding to increased penetration rates) the

required pressure drop Increases as shown in Figure C-8. The total

pressure drop indicated in Figure C-8 consists of:

1) The pressure drop required to accelerate the solid

particles up to velocity,

* The requirements for setting the pressure level are examined below in
Section 6.2.

From Figure C-6.

+ - From Figure C-7.
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V ~ ~ -R 1(/ 1

(Naoe is expressed in slugs/ft3)

2) The pressure drdp oue to the static head of solids,

P R_, PBg L g L(C-12)

Where L is the height of the transport column and g

is the local accelera'tion of gravity.

The frictional pressure drop alonQ the wall has been neolected because

at'law gas velocities and densities it is nogligil compared to the

other terms. From the results of Figure C-8, and notirm that the pres-

sure drop Is expressed in lb/ft 2, it would appear that the priossure

drop will not be a limiting cousideration.

6. owDensity Operat ion and Controls

In the preceding section, the advantaoes of low-density opera-

tion were shown. Questions arise, however, ais to what is the limit

of density reduction and how the density is to he set. In this section,

these questions will be briefly examined.

6.1 Low Density Limits

As the gas density or pressure is reduced, the number of cas

molecules per unit volume of space decrk-ases, I.e., the mean free path

of the gas molecules increases. The question here is "How nood Is the

assumption of a continuum?" The continuum is !mplicit in the 5tokes

flow analysis. If a continuum does not exst, 1hen tIhe ccncep* of

density as here used is no longer true, since 'in a qiver small volume

*.f space the average number of molecules may vary markedly with +'me.

T~us the pertinent question is "How small a Volume Of space1 MUSt be used

to test the constancy of the number of molecuiles?" This ""'est volume"

should be small compared to the volume of a solid particle; i.e., the

mean free path should be small compared with the particle diameter.

From kinetic theory considerations* the ratio of particle diameter, d.

to the mean free path, 1, Is approximately equal to the ratio of the-

Reynolds Number to the Mach Number. Thus

*See pale 57 , A.H. Shapiro. "Compressible Fluid Flow", Vol. 1, The
Ronald Press Co., New York.
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- ..E - I -- (C -13)

17i . For example, with nitrogen gas at a pressure 'of 0.01 atm, temperature

of 720F, and V a 10 ft/sec, d * 0.0112",
a

~N

N 0.097

Thus, at this pressure there appears to be no problem.

In Volum 3j Chapter H of "Fundamentals of Gas Dynamics:

* Princeton Seriesp the following relationship is given for the variation

of drag coefficient, CD, at slightly rarefied operating conditions:

V ~1+2 j -CD = (c- .)

Stokes 1+3

d*= The fraction of molecules not reflected specularly,

i.e., reflected diffusely. This is usually close

to unity and in general lies in the range 0.8<6< 1.

I Mean free path I.26
- p (C- 15)

d a Particle diameter

This relationship is plotted in Figure C-9 for air at 320 F and

indicates that at 0.01 atm, the error by assuming a continuum is

only 5%. Equation (C-14) appropches a limit of 2/3 as the mean free

path increases. At a pressure of IO- 4 atm, C/CDStoke s = .68. Hence,

the equation probably should not be used much below this pressure.

6.2. Pressure Level Regulation

The advantages of low density operation can only be realized if

the pressure level in the annulus between the drill shaft and rock wall

can be maintained at desired values. Figure C-10 shows schematically

how this might be done. %ho rock granules are lifted by a helix to a

point on the bit where a gas blast from one or more small orifices picks

Pthem up and transports them up the annulus. The pressure upstream of

the saull orifies Is. regulated to a value P I > P2' which, together

with the gas temPeroture and orifice area, determines the mass flow rate.
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Thus, a fixed mass flow rate is introduced into the annulus. The annuluS

is capped with a filter to catch the particles and provide a flow resist-

ance. By setting the resistance to flow, the desired prPssure level in

the annulus may be established.

Unfortunately, this scheme requires that the gas be forced to

pass through the filter, i.e., that there be no leakage into the surround-

ing rock or by sealing surfaces. Since the structure of the rock is

unknown, it can only be assumed impervious to gas flow. To ascertain

the effect of an imperfect seal at the filter, consider what happens if

the annulus discharges directly to the vacuum on the moon.

A model for this case is shown schematically by Figure C-Il.

The gas flows into a chamber ttrouqh a critical flow orifice. Since the

P =

\

-- w4 + w
N A\

S 1wtp,

W,7

"\ P2 2"

1 2
\\ I > >  P 2

Schematic of Tube DischarQing to Vacuum

Figure C-Il

pressure upstream of the orifice, Pl, is much oreater than that down-

stream, P the flow w, is irideponAont of P2,, i.e., for a fixed value

of Pl, the flow w, is also fixed. Assume that a fixed mass flow or:7,
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solids (set by the penetration rate and hole diameter) is injected into

the chamber and mixes thoroughly with the gas stream to form a uniform

mixture. Before examining the state changes occurring as the mixture

flows up the tube, a brief review of the process will be made for pure

gas flow.

When a gas discharges into a region of extremely low pressure,

the flow adjusts so that "chokinq" (the local Mach Number oquals 1)

occurs somewhere In the system. For the situation beinq considered

(w5 -- 0), since the qas flow w. is fixed, the chamber pressure P2 and

the exit Olane pressure P will be set by the system qeometry ande

boundkry conditions. Let the length of the tube bo 100 ir.ches and its

diameter 1/2 inch, so that L/D equals 200.

Several causes can produce a change of state between the

chamber (State 2) arid the exit plane (State P), such as: (1) an area

change, e.g., a nozzle: (2) wall friction; (3) heat transfer to the

fluid; (4) the acceleration of a stream of particles. Consider the

first two c~ause :

Cause I. If there is an isentroplc (no friction, no heat "rorsfer)

area change, say a coriverqinq nozzle, followed by a frictionless, con-

stant-area tube, the stream will accelerate rachino some v, locity .t

the throat, or section of minimum area. The state of the fliwii ir the

tube will not change, I.e., P = p  and T, = T . Howev.-r, trere will
tt 1

be an expansion shock at the exit. The ratios Pt/P 2 and RT 2 r

fixed by the aas properties and are about 0.528 and 0.8S ,, respect vely,

for both air and nitrogen, Since T= T_ = the staqnation "emp-rati.re

of the gas, if wf and the tube area are known, Pt is set by continuity

requirements, i.e., wf V- A t = P R Tt; and V soric
velocity at temperature Tt = kRT t . Thus, the pressure P2 Cdr be detpr-

mined.

Ca'ls 2. If there is an isentropic converging nozzle feeding an

adiabatic constant area tube having friction, the stream will accelerate

through both the nozzle and the tube reaching sonic velocity at the exit

plane. The pressure and temperature distributions, which are strongly

influenced by friction, may be found from thermodynamic considert'.ons.

For air, this procedure has been formalized into working tables. In

particular, if the variable 4f (L/D)max is known, the state chanoes are



readily obtained from Shapiro's Table B.4. Some of these states will be

calculated assuming 4f ' 0.02, and a typical value for L/t as 200. This

yields 4f(L/)max = 4. From Shapiro's Table B.4

pt/pe I 3.1

Tt/T9 = 1.17

Ut  = 0.35 (c-16a)

Vt/VL = 0.38

From an Isentropic Flow Table, e.g., Shapiro's Table B.2, the Mach

Number Mt may be used to detersine the properties at State 2 as

Pt/P2 = C,9187 at M 0.35 
(C-16b)

Tt/T 2 = 0.987

Thus, the pressure at point t is three times that at the exit and most

of the acceleration occurs in the tube. The above, together with wf and

the continuity relation, sets the pressure levpls at various locations.

Return now to thi gas stream carrying particles. If there is

no heat transfer between the mixture and its surroudings, two l!miting

cases may be consideredi (1) Isentropic expansion of the mixture in a

section of varying area with no further st-te change in the duct, i.e.,

although there is friction between thp two phases of the mixture, thpre

Is no friction between the mixture and the walls of the nozzle or tube.

(2) Isentropic expansion of the mixture ir a constant rea sectior,. In

the former case choking will occur at the throa*t while it, the lJter

case, choking will occur in the exit plane.

The actual state of affairs will lie somewhere between these

two extremes since wall ftiction will not be zero. However, to net a

rough idea of the state changes it isr desirable to approximate the sit-

uation by one of the above limitinQ cases. Which case represerts the

betterapproxlmation is determined by the time retiulred for the mixture

to achieve thermal equilibrium, e.g., as the System accelerotes, the oas

temperature will tend to irop but the relatively larae heat capacity of

tho solid particles will counteract t,hls terdency. Estimates of the

time required for heat transfer ind'cate that thern !s riot sufficient

time for the gas and solids temperatures to reach equilibrium while the
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mixture is in a nozzle; hence the mixture discharging into the constant-

) area tube will not have attained that equilibrium. However, the time

required for the mixture to pass through the tube is large compared to.

that required for heat transfer. Thus, Case 2 will be chosen as repre-

senting the better approximation.

For this case, choking will occur at the exit. If the mixture

properties are assumed uniform at any cross section, e.g., T2; = T2s'

Ttf = rts, Vtf = Vt., etc., the First Law of Thermodyn mics yields:

v2 - v 2~ 21
W cf (T T + v 2f ef + w (T T e) + 

V 2s es bo
fcpf 2 2 W 5 2 e 2

(C-17)

Which, by rearranging and recognizino V2f = Vs 9 0, becomes

SV 2.w

(1 + - ) (r • ( + (C-)
wf c 9 2 cf pf pf2 2

Substituting V = C 2 (sonic velocity at exit. cond~tiors) = kR T,

OK W S/w f and appropriate perfect qas relat~or,, results in

T

T2 +

2 cI +o C--Ps
Cpf

From Fiqure C-7, wf = 1.15 x 10 lb /sec of nitrogen wher drilling

a 1" diameter hole. Assuming a penetrti rate of 1 f/hr, Fiqure C-3(a)

gives the solids flow rdte, = 0.085 for ( = 3/2. T -en

w $ = R x A = 46.3 x 10
- 5  lb 3 sec.f sec

Hence, if k = 1-.4, and c /c., = 0.8, then

T
T-2 = O.90 ( Pr =  I ft/hr) 

( 0

I

T- 0.83 (P = C'l ft/hr)
12 r

The mixture temperature a'. the tube entrance, T2 will .depend

3 on the temperature of the rock particles. Ex.imination of the temperatures

at the diamond-rock interface Indicates that #o dissipate the power Input
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the temperature levels may reach 20000 F. Thus, It seems reasonable to

assume T = 160 OR.

The volocity at the tube ixit is

V %c = RT 49 ,.1 x 1600 1760 ft/sec (C-21)e e q e

From continuity requirements

PV A w (C-22)

Substitutinq the perfect gas reldtion

P, = (RT-) -f = 0.i lb/ft2 , i 10" dtm t-23)

e e'

Th prossure drop, P, P', may be found from EquatIon (C- 1)

usino the solids flow rate, R = U.081)/32., - and V =1W ft/sec

ft C an sec01 
t/

Thus ,

P> P = R Vs 4.s lb/ft 2  ( 24 )

P- = 4., 1h/ + 2.2 x i. JIm (-4h)

-omparIng the pressure drop reau'red Io .cceleratt 'the prt- 'cle

(see Eqiation (C-2a)) with t.ha resul' Ino :f pure cas we-re flown , n

the tube (see Equat'or, (C-16,)), it is seen that the latter is much

smaller. Inus, the dssumption nenlectlr'g will rict:o," ippedrs reasor-

able.

-4.The a!.ove rpst-its 'or P_ = 2.2 x k.' ,,tmcs -Ir:J P = " x lw osf
toQether with Figure C-i indicate thal -o spec]il s.eils w:l1 be reaulred

for nitrogen oven thouao the diraq Coefficient Jt Ihe ertri,.ce is only

. (D)Stoe and Jt -he exit only 0.66 (CD) Stoke because the in-

crease in relat.ve velocity will edsi1l make up the difference. Similar

calculations usino helium n-s 4nl .cate that P a P.7k x lC atmos ani
- 4 2

P C.14 x IC- atmos. Thus, it will probobly present no special

problem.

The scheme illustrded -r- Fio. re C-Iuj mdy be use! to sample the

part 'Cies whpt t e cap c-I v,:.

7. System W, iqtts

As shown in F'iure C-10, -he o3s "r,mnspor' system consists of:



(1) a storagp tank; (2) the transport gas; (3) a pressure regulator;
(4) means for getting the gas to the point of chip generation, the drill
shaft, rotary seal, orifices, etc.; and (5) a sealing and/or sampling

tube. In this discussion, Items (3), (4) and (5) will be referred to as
"the accelsories". It will be assumed that the accessories# exclusive
of the drill shaft, have a mass of 1/32.2 slugs. Hence, to'estimate the
system weight, only the weight of the storage tank and the mass of gas
are required. It is shown below that both of t se are proportional to

the time of operation.

If the working stress, i' Is set, the storage tank weight
is directly proportional to its volume; which in turn is directly pro-

portional to the mass of gas at a given pressure and temperature. Thus
for a spherical tank

tank 2 (-25)

Substituting PV M f R T

if.an 2f R 9 (C- 26)2 f g

where

P = Gas pressure in tank

V = Tank volume

0 = Working stress 120,00 psi

R 9 = ;as constantg
T = '-s temperature

Mf Mass of gas initially !n tank

t Density of tank material

The mass 'of stored gas, Uf, is determined by:

1) The gas mass flow rate, see Figure C-7, and the operatinq

time. Ordiharily this figure might be doubled to provide

a margin of safety, but sample cuttings from a diamond

tool are considerably smaller than the assumed value

of 0.01" diameter. This provides an adequate margin of

safety.

Note Pr
Note 6 a-E, where r is the radius and t is the thickness of the

spherical tank.
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2) The final gas temperature will be approximately 75f of

the initial temperature when one half the in.tial ydS

mass remains in the tank. Thus, the mass of nas in

the tank should be doubled.

Hence, the initial stored mass of gas should be twice that required by

the flow considerations shown Kn Flaure C-7.

Figures C-12 and C-13 show for n!tropn and helium, respec-

tively: (1) the weight of the entire system; and (2) the system weight

minus the gas weight, It is noted that Item (2) is the same for both

gases since the product MR Is the same, i.e., althouoih the mass ofg
helium required is less than that of nitrogen, the volume required to

store the former is areater. In calculating the.tank weight, Item(2),

when the wall thickness required to satisfy strength considerations was.

less than 0.035", the latter value was arbitrarily used to insure adequate

rigidity. Also, it was assumed th.at the minimum tank welqht was 0.5 lbm

This accounts for the constant value portions of the curves in Figures

C-12 and C-l. Hence, as shown in these fioures, the over-all weight of

the helium system is not substantially lower than the nitroner system

even thouch the mass of helium required is subst.mr.t ially less.

8. Conclusion

From the foreoino oralysis, it appears that a cas transport

system is feasible, simple an! relat've]y 1 chtwenht. It appears that

no special pressure level control system will b reanired, i .e., the

transport qas may discharce directly to the moon's "ctmosphero". A

small sampling tube put in this stream can be uscd to ouide part of it

to a samplinq device.

* If an isentropic process is assumed aS the qas is bled from the tank,

T Mfi k-i
fi.al =1 fna'T"nit~al L 4n it t i a l

where k = ratio of specific he.t!;

p
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1. Intrgdygjigp,

A •One of the possible methods of driving the drill bit is by means

of a partial admission turbine supplied by hot gas from the combustion

of a solid propellant. This appendix will describe the partial admission

turbine and give sample design calculations for one particular size. The

method employed in the design is based upon "Fuels and Prime Movers. for

Rotating Auxiliary Power Units", Report Number 121, dated September 30,

1958, by R.W. Mann of the Dynamic Analysis and Control Laboratory, Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology.

1.1 neral Design Features of Partial Admilssion Turbines

Partial admission turbines employ one or more nozzles which

direct gat into an Impulso wheel around a fraction of Its circumference.

In operation, high pressure gas is generated in a separate chamber at

a pressure, P o The gas expands through a nozzle (or nozzles) to
00

essentially ambient pressure before enterino the blades of the wheel.

It passes through the bladas and is deflected by them without any

change in pressure or relative velocity, excluding frictional losses.

The arrangement 16 represented schematically' by Figure D-i. The

velocity diagram and blade configuration are shown by Figures D-2

and D-3, respectively. The various symbols used throughout this

appendix are defined in the nomenclature at the end of each section.

As indicated in Figure D-3, fluid enters ovcr an arc of circum-

ference of length, a. Normally, when operating on the earth, relatively

stagnant fluid is present in the remaining pockets of the wheel, and so

must be accelerated by the gases discharging from the nozzle. The

losses connected with this acceleration process, make this type of

turbine less efficient than its full admission counterpart. However,

In operating on the moon, the back pressure would be so lc%., that

very little gas would remain in the turbine blading (i.e., scavenging

would be practically complete) and this loss would be negligible for

a partial admission machine. The high pressure ratio which would be

experienced on the moon, does cause difficulties in the nozzle. This

nigh ratio results in a supersonic nozzle and, with the low flow rates

required by the turbine, gives laminar flow in the nozzle. This

nozzle would certainly be less efficiont than the sonic, turbulent-

flow type usually employed in partial admission turbines.
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2. Design Calculations

__- -2.1 Desion pot

A family of partial admission turbines will be designed for

a power output range from 0.1 to 1.0 horsepower.
The solid propellant will be OMAX 448AO a product of the Olin-

Mathieson Chemical Corporation. It has the following properties:
Specific heat, c =0.461 BTU/Ib/*F

p
- 'Ratio of Specific heats, k = 1.29

Molecular weight of gases, MW 19.2 lb/mole

Since the ambient pressure on the moon is essentially zero, the

pressure ratio available to the turbine is infinite. Thus, it would

be advantageous .to employ a slow-burning propellant, such as OMAX

448SA, and set the chamber pressure as low as possible. A chamber

pressure of 2D0 psia was selected. A back pressure of 0.2 psia
was chosen so as to insure reasonablo area ratios in the nozzle.

This back pressure can be aintained by means of a suitable re-

striction down-stream of the turbine. The chamber temperature of the

propellant gases i190F.

2.2 A-ssumtions

The following values have been assumed for the variables

which influence partial admission turbine design?

a. Nozzle entrance temperature, T 00=1950 F or 2410'R

b. Nozzle entrance pressure, P 00=200 .psia

c. Nozzle exit pressure P 2 = 0.2 psia

d. Turbine nozzle efficiency, 9. = U.?C

(This value was selected since the nozzle will be

operating in laminar flow and supersonic exit

velocities. Thus, a nozzlo efficiency of greater than

70% would not be probable.)

e. Rotor velocity coefficient, K V VR A/R 1 0.85

f. Tip leakage factor, p =0.95

g. Wheel spied, u = 1200 ft/see

h. Mixing loss coefficient, f = 1.4

(This value is probably very conservative sinc*.the

back pressure is so low that the gas trapped in the

blades is easily scavenged.)
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1. Blade Spacing, s. The minimum blade spacing which

-7- can milled is approximately 1/16 Inch. This is

probably satisfactory for a I W turbine but not adequate

for the lower powers. There are electrolytic etching

methods available by which spacings down to 1/32 inch

can be attained.

J. Ratio of blade width to blade spacing, c/s 2.0

k. Nozzle angle, CX = 200

2.3 Desian Procedure

In order to demonstrate the design procedure, a detailed

analysis will be presented for the turbine with a horsepower output

of 0.1.

The mass flow rate may be obtained from the definition of

partial admission turbine efficiency, Itp Thus,

work outipyt
'tp ideal work

where work output = output horsepower x 0.707 BTU/sec/horsepower

and ideal work = w xl,h s

Since the total enthalpy drop occurs in *.he nozzle,

k-i

h cP T00  (D-2)
00

L J

Equation (D-1) may be written as

= 0.(07 x toutout hore.ogwEr IDf)

qtp -\ hs

rhe efficiency of the, partial admission turbine is not known

at this stage of the calculation, and the desiqn must be performed

on a trial and error basis. As a first approximation, a turbine

efficiency based upon full admission will be determined. This Is

oiven by

nt p N r (cos ,- n) (+K) (D-4)



where,

n (D-5)
Va1

and
v = / V (D-6)
1,15

Va = 2 o J Ah(D-7)

For the case at hand,

t a = 875 BTU/lb

V = 6620 ft/sec

V 5550 ft/sec81

n = .216

and t = .385

Substituting this value of 9t for Itp in Eql'dtion (D-3) yields

w = 2.1 x lO "4 lbs/sec.

This flow rate determines nozzle geometry and, hence, the variables

which will be used to determine partial admission efficiency.

Since the nozzle is choked at the qiven pressure atio, the

throat area may be found from compressible flow relationships as

A-_ wFoo k go(&)k-1lD8

\T00= ' (..-LT) k'  D
A' 0 R k+

1.22 x 10.4 sq In



The nozzle throat diameter corresponding to this area is

-2d 1.25 x 10 in

The exit area i,% obtained from the isentropic flow relationship

k+l
A [I + M2 ) 2(k (D-9)

where k-i

~m k-l P 0-02 (oo2.) k .o1

~'L ~2

For the case at hand,

M 5.08

arid

Am A 54.7

giving an exit area

A c 6.67 x 10-3 Sq in

The nozzle is inclined at an angle of 200 to the plane of

rotation, so that the projected area in this plane is

Aexit 0 (D-11)
sin 20

.0195 sq in

The height of the blades is equal to the exit diameter. Thus

d 7  -A (D-12)

.0924 in

The arc length covered by the nozzle exit plane is

a e~xit =.211 in (D-13)d

and .14F
a .211
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The partial admission turbine efficiency, q a eexrse

as a function of the full admission turbine efficiency, I; geom~etric

parameters, c/s, s/a, and O(;nozzle efficiency, IN; velocity ratio,

uA ; rotor velocity coefficiont, K; tip leakage factor, p; and

mixing loss coefficient, f. Thus,

1 + K (11 f p sj
cR) T(D-14)1tp 1 + K sinQ V a S a

The foregoing assumed and derived values may be substituted into

Equation (D-14) to o.btain the efficiency of the partial admnission

turbine as .351 for the first trial design.

This value of YjPmay be substituted back Into Equation (-3)

to obtdin a new flow rate for which the ntire set of calculations

may be repeated. In general, one iteration s~ found to be sufficien~t.

F- 3: Results and Discujssion

3.1 0.1 Hors-eower Turbine

As shown in the prpceoif.: section +!he parttal admission

turbine with a 0.1 horsepower outpu- will have the following dimen-

sions and design factors.

flow rate, w = .0x1-4lb/sec
nozzle throat diamet.or, A* 0.0131 inches

blade heioht, d -O.0T71 Thches

blade spacina, s =0.03125 inches

admiss ion ar-c lenoth, 3 =0.227 inches

turbine effio-ier'cy q .1

wheel width, c = C0.0625 inches

aspect rotio, AR -5,

3.2 l H orse~ower lurbirne

In 3 similar manner, the par~tidl admission turbine with

1.0 horsepower output will have desian paronmeters of

flow rate, w =2.37 x 10-3 lb/sec

nozZle throat diameter, d* 0.0415 inches

blade height, d =.311 inches
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blade spacing, s 0.125 lnchqs

admission arc length, a 0.71 Inches

turbine efficiency, 9 tp -4

wheel width, c =0.25 inches

aspect rates, AR= 1.24

3.3 Intermediate Sizes of Turbine

Between these two limiting sizes of turbine, the flow rate

can be assumed to vary linearly. This is a good assumption since the

turbine efficiency will not vary appreciabl-. -.Thus, Figure D-4 is

a lot of flow rate versus power output in the range of 0.1 If to 1.0 P

Figure D-5 is a plot of total fuel weicqht required versus operating

time for various power output and total Pnorales.

3.4 Turbine Weight

The weight of the turbine can be est~mated from its size,

assumino a solid disc. Thus, the turbine weight is given by

Lt td..e

11If the wheel diameter is considered to be 3" resultina in a

speed Of dhOU. >4000 RPM for a blade speed of 1200 ft/sec, Equation

(D-15) can be simplified to

Wt=2.12 c lbs (D-16)

T'Ie wrteol i hckness is assumed to vory i'nearly from 1/16'

for U.1 +,'o .t'for 1.0 12 Actual fabricdtion of the wvheel

would no', necessirily result in d constant !hickness disc but

rather in a wphbed iisc . 1however, when the weicht of The nozzle

block and supports are added, Ile ,ndl Weiqh should be dboui

the same as for the solid disc. Finure D-6 is a plot of turbine

weight versus power output.
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Nomenclature

Partial Admission Turbine

A Exit area of nozzle i2

A* Area in nozzle where M 1 in2

AR Aspect ratio, d/c

A Projected exit area of nozzle inexit
:= in2

plane of rotat!on in

a Arc length covered by rozzle

exit plane i ,ihes

c Rotor disc width inches

c Specif'c heat BTU/lb(FP

d Exit diameter of nozzle i.n

dt  Turbine wheel diamet.-r in

f Mixiro losf coeffic:en'

q_ Propcr '.onility const,ir.t, 32.2 Ibm SPC lb

~. equivalert of hetb

Rotor velocity coef,.clent, V. ,V

k spec'tic rit rdtio

M M.acri '.- irber

MW Molecular weicht lb/mole

n Velocity r~tiu, u/,d

P 0 Nozzle ertrance pressure psi00

P2 Exhaust pressure psi

p Pip leak jqe fac~or

I
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5 Blade spacing inches

T Supply gas temperature O

u Blade speed ft/sec

Va Absolute velocity at blade entrance, ft/sec

V Absolute velocity at blade exit ft/sec

Vl Isentropic nozzle velocity ft/sec

V R1  Relative velocity at blade entrance ft/sec

VR2  Relative velocity at blade exit ft/sec

INtTurbine weight lb

w Flow rate lb/sec

Nozzle angle deqrees

Anole of flow (relative to wheel)

entering blades degrees

P2 Angle ofl flow (relative to wheel)

leaving blades ieorees

Ah. Isentrop-ic enthilpy Irop l/b

Nozzle efficiency

Full dmission turb'ne efficien-cy

Itp PartialI admission turbine effh .efncy -

psel Density of steel Wbin 3
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Positive Displacement G3as Motor Design
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1.Introduction

Previous studios of auxiliary power units have shown that compared

with'turbine drive there is the possiblilty of a weight saving by using

a positive displacement motor at low power outputs. Thus, a brief

survey Is hel-e made of its use as a drive for the drilling rig.

Data on hot gas actuated positive displacement motors were obtained

from Clevite Corporation (Ordnance Division). However, since the design

point for the motor needed here is so far romoved from the range with

which Clevite are concerned, their data must be extrapolated and checked

independently. Thus, a thermodynamic analysis I's made and the results

compared with the Clevite equation.

Unfortunately, the performance of a piston device is not analytically

predicted with as much confidence as for a turbine unit. This .s due to

the fact that mechzinicdl des~an deta'ls affect the final performance to

a much greater degree.

2. Design Considerations

2.1 Copari son with the Glevite Motor

The load is to be dIriven in a speod ranoe of 1C-20(-3, rpm.

The range of power outputs from the motor Is to be 10.1 to 1.0 hp with

operating time rang~nq from 1 to 10 hours. TFhese art- generally lower

powers and speeds and lonqer operat~nc times than the normal Clevite

!fotox applicat!on which Is usually several horsepower over- a period of

several minutes. At low powers and long operatina t'ines, effic'ency

and cool inc2 become more important thAn In the normal appli cation. To

achieve high efficiency in such a motor, laroe volumetric expansion

must be provided between intake and exhaust. In addition, 't is

necessary to keep mechdnical, pumpina, and leak.age losses minimal.

Mechanical design controls all of these factors, particularly valve

timingwhich affects the expansion ratio to a great dearee. Even

though these engines have normal operating speeds and pressures much

higher than required for th~s application, there appears to be no

reason why proper valve timing could not be dchleved to insure hIgY

efficiency. Moreover, it is possible to match the output SPel-r of the
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motor to the load so as to make use of a direct drive, thereby

eliminating reduction gearing.

Another problem peculiar to the Clevite motor is that of heat

transfer. Since there is Intimate contact between the inlet passages

and the cylinder walls, the latter will heat up quickly, giving rise to

the need for a gas coolant. This may be accomplished by either the

addition of a diluent in the hot qas, such as ammonium chloride; or

by external coolng with another fluid.

Most small gas or hydraulic motors (the Clevite motor being a

typical example) are constructed as a "barrel engine", with five or

more cylinders arranged axially about a coaaon shaft; and the power

is transmitted throuch a "wobble plate" on the shaft.' Flow is controlled

through ports by a rotating cut-off valve. A typical assembly of a

Clevite'motor is shown by Figure D-7.

2.2 Assupttion5

The following assumptions are made in analyzing the positive

displacement motor:

(a) The motor Is directly connected to the load.

(b) Supply pressure will not exceed 2000 psi.

(c) The supply gas is that obtained from the burninQ of

OMAX /4A solid propellant. Its properties are

c = 0.1. 1 OTU/Ibs 0 R

k = .2)

MW 19.2 lbs/mole

(d) Ammonium chloride Is to be used as a diluent In the

proportions of 1 part t 2 parts OMAX /48A. This will

lower the supply temperature to 1200°F but not change

the qas properties appreclably.

2.3 CalculatIot)s

As a first approximation, consider an ideal engine - one

in which the gas expands isentropically, has zero clearance, operates

with zero back pressure, and has no throttling lose through the valves.

For such an engine, the ideal work output per pound of gas,

Wi1 Is given by the area under the constant pressure 1.ne and adIabatlc

expansion curve. This area !s shown cross-hatched In Figure D-q.
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The work output per pound of gas is

Wk INf (-17)
2 j

and the power output is obtained by multiplying by the flow rate, wi,

w W
hp = (D-18)

5'0

Thus, the ideal flow rate required is

,5~Oh 550 hp D-9

kc To  ' Fk-1]L [k- (1)

The effect of volumetric expansion ratio on the flow rate is

shown in Figure D-9 for an entrance temperature of 1660 R and a range

of output powers from U.1 to 1.0 hp. Previous work with this type of

motor has shown that expansionratlos (V2lV1) from about 1.5 to 5.0

are possible in this power range. It is seen from the figure that the

ideal flow rate does not vary appreciably beyond an expansion ratio of 5.

Toe ideal piston displacement can be calculated from the flow rate

and expansion ratio to be

V2 w R TO  (12 x 60) 3/rev (o-20)(PD) i= V Po N in.

Figure D-10 is a plot of'Eq.ation (D-20) showing the ideal piston

displacement per revolution as a function of the expansion ratio. Curves

are shown for 0.1 hp, 0.5 hp and 1.0 hp. For all curves the speed Is

2000 rpm and inlet pressure 1000 psia.

The actual flow rate can be estimated from the ideal flow rate by

dividing the latter by the product of mechanical efficiency and indicated

efficiency. Thus,

w = W, (D-21)
IM '
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Tests results and indicator card studies for the Clevit* engine

- result in values of q.M x'ij equal to about 0.66. Thus, the actual

piston displacement per revolution should be about 50% more than the

- - Indicated values.

Equations (D-19) and (D-zD) can be combined w'Ah (D-21) to give

W Zh- (D-22)
c T J F -

V R T 3
a nd (PD) :S- -2 ( 12 x 60) 1'1-(-3

"1 Io rev (-3

Thus, It appears that for the ranqe of powers contemplated (from 0.1

to 1.0 hp) , a l/4"to 1/2-bore and stroke is adequate. This is in the

same range as those units presently constructed and hence offers no

serious problems.

The operat-inq torque can be expressed as a function of the output

power and the rotary speed.

Tq 6300 (D-24)

Figure D-11 is a plat of this relationship for l(KA and A-= rpm.

As seen from these curves, even at the low powers the operating torque

does not appear to be low enough to present serious design difficulty.

The total weight of propellant and diluent required can be calcula-

ted from Eq~jation (D-22) multiplied by the operating time.' These results

are plotted in Figure D-12 for an expansion ratio of 2.5 at which this

motor will probably operate.

These estimated values of flow rate and total weight of propellant

can be compared to that obtained by extrapolation of Clevite data by.

using the following relationship.

550 K IP 0hp

__T i (~P P) R [T -K (T 53QJ(-5

0
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With
-, ,LK I =.20

KT  0.33

IM = 0.85

P 0 1000 psia

P2 M 50 psia

T 0= 16600R0

Equation (D-25) reduces to

w (3.59 x 10"3) hp (D-26)

This is plotted in Figure D-13, along with that from the foregoing

analysis for an expansion ratio of 2.5.

It is eon that the results of the two analyses compare very

well and so the use of the Clevite equation is valid in this range of

operat "on.

3. Weight of Motor

From previous experience in the design of these motors, it can

be estimated that the weight of the motor components will probably

not exceed 3 pounds. This compares favorably with the weight of the

turbine and its necessary gear box.

4. Conclusions

The results of this analysis show that the weight of propellant

is greater than that required by a partial admission turb'ne. This

fact, together with the complexity of the motor as compared to the

turbine; and the need for a development program to determine motor

characteristics beyond the range presently investigated# weigh heavily

against Its selection. Also, to our knowledge, no small gas motor

has yet operated successfully over any extended period of time be-

cause of the cooling problem.
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NomenclatUre

P*s~jj.DislactetMoor

c pSpecific heat BTU/lb0 R

hp Horsepower output hp

J Mechanical equivalent of heat ft lb/BTU

KT Ratio of mean power during power

stroke to P0

K Constant used In Clevite Flow

Equat ion

K2 Constant used in Clevite Flow Equation-

k Specific heat ratio

MW Molecular weiciht lbs/mole

N Rotary speed rpm

(PD) Piston ditplacement !n3

P 0Supply pressure psi

P 2 Cylinder pressure during inlet or

exhaust flow psi

R Gas constant ft lb/lb 0 R

T 0Supply temperature0R

T Operat ing torque lb-in

v1  Cylinder volume prior to expansion In3

V2  Ctlinder volume after expansion in3

W IIdeal work ft lb/lb

Pi low rate lb/sec

Irndicdted efficiency

Mechanical efficiency
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The gas generator as described in this section includes the

powder grain, or liquid fuel, its containing pressure vessel, and the

appurtenances necessary to hold and ignite the charge. It includes

__ the squib and igniter, grain insulation, and inhibiter. IA the follow-

- Ing section, the assumptions and methods employed to evaluate the size

- and waight of each of these components will be discussed for the solid

propellant, compressed gas, and liquid monopropellant arrangements.

Briefly, the results show that due to the low flow rates and long

operating times necessary for this application, the required size and

shape of the propellant grain are such as to require considerable

development work to fabricate. In addition, various schemes which

might be used to overcome this difficultywould pose a reliability

problem, in that many successive firings of the propellant are required.

For the case of compressed gasp the study shows that nothing is to

be gained from its use since it requires a larger, heavier pressure

vessel than the other systems.

Finally, the liquid monopropellant appears to offer a minimal

weight package and most convenient shape.

In the follcwing sections, the three systems will be considered

in detail.

2. Solid Propellant Grain

2.1 Size and Shaoe

The size and shape of the grain have been determined by the

usual procedures for design of solid propellant grains. The material

selected is OMAX 448A, a product of the Olin-Mathieson Chemical Corp-

orat ion.

Its properties are as follows:

Density of Solid,p = 0.0530 lb/in
3

Specific Heat Ratio, k = 1.29

Molecular Weight of Gases, MW = 19.2 lbs/mole

Chamber Temperature, T= 19500 F

Since burning rates are strongly affected by the temperature at which

the propellant grain has been stored and the chamber pressure at which
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it burns, it is important to know how this propel .-t performs under a

wide range of both., Figure D-14 presents burning rates as a function

of soak (storage) temperature and chamber pressure. These data have

been derived from the manufacturer's data sheet by extrapolating to

temperatures below-650 F and above 165°F, and pressures below 300 psia.

The manufacturer has successfully fired this propellant at pressures

ranging downward to atmospheric pressure and temperatures as low as

-900F and as high as 200°F. For ignition at low temperatures (i.e,

less than -650F), they recommend the use of a more vigorous igniter*

The conditions on the moon are such that the soak temperature

can be selected at either + 200 0 F or - 200°F depending upon whether

the drilling is done during the lunar day or night. In order to keep

the length of the grain as low as possible, it is felt that ignition

at - 2000 F'would be desirable. Certainly, this would provide the

minimum length grain. From Figure D-14 at a soak temperature of

-2000 F, the burning rate of.OMAX 448A at a chamber pressure of 200

psia is seen to be 0.023 in/sec.

The rate of qas production is proportional to the cross-sectional

area which is burning at any instant. Ideally, In a cylindrical grain,

the entire end of the cylinder should be Ignited and the flame front

should proceed along the grain axis, shortening the cylinder as it ooes.

Since there is a one to one correspondence between the weight of the

gases generated and the weight of propellant burned, the gas generation

rate is directly proportional to the burning rate (i.e., the rate of

progress of the flame front throuoh the solid).

The rate of gas production based upon a soaking temperature of

-2D0°F is aiven by

W= d2  r (D-27)4 P- 2OOF

where 3

p = density of the propellant grain, lbs/in

r = burning rate at -2000 F and the selected burning pressure, In/sec

d = grain diameter, in 'A

Equation (D-27) may be used to determine the diameter of a grain
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required to produce a flow rate, w (Ibs/see) at-a chamber pressure, p.

-Thus,

d 4.89 (D-28)

The length of time during which gas will be supplied by the gas

genera'tor is directly proportional to the length of the propellant grain.

It Is equal to the time required for the flame front to travel trom one

end ofthe grain to the other. Grain length is given by

L = t x r (D-29)
P_-20 0°F

where

1 = length of grain, Inches

t = burning time, seconds

The total weight of the grain is oiven by

Wg= d" Lp (D-30)

or
W =W x t (D-31)

F4qures D-15 and D-i6 summarize these results for a range of

sizes of turbine of between 0.1 hp and 1 hp output at a total enermy

consumption of I hp-hr.

As can be seen from these results, althounh the total weights of

propellant are about the same (since the total energy is the same) the

length of the grain varies from 6.9 feet long for the 1 hp unit to 69

feet lona for the u).1 hp unit:

In the space available, the latter lenath might be attained by

means of a coiled tube. Thus, if the coil diamater is 3 feet, the 69 footi.

length could be attained with 7.3 loops. Although, casting of such a

long length of propellant does net present any serious problem, there

are numerous problems associated with burning the long, thin grain.

Such problems are the support and insulation of the grain, the heat

ptransfer from the tube over the lono burnina period, and pressure drop

in the tube itself. Considerable development time might be required

for their solution.
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Another possible configuration would be banks of short propellant

grains which are fired sequentially Into a central discharge chamber.

This is shown in Figure D-17.

The firing of each grain could be governed by a pressure-actuated

device which senses the chamber pressure and fires the grains In a

predetermined sequence when the chamber pressure dropsto some bare

levP1. This ay~tara I6 imore complex than that of the usual solid pro-

peilant application and requires many individual igniters, a pressure

sensor, a firing sequencer, and the added weight of the manifold.

Although the sequential firing of solid propellant grains has been

accomplished, this arrangement is not an off-the-shelf item and would

require development work to ensure reliability.

Where shorter operating times are required as in the 1 hp unit,

the fabrication of the gas generator pushes the "state-of-the art"

only slightly. Even though the length is only 6,9 feet, it is too

much for the space limitations of the package. However, a "folded"

grain is possible. This configuration iS shown in Figure D-l. By

proper use of inhibiter and baffling, this allows the grain to burn

"down" one half and "p" the other, thus, effectively doubling its

length.

With such an arrangement, the overall length of the grain need

only be a little more than 3 feet.

2.2 EPresure Vessel

In any system which employs a solid propellant, the casing

which holds the propellant stick must also be a pressure vessel. it

must be capable of withstanding the'pressures and temperatures resulting

from the combustion process, and also rild enough to withstand rouoh

handling and high acceleration forces.

Since the pressure at which the hot gases are to be supplied is

a moderate 200 psla, the wall thJdkness required from stress considera-

tions is small. Therefore, the primary criterion upon which the wall

thickness Js based is one of rigidity. This depends upon such factors

as the wall thickness required to withstand denting resulting from

rough hdndling, and the size and shapeof the propellant grain, e.a.,

coil, bank, or folded stick. Thus wall thicknesses are based upon
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design judgement, makinq no attempt to Justify the selection analytically.
In the range of propellant grair diameters ftom 0.4" to 1.5", the follow-

ing schedule has been used for the pressure vessel wall thicknesses.

SIn

0

, .022"

H I.

22-

~. 20

4

0.50 0.75 1.0 1.25 1.50

Propellant Grain Diameter-Inches

Pressure Vessel Wall Thickness

Figure- D-19

In estimating the weight of the pressure vessel, only a sincle

cylinder with ell~psoldal heads will be cons'derod. This would be .i
reasonable approximation for any one of the qrain configurations previ-

ously discussed.

The ell-'psoidal ends are to have the same thickness as the cylinder

for ease of fabrication. To maintain equal stress levels in both the
ends and the cylinder, the minor axis of each end is made equal to one-
half the major axis.

Adequate space must be allowed between the walls of the pressure

vessel and the powder grain for supports at the ends of the orain; for
the !nhlblter and "ns'latlon around the periphery of the ,rdn'; and
for the squib and Igniter at the starting end cf the grain. The
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-The arranoement Is shown in Fiqure D-20. The exact space allocated to

each Item is problematical, since It will depend upon the shape of the

grain, running time, shock loads, etc.

Space for Supports Space for Supports,
Squib and Igniter

Space for Insulation Space for Insulation

" L

Press-ire Vessel

F iqi're D-2U

The Insulation thickness Is assumed to be o qual to the wall

th'ckness and to have a d"ensity on* tei-th t -hat of steel.

The squi]b, 'aniter, and holdnq ievices are assumed to have the

welcht of one of the ell ipsoidal ends. This is opti mistic since for

small diametpr grai.ns, there is probi,bly some minimum weight ,or these

Items. In addiltion, where multiple grains are to be used each grain

will requ~ire its own squib and i oniter plus means for sequence firinc.

The total Weiqht of the pressure vessel may now be found as

folilows t

Since the wall th'Aokness is small compared with the other

dimensions of the casing, the welpht of the unit m~y be found by

Gri
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ilti plrying its surface area by the wall thickness, t, and the density
-L §- of,-tel

The surface ar~a of one and is fou'nd to be approximately

A (d +302 (-32)

and that of the cylindrical section is

A c v(d +30 (L + S) (D-33)

Tabulating the weights for each component gives
Cylindrical Section = a t (d + 30) (L +
Ellipsoidal Ends =2p t (d + 6t)2

Squibg Igniter and

Holding Devices PS t (d + st)~

1A Insulation (approximately) =10% of above

The above items are combined algebraically and simplified,

to give,

WC 0.97 t (d + 3t0 (L + 1.20 d + 2.85 t) (D-34)

where t is obtained from Figure D-19; L an~d d from Figure D-15.

The resul~ts of this computatlon are shown in Figure D-21 as a

function of turbine output pbwer for a total enerny dissipation of

1 hp-hr. This plot 'Idicates that the weiqht of the pressure vessel

peaks at an output of about 0.14 hp. This is due to the fact that

even though-the lower power units are much longer, the wall thickness
is less. The steps in thewurve correspond to the steps in the

increments of wall thickness previously Selected. However$ the weights
for these low powers are optimistic in that they do not include the

weights of other squibs, igniters. sequencer and controls whifh might

be needed for a banked configuration; or the weights of extra insula-

tion and holding devices needed for a coil configuration.
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- kAnother method of cupplyincg gat to the turbine Is by meats'of a

Compressed gas system. This system consists of a pressure vessel,

pjopllant charge, .nd pressure regulator. The propellant chgrg* Is

burned In a fraction of the running time of the drill bit and the

g1asves generated are stored at high pressure in the pressure. vessel.

The limiting condition for this system is the weight of the

pressure vessel. If It is arbitrarily set at a maximum of 2D ibb, the

maximum site of spherical pressure vessel that can be used for gas

storages at X=0 psi can be computeod
The weight of a spherical vessel is given by

V~p V (D-35)

where

V =volume of material In shell, ind

If its wall thickness is small compared with Its diameter, Equation (0-35)

can be simplified to

Wp a 4 R t (D-36)

where

R =radius of sphere, inches

t =wall thickness, inches

The wall thickness, t, is determined by the container pressure,Pi

and the sphere radius. Thus,

P R
t :22 (D-37)

whoee

allowable stress In the shell material, psi.

Combining Equations (D-36) and (D-,17) yields

Wr 2W P R3P (D-38)
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and, solving for the radius

r 3 V(D- 39)
2V 2Wp 6 P1

If the allowable stress of the shell material is 120,000 psi,

container pressure Is 300 psi, and the maximum weight Is 20 pounds,

Equation (D-39) gives a maximum sphere radiub of 7.7 inches.

The volume of such a vessel is

3

and the mass of gas that can be contained in such a volume (assuming

the gas is the result of burning a propellant similar to OMAX 448A

at a temperature of 1950 F) Is9

W =2.46 lbs

L But from Section 11, the I hp gas turbine would require a gas

flow rate of 2.37 x 10-3 lb/sec. Thus, for 1 hp-hr total energy

dissipation, the sphere can store only a small fraction of the total

gas requirement. In addition, this system needs a larger mass of gas

than is used by the turbine to make up for the loss in internal energy

associated with the process by which the gas in the ve~ssel forces some

of itself out through an orifice or valve.

4.1 General Arranoement

As shown In previous sections, although the design of partial

admission turbines for tniiS application is straiohtfoward, the design

of the solid propellant orain and its pressure vessel presents some

serious development problems due to the long operating times required.

Use of a liquid monopropellantioliminatos many of these difficulties.
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Y Th~e gas generator for a liquid monopropellant system Is shown

s ihemtically in Figure D-22. A fuel control valve sainses pressure

in tile decomposition chamber and adjusts the flow of fuel to maintain

that pressure. The fuel is storerl in achamber having one end closed

by a differential area piston. This arrangement permits the gas

--generator to maintain "bootstra;pv operation, once gas generatidn has

- started. A high pressure nitrogen cartridge provides Initial pressuri-

* zation for stamrting.

4.2 Calculation -o-f Welahl of Gas Generator and Fuel Storaae

Co~ant~nr
A typical liq uid monopropellant Is hydrazine, which will be

used for the purposes of calculation.

For a total energy usage of I hp-hr, the mass of qases re-

quired I~s approximately 8.5 pounds. Since there Is a one-to-one
correspondence between the weight of the gases and the weight of liquid

propellant, an equal mass of liquid must be stored in the container.

The density of hydrazine is approximately that of water, hence

P =0.0~365 lb/in3

Therefore, the volume of liquid to be stored is

V .5 lb 3=2 3

.0365 lb/!n3  33n*

The weight of the storage container, W c, can be calculated from the

geometric relationships and from strenqth considerations. Designate the

* gas end of the container by the subscript "g" and the fuel end by the

subscript "L.". Assume that there is a 50 psi pressure differential

between the ends for bootstrap operation. Then since the force on the

piston faces must be the same
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Av APLUA P

Thus,

A !I 2 24 1.25
AL Pg 200 Pala

and the ratio of diapeters,

d: -2 -25 1.12 :
dL (- •4dL

The weight of the container on the liquid side is given by the
sum of the weights of the cylindrical section and ellipsoldal end. In

obrder for the stress in the end to be about the same as that in the

cylindrical portion, the ellipsoid has its minor axis equal to one-half
its major axis and the stress is given by

1.128 L1(D-42)
2 t

Assuming an allowable stress to be 120,000 psi, and a liquid

pressure of 250 psi,

: ' t = .00118 d L  (D-43)

For a 6" diameter cylinder, the required wail thickness is only

.0071". This is too thin for sufficient rigidity of the container, so

a wall thickness of 0.035 inches (number 20 gauge) will-arbitrarily be

selected.

In addition the piston stroke, L, must be the same on both ends.

Since the thickness is small compared with the other dimensions, the

shell volume can be found by multiplying the surface area at a mean

radius by the wall thickness. Thus, the weights of the various

components aret
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Cylindrical Section (liquid end) P6 w (dL t) L xt

SEllipsoid (liquid end) , (d. +t )2 xt
Cylindrical Section (gas end) p w (d + t) L x t

99- , _ - _5 Ellipsoid (gas end) ,ps (dg + t

Sumlng these components algebraically and making the approprIate

substitution of Equation (D-41) yields for the weight of the container

We P t [2.2 dL +2Lt + 2.2 dL + 4.24 dL t + 2t2]

The length of the stroke L is related to the volume of fuel, V,
which must be supplied by

Substitution of this reltionship into Equation (0-hA) yields

;~ dLdL

FOr steei of p5  0.2S lb/in3 ; and fo a wall ickness of 0.035 inches"

LL

In order for this size of container to have a reasonable shape,
dL should be bout 6". Then

LL

u~ 4 .0 ) lbs

This eucuds the weight of the pistons, the decomposition chmber, and

the regalating valve. The weight of these components will certainly be

less than that of the pr-essur'e vessel. Thus, this gas generator would
Feigh n more t;pn abou 0 8 punds and so appears attractive from a
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S.: weight standpoint..

4.3 MisUtlon #f the Liaui Mggeowomjlant System

Probably the greatest single problem with the liquid mono-

propellant system Is encountered In the fuel metering and pressure

regulating valve where the orifice sizes become very small at the

flow rates required for the rang. of turbine sixzr from 0.1 to l.Ohp.

As an examle, the orifice size required at each end of this

£ hor4sa~oower range will be determined.
* The flow through an orifice can be expressed as

wu CA g , P(D-48)

where

w' weight tiow rate, lbs/sec

C a orifice coefficient, assumed to be equal to 1.0

p= liquid density, lbs/in3

A P - pressure drop across orifice, psi
A = orifice area, in2

The pressure drop across the metering orifice is limited to

20 psi. Then solving for the metering orifice area, yields

A w (D-.49)

In Section 11 of this Appendix, the flow rates for the 0.1 hp and 1.0

hp turbLnes were calculated at about 2.3 x 10- and 2.3 x 10O3 lb/see,

respectively. Substitution of these values into Equation (D-49) yields
for the metering orifice areas

A 27x1 6  2AO Z9.7 10 in

A1.0 hp a 9. x 10- in 2

and the corresponding diameters

7d .00352 in
0.1 hp

d1 .0 hp= .0111 in
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"Those are extremely- small orifices aitd only the larger appears to be

.easible for good flow regulation.

5. Congal
This section has shown that there are many difficulties and

development problems which must be surmounted before a gas generator

for a partial admission turbine can be designed.

It appears that the use of a solid propellant grain Is feasible

only for a thort (;hnt 1 hour). Longer operating time presents

problems in weight as well as design of the propellant stick and its

pressure vessel.

Use of a compessed gas appears to offer no advantage over the

solid propellant grain since the weight of pressure vessel required

to hold the mass of gas needed for this application becomes pro-

hibitlve.

The use of a liquid propellant appears to offer the best solution

from the standpoint of shape and weight. However, It too presents some

difficulty in providing proper regulation at the low flow rates at

which these systems must operate.

Thus, if the partial admission turbine istu be used as a source

of rotating power, the use of a liquid propellant seems to offer the

minimum weight and most conveniently shaped package for the gas genera-

tor.



Gas Generator

A Orifice area in2

A C Surface area of cylindrical section of

pressure vessel in 2

A Surface area of end of pressure vessel in2

A Area of piston In gas end of storage
9

container in 2

L Area of piston in liquid end of storage

container in'

C Flow coefficient

d Propellant grain diameter In

d Diameter of piston in gas end of

storage container in

d L Diam3eter of piston in liquid end of

storaoe container in

nProcortionalitv _rru*.An4 
b f

lbF sec-

k Specific haat ratio

L Length of propellant gjrain in

MW Molecular weight lb/mole'

P I Container pressure psi

P Pressure in gas end of storage
9

container Psala

pPressure in liquid end of storage

conta iner psid
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R;=R Gas constant ft-lb/lb 0R

-~ - - rPropellant burning ro-te at 0~O

and pressure# p in/sec

T Temperature 0R

T Chamber temperature R'

t Burning time sec

tWall thickness in

V Volume in3

VL Liquid volume in3

W Weight lb

cWeight of container lb

Wg Weight of propellant grain lb

wFlow rat. lb/sec

AP Pressure drop across orifice lb/inp

P Density of solid propellant lb/in3

PHDensity of hydrazine lb/in3

i's Density of steel lb/in3

Allowable stress psi
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Section IV

Eleric Motor System
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A third method of providing rotational power to the bit is by

means of an electric motor which obtains its energy from some energy

storage or conversion device. This may be a storage battery, fuel

6-L cell, thermoelectric generator, solar cell, or even a thermonuclear

device such as a SNAP-type unit.

For the c4se at hand, the use of storage batteries is considered

Sas typical of this type of energy source. In addition, batteries

-- require no extensive development work to achieve a litjhturight and

compact configuration since this has already been achieved in apply-

Ing them to missiles.

2. Weight Conjierations

This section presents the weight of an electric motor system

Including the motor, storage battery and case, gear box, and necessary

accessories. Figure D-23. is a block diagram of such a system.-

Motor Gear Reduction
Controls Unit

Storage

Battery D.C. Motor To Load

Electric Motor S30tem

Figure D-23

In selecting the proper type of storage battery, weight considerations

rule out all but the zinc-silver and mercury batteries. Mercury batteries

are sensitive to temperature extremes and would not discharge satisfactorily
.i0



-at- the extreme temperatures which might be encountered on the oon.
Sa-vor-tine batteries, althouqh slightly heavier, are insensitive to
variations in ambient temperature and current drain. They are quite

rugged and ar~e used extensively In missile applications.
A typical silver-zinc battery will provide 33 watt-hour* of

- energy per pound of unit (including case and connections)*.
Figure D-24 presents the weights of electric motor-systems as a

function of operating time and at various power levels. It Is seen
that the weight of the system at zero time includes only the weight of
the motor and the gear reduction unit. The system weight at any other
time Is the sum of this value and the weight of the batteries required

to operate at'that power level.

3. Concluslop
The system weights predicted here are probably on the conservative

side In that they are based on units that woe available and In use as
of November 1958.* No attempt has been made in this estimate to optimize

weight or project the "state-of-the art".

-*Hamer, W.J. " A Review of the State of the Art and Future Trends in

Eiectrochemital Rattery Systems - The More Coemon Systems". Proceed-
Inge of Seminar on Advanced Energy Sources and Lonversion Techniques,
P&Wodna California November 1958. O.T.S P.B. 151461.
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Performance Characteristics of Diamond Bits
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1. Intlodution

) To determine the feasibility of diamond bit drilling on the moon it

is necessary to know, or to be able to predict, its performance character-

istics; i.e., how the penetration rate nrid shaft power requirements vary

with the pertinent parameters. These parameters aret

a) Bit load

b) Bit rotary speed

c) Hit confiqurat'on, i.e., solid or core bit and type of

,dtrix-diamond structure

d) Bit size

e) Type of rock being drilled

f) Chip scavenainq

Another important consideration !s bit life; i.e., footage that can be

obtained before discard. Bit life is a strong function of chip scavengingl

and the operating temperature level. The temperature problem was examined

in Appendix B where It was concluded that reasonable temperature levels

would result with good cleanin and low shaft power operation, say i/3

hp or less. In Appendix C, nas chip scavenqino was examined and found to

be feasible.

The Hughes Tool Compainy rdr some laboratory tests to determine the

performance of one size of sol, ,ind core hits in various rocks using air

for chip removal. Th ,y irive st I(-,# c i n he , .ect o f c, -. p sc ave q, ng on

penetrition rate, with other factors held constant, and lourid that poor

cleanino substrtidlly reduced the peretrtlen rate. The range of loads

examined was very farrow, but a w!de radce of rotary speeds was investiga-

ted. These resul*5 were included as Appernldx 2 of "Bl-Weekly Report No. 3"

submitted to 1he Jet Propulsion Laboratory at Caltech on August 26, 1960.

Hence, those results will not be repeated hero. The pertinent conclusion

reached was that the particular type of bit structrue used in the tests

was not suitable for dr'll ,no the rocks under tes' because of rapid wear

or dulliro of the bit. S'nce there was some question as to whether this

was a "soft' or "har'i' formation bit, the results do not preclude the

possib!lity of other bit structures belro :ble to do the job. This has

to be further examined in the laboratory.

However, even if d bit 6ould be found which had sufficient life, its

pertormance might rule it )ut as a tool for the moor drillinq project.
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) Nevertheless, It was assumed that a suitable tool could be found and the

weight and volume of a diamond bit rotary system were investigated.

In order to do this, a knowledge of the performance of diamond bits

outside the range investigated by Hughes was needed. To acquire this

experimentally would require a prohibitive amount of work; i.e., investi-

gating a range of bit sizes, loads, and rotary speeds In several rocks.

What is desired is the functional relationships between these variabla so

that a limited number of tests with one bit size in various rocks could be

used to predict the performance of other sizes over ranges of load and

rotary speed. In the following sections, a simplified analysis of diamond

bit performance is presented and used to predict bit performance over a

range of the operating variables.

2. AnalitI Model of the Bit

In order to extrapolate a limited amount of diamond bit data, it

is necessary to determine how the penetration rate and rotary power

requirements vary with 1it load, rotary speed, and diameter. To deter-

mine this, the diamond bit drilling process will be approximated by a

model having the following characteristics:

a. There is a finite number of diamonds uniformly spaced so that

the number per unit area, A , is constant over the entire

surface of the bit. See Fiqure E-1.

b. The diamonds are conical or pyramidol ;n shape and the load-

deflection relat~on for each diamond Is

Pi =d 12  (E-l)

where

Pi is the load on each diamond

L Is the rock strength number

d, is the depth of penetration.

c. The tanaential force required to push a diamond through the

rock is dueto friction and to the work required to fracture

the rock.

Referring to Figures E-l (c) and E-1 (i), It is seen that the
frictional work is
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Pi A 6 di
RRd sNRd Rdo (E-2)

where

Ik = coefficient of friction

= angle of diamond point

RF = frictional force on diamond

N = normal force on diamond

The energy to fracture rock is

Y x volume - x area x Rd6 = tan d RdQ

2 1

where * energy per unit volume required to fracture the rock.

Combining these expressions gives

T 2+) d2 = K d2 (E-3)
i ~sin- 0 I F i

2
where

TI  the horizontal forCe on one diamond

KF = a constant depending on the type of rock.

From the foregoing model, the penetration rate, P r and the shaft

power, hpB, can be derived.

3. Penetration Rate

As a single diamond point at radius R rotates throuah dd degrees,

the volume of rock it sweeps out is

dV. = A RdG = d tan, R.10 (E-4)
' 2

where

A projected area of the penetrating diamond point

Since there are A2wRdR diamond points in d differential annulus, the

volume swept out by all the diamonds in the annulus is:

dV dV1  ( 2 2wRdR) .(dI tan ( A 2wRdR) RdG (E-5)

The average penetration of the differpntial annulus, d*, is equal to

J the volume of material removed divided by the annulus irea. This

: (Atan d 2 ) Rde (E-6)2wRdR 2 i
d4= ed"-



The penetration per revolution is (d =

ci 2
dR* A tan 9 2wRd 1  (E-7)

Substituting from Equation (E-l) and recognizing that the total

load on the differential annulus, dP, is 2" RdR . P,, Equation (E-6)

becomes

dRe = tan g  dP (E-8)
R 6 2 dR

For a solid bitp dR* is constant at .11 radii, hence

d ta 29R (E-9)

Thus,

a) For a Solid Bit

(dR*)a s KpR D (ft/rev) (E-1O)

(P = d 4 N = K (ft/hr) (E-11)
r 5 R PROD

where K PR = a penetrat~on rate constant for a q!ven rock

P- =Penetration rate
A

b) For a Core Bit (having a radial cutting dimension

4i R =1 Ui, se. Faiure E-2)

W'PR P (ftlrev) (E- 12)

(P r d * ~ N KPRN (ft/hr) (E-13)

where

K tan (E-14)
PR 2
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M Diameter

Cutting
Stir fdce

[a- D M + [

Core Bit Nomenclature

Figure E-2

4. Shaft Power Reiuirement

The power input to a differentfal annulus of radius R Is

d(hp) =T I RN 2w RAdR (E-AH)

S ,ibstitu+iqF ton E-) -)I " ' YN t r' e l

d(hp) = K. tar R * J : RdR (E-16)
2 R

For a sold bit,

(hp) =K. 'an ~ '- B

For a core bit,

(hp) = KF tan 2 R6 N D BC 4 (E-18)

Substituting from Eq'jations (E-1O) anl (E-12) , Equat'ons (E-17) and

(E-18) become, respectively-



- (hp) K P N DB (E.-9)

and
S'(hp) 2 K PNhp M( 0(hp - 2KhP NDM. (E-ao)

where

K = -~ I K tan~
hp 8 RF 2

= core diameter

4 D B twice the width of the finite cutting annulus

5. E xDl~r.ental Results

Test data from three sources were used to check the foregoing

analyses and to determine the constants KPR and Khp for several rocks.

The results are summarized in Table E-1.

5.1 Dacussion of Test Data

Since the data used were obta'in'edunder a variety of

conditions and degrees of accuracy, some comment on their meaning !s

required.

5.1.ip.1ghes To C gmvany ata

The Highes Tool Company obtained drilling performance data

on several types of rock (see Table E-I) using two bits manufactured by

J.K. Sait and Sons, Inc. of Murray Hill, New Jersey. Both bits were

P'' 1 7/8" O.D. (AX size). One was a core type, manufacturer's number FX-99,

having DM =1 1/4" and dD R 1 5/8". The other was a concave-face, full-

hole type, mnufucturer's number FY-1 having DB = 3 7/8". Figure E,3

is a photograph of these bits. It is noted that these bits consist of a

finite number of uniformly - spaced diamond points set in the surface of a

powdered metal matrix m4terial. The points project about 1/32 to 1/16"

from the matrix surface which has grooves for the cleaning fluid to pass

out to the hole annulus.

The test setup used by Hughes Tool is described in Appendix 2 ofp.
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"Bi-Weekly Report Number 3". That report also presents thq test data and

- results. It should be noted that all the data, for each type of bito was

obtained with the same bit. As the tests progressed, the diamond points

dulled badly and many came out of the matrix. Thus, the meaning of these

tests is questionable; however, they were used to calculate the drilling

constants presented in Table E-1. In all cases, the data for the highest

cleaning air flow rate were used. Since the method of obtaining power
*

data gave unreliable results , values for the power constant, Khp, were

not included.

There is some question as to whether these bits were designed for

"hard" or "soft" formation drilling. At any rate, they did not stand up

well and are considered unsuitable for drilling in the formations tested.

5.2.2. Phillips Petroleum Data

The Phillips Petroleum Company ran extensive laboratory
e

tests, in cooperation with the Hughes Tool Company, to evaluate the

drilling performance of diamond bits in several formations (see Table

E-I). They used two bits manufactured by the Christensen Diamond Bit

Company of Salt Lake City, Utah. Both bitsvere 6 5/8" O.D. One of these

was a core type, manufacturer's number B 12 B, having DM Z 2 5/8". The

other was a concave-face, full-hole type, manufacturer's type SHF. Figure

E 4 is a photograph of these bits. These bits oppear similar in con-

struction to those used by Hughes, and described in Section 5.1.1, except

that the fluid courses are of a different design.

These tests were run on a full-scale drilling rig at the Hughes

Research Laboratory. Measurements of load, rotary speed, penetration rate,

and rotary torque were made. The accuracy of these measurements is n9t

known; in the tabulated test data, the same value of rotary torque is

reported for a rotary speed range of 60 to 150 rpm at constant axial load.

This raises some doubts about the accuracy of the torque values. In

calculating the power constant, Khp, for Table E-I, the test values for a

rotary speed of 100 rpm were used since it is in the middle of the range.

The following significant differences in operating conditions between

• Since the tests were run on an available high-pressure drilling test

stand which had very high power dissipation in the shaft pressure packings,
I the bit power reauirements were a very small fraction of the power required

to rotate the drill stem.
00 Tests were run by Hughes personnel at Huohes Research Laboratory for

Phillips.
*** Phillips Memorandum: Prolect r.o. 4 "Application and Performance of
Diamond and Chert Bits", by R.S. Hoch, Feb. 23, 1954.
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the Phillips and Hughes tests should be noted:

a. Phillips used,6 5/8" bits versus Hughes' 1 7/8".

"-- b. Phillips used water (and "mud") for chip cleaning instead of 'air

c. Phillips loaded their bits with several thousand pounds

compared to fifty pounds.

d. Phillips ran rotaryipeeds in the range of 60 to 150 rpm as

compared to Hughes' 90 to 1140 rpm.

The Phillips results, because of their extensive nature, arc well

suited for checking the analytical predictions; e.g., do the values of

-pR or Khp determined from solid-bit tests check those determined from

core-bit tests. However, Phillips' s-gnificantly different operating

conditions exclude the use of the values of KPR and Khp based on their

data to predict the performance of the moon diamond bit.

- 5.1.3. Fostgr-Miller Associates Data

Since the Phillips operating conditions were so different

from the anticipated moon drill requirements and no power data was

obtained by Hughes, Foster-Miller Associates ran a limited number of tests

using a Felker "Di-Met" coring bit having a 1 3/i6" O.D., DM * 1" and

,4DB = 3/16". This bit is photographed in Figure E-5. It is considerably

different from those used by Hughes and Phillips. The Felker bit had a

section of diamond-impregnated matrix about 1/4" long which oontinues to

drill until completely worn awaX. It is similar to abrasive grinding

wheel material.

The Foster-Miller tests were run on a rig shown schematically in

Figure E-6. The core bit was mounted in a drill press and loaded by

hanging a weight on the drill shaft feed arm. The rock to be drilled

was mounted on a low-friction rotary platform which in tirn was set on

a platform scale to permit direct measurement of the bit load. A spring

scale hooked on an arm of the rotary platform was used to determine the

bit torque. The bit rotary speed was measured with the aid of a Strobotac.

High pressure air was supplied for chip cleaning, but no attempt was

made to measure the air flow rate. The results of these tests are

presented in Table E-II.
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jabl-e E-II
Results Of Foster-MIller Core2 Bit Tests

C 0

t.P N RKh

(lbs) (rpm) (ft/hr) (hp) dl 1-1 -

70 600.28 0.055 1.33 x io0 0.7 x 10f

70 920 0.62 0.105 1.80 x 10-6 0.82 x 10-6

90 560 0.3?2 0.128 1.20 x 10-6 1.00 x 10-6

9U 9006 .6 1.58 x 10 -6, 1.00 x 10-6

Average 1.5 x 10 -6 1.0 x 10- 6

Averaige value of three tests; most values wo~re within 20% of average.

6. Predicted Bit, Performance

The Phillips data for Virginia limestone and Rush Springs sandstone

(see Tahlo F-1) ind~rate that the form of the derived drilling equations

Is probably right since the values of K Rand K hpobtained from data for

solid and core bits check so well. F!Jrthermore, the value of K 'obtained
hp

from the Phillips data agrees fairly well with that obtained from the

Foster-Miller results. However, the value of K PR obtained from the Phillips

data Is several times larger than the Foster-Miller value. Since the

Foster-Miller tests were run under conditions contemplated for moon drilling,

their values will be used to estimate the diamond bit performance. Using

the average values of the drilling coefficients for grey granite, the
fckllowing formulae results

a) Solid Bit (drilling grey granite)

rs D B

(hp) 1.0 x 1- P1J1DR (hp) (E-22)
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b) Core Rt (drilling grey granite)

(Pr~ 1.5 x 1
( 4 D5 (ft/hr) (E-23)

(hp) = 2.0 x 10- 6 P N DM (hp) (E-2)

These results are plotted as Figures 2 through 6 in Section II of

thp main body of this report.

7. !n Conclusion

The analysis presented herein permits extrapolation from a limited

number of tests with'a diamond bit for a given rock. Actually, If the

rock properties 6" and k (strength number and coefficient of friction)

were known, the results from one material could be extrapolated to other

materials.

Since these formulations have been checked over a rather limited

range of operation, extrapolation to very different conditions should

be done with caution.

Furthermore, these relationships assume a constant diamond point

condition, i.e., no dcdllino during the run. As the bit dulls,, its

performance drops. The i.ate of dullinc ar-i its effect on performance

must be determined experimentally for each materid)l to be drilled.

However, Equations (E-21) through (E-24) sho,:ld give a reasonable

estimate of bit performance on grey granite as long as the bit is sharp;

this will be particularly true for the Felker Di-MAet type bit.

It is interesting to note that Eq.'at'on (E-11) and (E-13) indicate

that the "ea'jivalent" solid bit for a gOven core bit (i.e., one which

has the same penetration per revolution when loaded the same) has a

diameter equal to twice the core bit annulus width. This is illustrated

graphically in Figure 2 of the main body of this report.

I
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1. Introdgcion

In this section the energy source requirements for driving a

* percussion-type moon drill are considered. The assumption is made

here that the required energy must be brought to the moon from the earth

in stored form; i.e., direct-conversion devices such as solar cells or

thermoelectric converters are excluded from consideration. If these

latter devices should be admissible, some savings may be possible in

the total source weight over the amounts estimated In this section.

Three types of energy sources appear feasible for the moon drill

from the standpoints of time of operation required, magnitude of source

weight, reliability, and the amount of development required to realize a

practical system. These are:

a. A compressed gas

b. A chemical fuel

c. An electro-chemical source

In the compressed gas systemj two gases are investinatedl a low

molecular weight gai, helium, and one with high molecular weight,

nitrogen.

In the chemical fuel system, a monopropellant oas generator

(hydrazine) is investigated.

The only electro-chemical source considered is a storage battery.

Fuel cells are possible sources of electric power, but, from the limited

data available, appear to be heavier than batteries for the power levels

and time of operation involved In a percussion moon drill.

In Section II of this appendix, It is shown that for the minimum

weight percu~sion drill systems, the source weight is a rather small

fraction of the system weight. This, an extremely accurate estimate of

the source weight is not essential for a reasonable estimate of the

drilling system weight.

2. Cqmpressed Gas System

A gas sipply system is assumed which consists of stored, high-

pressure gas in a spherical tank and a pressure regulator.

2.1. Gao Reoidraments
, The following assumptions cie made recardino the ass-
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$11pply system

- -= 1) The tank Is adiabatic; no heat is transfered into the tank

during use of the gas. This assumption Is conservative since less gas

will be required for drilling If heat transfer Into the tank occurs.

2) The maximum temperature which the gas in the tank may reach is

2DOF, which corresponds to the maximum ambient temperature on the moon.

3) The gas Is utilized at a reoulated pressure, Pr in a fixed-

displacement device.

/) The fluid energy can be related to the energy required to

fracture and remove rock.

5) The maximum allowable ratio of final oas temperature to Initial

gas temperature is O.75.

Figure F-I is a schematic dlaqram of a gas-operated impact system.

Tank Regulator Chamber, Area = AP

IdnK 

Piston

PTt

Ym

Schematic Diagram of Gas-Actuated Impactor
Figure F-1

In this study, the effects of leakage in the impactor, friction, and

losses associated with scavenging the gas chambers and returning the

piston in preparation for the next stroke will be lumped into an

efficiency. That Is, an "effective pressure" Pm' for the impact device

Is assumed. Exact calculations of this effective pressure cannot be

carried out without a detailed Aesign of the impactor which is beyond

the scope of this preliminary study.



Let E M total energy rbquired to remove the desired volume of

rock. For impact drilling, this energy can be expressed as;

E= (F-1)

where 0 :eneorgy of rock removal/unit volume a 40,000 'n-lbin 
3

DB hole diameter in Inches, and

h = hole depth in inches.

The effective pressuro Pr ,is expressed in terms of an efficiency

factor, %it and the regulated pressure, Pri,

i~ia r

:I: -'m =  
P F

The energy, Eg, supplied by the gas must then be
i9

9E fprAp d(y) n cycles = n Pr p% E0 /, (F-3)

where Ap is the piston area, Ym is the length of stroke, and n is the

number of blows required to deliver the total energy E o to the rock.

The incremental mass of gas supplied to the Impactor is

d(M) = rAp d(y) (V-'4)

where 9r Is the gas density at the regulated pressure P and at tempera-Pr r
ture Tr . Since the regulator of Fioure F-1 is isenthalpic, Tr  T"

Using the perfect gas law, Equation (F-4) can be written in the form

P A d(y)d(M) 3 T ~ IT  
(F-5)

t

Equations (F-3) and (F-5) may be combined to give

d(E )/

or d(M r) x. R 9Tor g
M f

R T d(M) (F-6)

g t r ni

7S
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The qu~ntity of gas Mf which must be left In the tank is greater than

zero because the pressure and temperature drops in the tank must be
limited. Figure F-2 (a) and (b) shows the supply tank at time t and

at time t +At, an Instant later. During the time d t, the amount of
gasA M r shown shaded in Figwre F-2 (a), flows out of the tank, allow-
ing the remaining gas to experience a reversible adiabatic expansion.

The mass of gas remaining in the tank during the efflux of mass A M

is constant, and thus

=2

Pt1 k
t i: t - ( -7 )P~t2 vt t2]

where Vt is the volume of gas excluding that gas which flows out during

the iiiterval Adt; i.e., the control volume shon in Figure F-2.

Control Volume

Gas ef lux
during At

P V 1  LPL... IV

Mr
STt

2 , Mt22

(a) Time t (b) Time t + A t

Suoolv-tank PDischaroe Process
Figure F-_2

M r = 't (Vt2 Vti) (F-8)

or, in the limit,
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t-t tdt e dt RT t  (F-9)
t

or d(Mt) dVt
Mt Vt  (F-9)

For the control volume Vt, from Equation (F-?),

21 av .. I _ P ._' -I- : (F-10)
Vt  k Pt k-i Tt

When Equations (F-9a) and (F-10) are combined,

d(Mt) I dPt dTt

t k Pt k-I Tt  (F-li)

in (-) = k- , i (t)
S s

k-I
or, Mt P~

S .

Since d(M) = - d(M t), Equation (F-12) can be substituled into Eouatlon

(F-,j) to qve a relat.on.hip for M

Mf I M k- 1

R T d (-t-) M E ol (F-13)
# S /

S

.k M k W

k-

I But
-

s



therefore,

:- T- E nlq

kE

Two oases will now be considererd, namely, nitrooen and helium.0

For helium, k = 1.66, and R = 386 ft-lbf/lb m R, and from Equation

(F-14 )

MsR T P PVv = 3.22 E o 1A (F-15)

For nitrogen, k = 1.4 and R 55.2 ft-lbf/lb 0MO arFd

MsR T = P V = 2. 10 E / (F-16)
6q S s s 0

The mass ratiu is

.)1 e ( ; , ",N 2 -P .2 9 ( F -1 7 )

and the volume ratio dt equal pressures is

V e 1  53 (F-18)
V N2

2.2 QqntaineK Reauireme.jts

In the following analysis a spherical container is assumed.

The tensile stress 6t in a spherical shell of radius r,

thickness t, and which has internal pressure Pt is
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P r
0. ~(F- 19)

t. 2t
0

If the gas is stored at 3000 psia and 100 F, then the maximum

tank pressure, assuming a maximum ambient temperature of 2MC F, will be

(Pd =x3540 psi

It is noted that the tank weight depends only on the product P tV sfor a

given tank- shape, allowable stress, and material density'- Therefore$

only the tank volume (and not its mass) will be affected by the pressure

selected. Similarly,ithe gas mass required is independent of supply

pressure.

For a steel tan'k, with an allowable stress 120,000 psi,

and density =0.28 lbs/in3 , the tank weight. Wt, is

r- r 2' - 211r p dm~rax (F-20)
t 120,000

0.0906 r(F-20a)

orsince the tank volume is

/4

V -z w r(W- 2)

the weight is

W.= a).8 V (F-22)

where V, is in ft 3and Wtis in lbs.

2.3 Combined Weigjht and-Volume of Container and Gas

2.3.1. Hetlium System

From Equjations (F-15) and F-1),

(V )He 32 4rD h__ (-23)

or, for P~ 3000 psi 4,0'inb/ 3
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:- 0. 234 DB  h
(V.), oo ~ (F-23a)

wh*re V is volume in ft at 3000 psi and 100°F, D8 is the hole diameter
in inches, h is the hole depth in ft., and 9, is the efficiency factor

defined by Equation (F-2). The volume of "free" helium at standard

pressure and temperature is then
?2

DB2 h
(Vo). = l193 (V) He =45.2 (p-4)

From the perfect gas law, the mass of gas is

(M)[!=R Ts  2.0 V I hs (r-25)
s He R lieT s

When Equations (F-22), (F-23a), and (F-25) are combined,the fcllowlng

expression for the weight Ws of the helium source is obtained.

(W = 5.35 D92 h/n i  (F-26)

2.3.2 Ni:tropen System

From Eauations (F-16) and (f-I),
2.Iu .f (6 D. 2 h

(vQ) 2 = 4 D (F-27)

or DB2h
(V 0.153 

(F-27a)

The volume of "free" nit~oqen is then

(Vo)N2 29.5 DB2 h/91 , (F-28)

and the mass of ni.trocen is

(Ms)N 2 = 14 Vs lbs (F-29)

and th4 total source weight is
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(w)N~=5.31 0B /~(F -3U)

It is seen by comparison of Equations (F-30) and (F-26) that, for equal

efficiencies, the nitrogen system hs aslight weight advantaQe over the

helium system. This is because the helium requires a larger diameter

tank, due to the volume ratio as seen from Equation (F-18), thus adding

more weight in tank material than is saved due to the reduced weight of

gas.

Figures F-3 and F-4 show weights and volumes of nitrogen supply

systems as functions of penetration and hole diameter, and for efficiencies

of 0.5 and 0.7 According to Ingersoll-Rend Corporation, the

efficiency of 0.5 is conservative for a pneumatic high-rate impact drill.

For a slow rate drill, it is estimated that a somewhat higher efficiency,

about 0.7, will be possible. For a nitrogen source capable of producina

a 3/4 inch hole five fee, deep in granite, the system weight is about 3C

pounds, assuming qi as 50%.

3. Llauid-Fuel. IHot-Ga. System

Hydrazine (K2H4). is a possible energy source for a percussion drill

It Is a liquid monopropellant which decomposes at ,ibout 196C)0R to form

relatively clean gas.

3.1. System Configuration

Section III of Appendix D contains a description of a

hydr~zine gas (qenerator, and Fiqire D-22 is a schematic of its system

conflauration. This system employs the "bootstrap" method of pressurizing

the liquid fuel. The fuel is metered by a regulatinn valve into a

decomposition chamber where gas is produced at 196)0 R. This hot gas is

fed back to the bootstrap cylinder and to the utillization device, as

shown in Figure D-22. A starter cartridge of high-pressure nitrogen

provides for initiation of bootstrap operation.

3.2. System Design

3.2.1. Fuel Reauirements

A combustion pressure of 200 psia is selected and

an efficiency factor q, =0.5 for the hot-gas percussor is assumed.

, . -A
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If the fuel flow to the decomposition chamber is regulated, and if the

time constant of the decomposition chamber pressure with respect to

changes in flow demand is large compared with the time between blows of

the percussor, then only the average gas flow demand of the percussor

must be supplied by the hydrazine generator.

v DB h 6T

Pr to E o/ wD 2 (F-31)

where

Q = average volume flow to Impactor, In3/sec

Pr = regulated pressure, psiaPr

L energy required to drill a hole in rock, in-lb0
to = drilling time, sec

nI = efficiency factor

DB = hole diameter, in

h = hole depth, in

6 = energy per unit volume requir.O to remove
rock in-lb/in 3

The r.gulitor will be essentially ser'thalpic, ther,?fore the rate of

efflux of mass from the pas generator is
7

Mq dM/dt=QP0 = R T r (F-32)

h r

Comb Ininq Equations (F-31) and (F-32) yields

D 2 h
M M9 tc = - h F 3g 2 q . i h "

ior a 3/4 inch diameter hole five feet deep n qr-nite, ard us'ra

Rh = 80.7 ft-lbf/1b0°R, the required mass Is 1.12 pounds. :f about

10% additional mass is included for "dead" volume, M c 1.25 pounds.
'9
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Since hydrazine has about 'the same densIty as water, the volume, V.
36Is approximately 34,.6 In 3 .

3.2.2. Fuel Tank and Bootstrap Unit

A fuel tank and pressure-boost system, as shown in

Figure D-22, was deslaned to accomodate the required 1.25 pounds of

hy-irazlne, and to provide a pressure difference of 50 psi between the

fuel supply and the decomposition chamber. A decomposition chamber

pressure'of 200 psia was specified. Using a minimum wall thickness of

0.035 Inches (20 oauge), the weight of the tank and piston assembly is

2.34 pounds. The tark Iiapproximately 16 Inches lonq with a maximuir diameter of

about 3 inches, and a volume of about JL * cubic inches.

3.2.3. Decomposition Chamber

The decomposition chamber should have a time

constant for a change in flow rate which is large compared with the

percussion tool cycle time. For a rate of 180 blows per minuteo the

time, ,,, between blqws is 0.33 seconds. Therefore, the decomposition

chamber is designed for a time ccnstant of 3 seconds. From ASTIA Report

Number AD142322,

p V

w R T(F-34)Wfo Rh

where

t.me Constdnt, sec

i average chdmber pres.,ure, psi

V = chamber volume, in
3

0

w fo = average fuel flow rate, lb/'secRh  0

Rh = gas constant, in-lbf/lb R
T0 = average chamber temperature OR

For a drilling time of 78 minutes, the average fuel flow rate Is

0.027 povj'ds per minute. From Equation (F-34) the required chamber
3volume for a three-second time constant is A0.5 in

A chamber is selected which has diameter D, and which is composed

of a cylindrical section of length 3D closed by ellipsoidal ends of
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height D/,. In order to provide the required volume, the diameter must
be 3 inches, If the minimum wall thickrvess 's taken to be 0.035 inches,

then the chamber weight Is 0.95 pounds.

3.2.4. Source Weight and Volume

The component and total weights of the hydrazine source

are given in Table F-I. Note that one pound is allotted for valving,

starter'cartridge, catalyst, tubing, and a pressure regulator.

Table F-I

Hydrazine Source Weig~hts

System Components Weight (lbs)

Hydrazine fuel 1.25

F'i, tank and Booster 2.34,

Decomposition Chamber 0.95

Valves, Catalyst, etc. 1.00

Total System Weight 5.51. lbs

The volume of this :our(.e is less than 0.1 cubic foot.

3.3 Discussior of the Hydrazine iHot-Gas Generator

The weight of th6 hydrazine system is much less than

the weight of a storel--qds system. or example, the nitrogen source

weight for a 3/4 inch diameter, five foot deep hole in granite Is )U

pounds, c.ompared with 5.5 pounds for a hydrdzine source. However, the

following problems associated with a hbt-gas generator cast considerable

doubt on the desirability of such a system for moon drill:Lno:

a. Flow Metering. The orifice area required to meter 0.027 pounds

of hydrazine per minute, with a 50 psi pressure differential, is only

about 1.86 x 10- 5 in 2 . This means diameter of about U.0049 inches.

Metering orifices of this size would be imprdctical, and although

reduction of the pressure difference would permit a larger metering area

to be used, a decrease of the pressure drop from 50 psi to 5 psi would

only increase the area to 5.9 x 10 in . This corresponds to the area

of an 0.0087 inch dialheter circular orifice. Furthermore, a pressure

drop across the Inlet to the decomposition chamber of the order of 50 psi
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is desirable to promote atomization of the propllant. Thus, fuel

metering is a difficult function to accomplish in the liquid propellant

gas generator.

b. Te!Werature Ltyel. A hot-gas generator would be a heat source

within the moen capsule and would tend to aggravate the problem of temper-

ature control of instrments or other equipment associated with the capsule.

c. Developmpnt Coits. Although some hydrazine generators are now

usedp the design of such systems is far from straightfoward, and the

development of a hydrazine-powered moon drill would be much more costly

in time and money than to use a more conventional, well-developed type

of energy source.

4. Batteries

As discussed in Section IV of Appendix D, silver-zinc storage

batteries are insensitive to variation In ambient temperature aind

current drain, are rugged, and have been used extensively !ri missile

and satellite applications. A typical silver-zinc battery will provide

33 watt-hours of energy per pound mass including the case and connectors.

The weight of a battery source, Wb, for driving a moon drill can

therefore be expressed by the follow'no enu;ition

h

W. = C.7L6 x le- 6 c 'B .. ...
t F.

1

where the symbols are as previously ,hefirel.

Thus, for in overall effic'ericy of 40%, the battery weiqht for

drilling a 3/4 Inch diameter hole to a depth of five feet in urdnite IS

only about 2.5 pounds. This should be compared with 3C po inds for

stored-gas system and 5.5 pounds for a hydraz'ne !h'ot-gas aenerator.

5. Disc'ussion of Energy Sources

Of the energy sources examined above, the battery is definitely

superior because of Its substantial weight advantaqes, and also because

it Is less complex and more reliable than either a stored-gas or hot-nas

aenerator source. However, no definite conclusions regarding choice of

an energy source can be drawn without consideristion of the complete



percussion drill system. Section II of this appendix is concerned with

the drilling system as a whole, and presents weight and volume estimates

for several types.
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Types Of Prusion Drills
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There are many different types of systems possible foj% percusaion

drilling. In this section, the two general classifications of percussion

drill systems, zero-recoil and finite-recoil, are examined. It is con-

cluded that finite-recoil operation is preferable for moon drilling, and

two limiting modes of finite-recoil percussion, intormittent and con-

tinuous, are considered. The conclusion Is reached that maximum dr illing.

efficiency occurs when reaction force and cyclic rate are properly

matched in continuous percussion drilling.

Weight estimates are presented for three percussor systemst

(1) a stored-gas pneumatic; (2) hot-gas pneumatic; and (3) a battery-source

mechanical percussor.

2. Zero-Recoil Percussion Systems

In an impact drill, a force internal to the percussion mecharism

acts on a hammer mass over a relatively long period of time, thus storina

energy In the mass. The hammer is then allowed to strike a drill rod

which is in contact with the rock being drilled, thereby dissipating its

energy In a very short per!od of time and causino rock fracture. If a

reaction force, equal to the Internal force which imparts energy to the

hammer mass, is supplied to the percussor mechanism as a whole, then the

percussar Case will remain stationary during the drilling process; I.e.,

no recoil of the percussion si,.stem will occur durinn or following a

hammer blow. In a zero-recoil impactor, the forces which accelerate the

hammer may be arav.tational, or contact forces which act directly on the

hammer (and thus react on the percussor case).

2.1. Gravity-Force Actuated System

Figure F-5 Is a schematic diagram of a Qravity-fall

impactor.

The haer, of mass h , is lifted through hei:iht Y

by a force F,, which might be a cable force derived from an electric

motor, Or which might be suppl'ed by a regulated gas pressure, P,

acting on the area, Ah, of the hammer. The work done by the moon's

gravitational field on the ass as it drops through the distance Ym is)m
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Hlammer,

-- Case or quide

Anv il

Sceai iga o ,rvt-oc Actuasted Porcussor

Figure F-5

Assumlnu a 1C 10 os5 of this eneroy dlue to -rc-or ind other effects in

the cylinder, the eneroy per 1-low tra)nsfer~e& *o 'be rock w'11 be

EL U m a Y 36)Th h m m

In order to produce raither large ch.Ips and to obi-, V. ._nt rdeorep of

drll*;r~a el fice'Pcy qncranite, a threqholdi ereroy F of approxmately

100 l1n-lbs,/.ncb of bVt diamet-r must be suppliedi to tr.e -4'1 bit ir*'nq

each blow. Itf the bi t d iametor I sDB inches, *iher

(? M h y Il) 1 in-lb (F-37)

In terms of ea~rth weiqht, W. of the oer

W Y 666D (, n- I
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If the maxiimum hammer weight is taken to be 16 lbs earth weight, and the

minimum hole diameter to bo 0.75 inches, then the minimum stroke is

Y 31.2 inches

Since the drill package length must be less than six "feet, a telescoping,

cylinder arranqement is required to produce a hole depth greater than

about I ft. From a design standpointo this is awkward because of the

valvina of fluid, (if fluid is used as the source of energy), and because

of the mechanical difficulties of extendino the telescope and of providing

a reasonable seal between the hammer and telescoping members of different

diameters. Figure F-6 shows one possible configuration for such a

telescoping impactor, upon which approximate wpight and volume estimates

can be based. This arrangement will permit a hole of about 5 feet depth .

to be drilled.

Details such as valving and means for rotating the drill bit will

not be considered at this stage of the study. Rotation would be provided

on the up-stroke of the hammer by means of a ratchet mechanism.
I A minimum tube diameter of 3 inches ird muxlmum hammer length, of

6 inches are assumed. From Figure F-6, and with 1/16" thick steel *ubes,

the approximate tube weioht is Wtbe b ibs, and the approximate weight

of the drill rod is (W) rodX 51 lbs.

It Is seen that the drill impactor assembly must be extended prior

to the start of ArillLna. Thus, its upper end woild proru'p rom t-,e

top of the moon capsule by about four feet. Lntor those orit ons lle

implementation of an electric system would be very di:iul,

addition, some method of clean!na the rock ch'p5 away from the b t must

be provided. The most reasible methoI of CbHp removal ,ippe:rs *o be by

means of a oas flow (see Appendix C), This suo';ests thd* cAS be used as

the leans of liftino the hammer. The gas used to raise the hammer can

be exhausted throuah the drill bit. prior to dropping the hammer, thereby

providing chip removal without ad led weight perialty.

p
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Weight requirements for the gas (nitrogen) and cylinder are given

in Figure F-3. For a five foot deep, 3/ inch diameter hole in granite,

W 21.4 lbs

For a hole diameter of 1/2 inch,

W = 9.5 lbs.

An added weight,W ,of 3 lbs, is provided for valves, a regulator,

and support membersfor the drill assembly.

The total estimated weiQhts for the gas-operated, gravity-fall

system are

Wt = W + Wr + W + ws 4 W (F-39)
u tbe ron r s hammner

For a 3/" diameter and a 5 foot deep hole, Wt a 65.4 lbs. A I/2"

iameter reduces the (earth) weicht to about 53.5 lbs.

The total approximate volumes of the system, when collipsed, are,

Vt = Vharmer+ VS + 0.25

(The 1/4 ft3 covers valving, regulator and other small parts). For a 3/4"• =1.4 3 . A/2".. iiameter reduces the
- iameter and a 5 toot deep hole, V 1.4 t. A 1/

volume to

V z 1.0 ft3

The drilling time, allowing 10 sec/cycle will be

T = (Number of blows) x (time per blow)

The energy required to Arill a five-foot hole is

E A x LX 2 05E°  x i40 , 2 3 x n-lb

where 4D,00 = 6 rock removal/unit volume.
C
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Thon, if Eb e nergyb1low from Equation (F-36),

T = , l ldays.

For a 0.75" diameter hole five fect deep.

T 20.85 days

and for 0.50" hole.

Tm 02Pdays

2.2 ZeoRci,-otc-oc Acceleration Impactoi

Fiqure F-7 shows a second type of recoilless impact

r

h

T

Ym

Prill1 ro-d
Assembly, m -

Schematic Diaaram of Contact-Force Reco'lless-Impactor

Figure F-7

This device would be suspenle- from the moon capsule by a force F 0,

and would function as follows. Regulated gas pressure) P is

admitted above the hammer, Mh , causing it to dccelerite downwardis at>-



strike the tool. Valve sequencing is arranged so that the source

pressure is shut off just prior to impact. After impact, the upper

cylinder chamber is ported to the lower chamber, and most of the qds

c~nfined in the cylinder exhausts through the bit, thus removing chips

from the hole. When the chamber pressure approaches ziro, the upper

chamber is ported to zero pressure, allowing the fluid below the piston

to return the hammer to the raised position. The exhaust port above

the piston is then closed, the rpgulated pressure P is again admitted
r

to the upper cylindor, and the cycle rr'peats. Bit rotation can be

provided! on the return stroke by means of a ratchet mechanism as In

the gravity-fall system. Assumino thot no compressive force is transmitted

to the moor vehicle, the condition foi no recol is

F m gm , (F-4)

wherp F is the maximum internal force ;n the hdmmer cylinder, and m.

s the case mss. Since F i alsoacts on the hammer mass mh,

miy - m gm (F-42)

or intecrating from y = o to y = Ym, rind y = o to y ,

1 h2

K b  m. Y m q Y (F-43)

If a 10% loss for fr:ction is asjaed, thefr the maximum energy por blow

which can he deliverei to the rock is

cb = 0.10 mc gm Ym (F-44)

Note thdt Eqiat:on (F-4) is ...n:.. l wi.... . , ic- (F_3(. fr ,ha

free-fall system, except that the prt nent mass here is the case mass

rdther than the hammer mass. Thus, this system .h,,s in advantage over

the free-3ll system in t hat aivantage may be taken of the weight of the

hammer case, while the mass of the hammer itselV moy be small. The

hammer mass shoul , howevr r, be opproximately the same size as the arvil

and 'irill rod r order to rac~litdte qood enerQy transfer between these

elements.
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In the gravity system, the hammer and case weights totalled 36 ibm,

if the hamr weight were limited to 16 pounds. In the present system,

guides must be provided to align the drill with the moon capsule during

drilling and to maintain the hole essentially vertical. The weight of

these elements cannot be included in m

If the case weight is limited to 30 lbs, then the minimum stroke

to supply the threshold energy of 100 In-lb/in is

Mc 9I Ym V BIhP

Ym 22.2DR inches (F-45)

for 0.75" diameter,

Y = 16.6 :n

Therefore, the minimum length of stroke for the contact-force accelera-

tion system is about half that of the free-fall system. However, a

telescop~ng arrangement Is still necessary to permit the drilling of a

five-foot deep hole. Furthermore, since guide rails and a feeding

device must be incorporated In this system, the complete mechonism appears

to have only a ulight advantaqe over the free-fall system either in terms

of weight or complexity. Therefore, it will not be considered further in

this study.

2.3. Summary

A zero-recoil percussion drill is possible for operation

on the moon. It is not recomended, however, due to the mechanical

polbou ns of £my jtrp.etiJig such a system.

A free-fall impactor capable of drilling a five-foot deep, 3/4

inch diameter hole in granite would weigh about 66 pounds on earth

including a gas-supply system. The required drilling time would be

approximately 2) hours.

3. Finif-Recol Perc-uston Systems

If recoil of the percussor assembly Is permitted, it is possible



to deliver a larger amount of energy per blow to the rock, for any given

reaction force and percussor mass, than is possible when recoil is pre-

vented. This advantage occurs because the net impulse delivered by the

reaction force to-the hamer is distributed over a lonqer period of time

than in the case of a zero-recoil system.

3.1. Mwdes of. Operation

Two modes of operation are possible in a percussion system

where recoil is permitted. These modes are termed intermittent percussion

and continuous percussion. In the infermittent mode, each blow of the

hammer is independent of both the preceding and succeeding blows; while

in the continuous mode, a steady oscillation of the hammer and percussor

case takes place. In this section, these modes of mpact drilling are

examined and the conclusion is reached thdt continuous Percussion 4-

iient type of operation. Weight estimates are marie for a

simplified continuous percussion system.

3.1.1. Intermittent Percusgion

Figure F-8 Is a schematic fl!aaram of a finite-

recoil percussor. T e masses or the drill rod assembly, himmer, and

drill case are md, h, and mc, respectively, .nd F0 Is a constanl

reaction force acting on the case.

In intermitttnt percussion, it is assumed that the effects of

any pat:tcrlar blow of the percussor completely Jie out be'ore the

next blow occurs. Thdt is, each blow is Initiatei when the percussor

system is at rest. e c , yc h =

When the percussor is actuated, a 'orce F, acts on the hamter,

accelerating it toward the drill rod assembly. T~e reaction to F acts

aoanst the cue, and ~i > ., the case will be ,ccelerated in recoil.

(If F, < _, rO reco1l will occur, and the systom behaves as described

in Section 2.)

An exact analysis of the 'impact and recoil behavior o the

percussor illustrated in Figure F-F requires quantitative knowledge

of the variation o. the accelerating force 'F . However, f the duration
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of F1 is short compared with the time of recoil of the case, a simple

analysis, Independent of the nature of Fi , is possible.

When forces on the case are summed

F - Fo = mc Yc (F-46)

For the hammer,

F1 = Mh "h (F-47)

Or, combining Equations (F-46) and (F-47),

(F -48)c Yc 'h Yh -o

Equation (F-4e) may be Integrated with respect to time over the duration

Ta of the acceleration ah . Thus,

T

m c = r ,h 0 1t (F-49)

Assuiming that F is small compared with F1, and that ra is very short,
F0 Ta can be neglected in comparison" with mh ;h' From Eqiatlon (F-47),

the onergy Fb transferred to the hamer mass mn. by F1 is

Eb = mh Yh 2/2 (F-50)

Equations (F-49) dnd (F-50) are combined,

mcyc Yc =  b Mh (F-51)

After Fi has acted on tho case, Imparting to it the momentum given by
Eqpiation (F-51), the case will recoil against the reaction force F

until the velocity c becomes zero. Thus

F . 2 = (F-52)
o (c)max mc Y Eb M"

The recoil distance is therefore
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(F- 53)
0 C

Th* time, T , for this maximum distance to be reached %;It now be computed.

The acceleration of the case, after F~ 0, is

F2 (F- 54)
YC m

C

F t
*C 0 (F-55).

From E.quat !one (F-,49) and (F-51)

C1  Emh /m (-6

Integrating Equation (F-55).

cYmax m 22+ mT r
C C

Or , Tb=F2 
(F-57)

r F
0

The criterion for intermittent percussion can be stated in terms of the

timebetw~i ipd r, T, and the time o ' remol, T .For slow percussion,

T. >> T (~58)r

The threshold energy for for~ntion of sie chips is, for- a/4

bit diamotar,

b "

Assuming =h 2 ibs,. m = 16 Ibs, and F0 10 lbs, the recoAl distance,

from Eqijation (F-53), is

(cm = 1.07 nchos,

b and from Equation (F-57),
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T O.O8A seconds.

Figure F-9 shows a plot of the percussor case motion during intermittent

percussion.

YGO Y maxDissipation of
O c Case Energy

Amfpl itude
of Case
Motion

/

N- t 1  
Ime

Ti

Case Muton During Inte mittent Percussion

At t =t i the percussor Is actuated anel a blow takes place, impartinq

a recoil velocity, yco, to the case. Durino time T , the case recoils

against F to a height of (yc)max. As F continues to act, the cast

then accelerates downward and reaches velocity y co again when yc = 0.

The energy stored in the case as kinetic energy at this time must be

Hinaipated without effectively fracturing ad-itional rock. trom Lquat on

-- ) the enargy Inl th:*ese i s related to the energy delivered to

the hammer by

E= bF (F-59)Ec c

Typically, for moon drilling, the ratio of mh to me will be of the order

of one to eight. Thus a loss of about 20% of the input energy to the
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percussor is inherent in the intermittent percussion system. Intermitten-

percussion will not be considered further here, but attention is now

directed toward a continuous percussion drill.

3.1.2. gontlnuous Percussion

In a continuous percussion system, the blow Interval

is less than the tipe required to complete and digsipate the recoil associ-

ated with one particular blow. Thus, the recoil behavior after any single

A blow Is influenced by the preceding and succeeding blows, and a steady,

cyclic impact and recoil process may occur.

For a continuous percussion process, the average reaction force Foa

must supply the average impulse delivered to the rock. When Fqiation

(F-46) is integrated and averaged with respect to time,

r r r l

HV ] avq k IYjv
For steady operation, ( ) =. The averane reaction force F Is

defined as

oa .
and the mnmao+!m a' the hamer at Impa.:t 's

m = .rz 't one blow (.62)

The energy per blow transferred to the rock is therefore related to

f F1 dt by

[f F Idt Ione blow~ V 2 Fbm (F-61)

When Equations (F-60), (F-61), and (F-63) are combined,

2 Eb h Foa (F-6)

where T. Is the time between blows. Lei ' be the impact rate ,n blows/

second. Then
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F a N 2 EbMh (F-6)
Oa

- Equation (F-65) is valid for any variation of F1 with time. If the

assumptions are made that the duration of F1 Is short compared with the

impact interval TI, and that Fo is constant, the behavior of the case

displacement with respect to time is shown in Figure (F-Ib).

(yc~max

Amplitude of'
Case
Displacement

L V \/

t 
Ti

Case Motion Durina Continuous Percustion

Figaure F-1U

Each cycle is parabolic in shape and is symmetrical with respect to

(Y C)uax' The blows occur at y C 0. The velocity of the case Just

before Impact is - cjp and just after impact is + ;c1' Thus the

mmoentum chance of the case due to the acceleration of the hammer is

A momentum = 2 Yc mC (F-66)

By the reasoning which led to Equation (F-51),

CF



For a constant reaction force F the recoil is therefore,

(y E (F-68)
C mx 2 F0 aC

The time to recoil, or to reach (y ) is
c max

T = Ti/2 a V2 / 2 a, (F-69)

Note that the recoil time given by Equation (F-69) is one half of the

recoil time for the Intermittent percussor. When Ti is replaced by IA,

the reciprocal of the impact rate, Equation (F-69) is identical with

Equation (F-65) provided F z Fo .

In an optimized percussor, no inherent energy loss occurs, since

the energy of recoil is not dissipated but is utilized in accelerat-no

tne namer tor the next blow. However, it i. ImpOrtant to note that

this efficient type of operation can only occur If the Impact rate and

the reaction force are properly matched, as determined by Equation (F-65).

Thus, an optimum reaction force exists for any given Impact rate, or

conversely. Eqiation (F-65) indicates that any amount of energy per

blow can be delivered at any value of reaction force, provided that the

impact rate is slow enough. However, according to Eqjation (F-68), the

recoil distance increases, for a oiven energy per blow, as the reaction

force decreases. Thus a minimum reaction force can be established in a

continuous percussion system by specification of the allowable recoil

distance.

3.2. FinIte-Recoil Percussor Configurations

Two types of finite-recoil percussors appeat feasible

for moon drilling, namely pneumatic and mechanical.

3.2.1. Gas-)verated Percussor

Figure F-li is a schematic diagram of a gas-

actuated continuous percussor. This configuration will permit a hole of

about five feet in depth to be drilled by a package which is somewhat

less than six feet long. Sheet 3 (at the end of Section III of the main

body of the report) shows an artist's conception of an alternative

arrangement for the gas-operated percussor. The internal construction of

the percussor itself is not shown since It consists of only a gas-driven
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piston-hammer and a sequencing valve which causes continuous oscillation

of the p~ston. From Section 2.1, the weight of the drill-rod assembly is

about 5 lbs. For effective tran3fer of energy from the hammer to the

drill rod, the mass of the hammer must not be small compared with the

mass of the drill-rod assembly. The hammer mass is taken to be 2 lbs.

To minimize recoil, the case mass should be considerably, larger than the

hamer mass, as shown by Equation (F-68). A mass of 16 lbs is assumed.

For formation of side chips and efficient rock drilling, a threshold

energy of 100 In-lb/in. is required; thus, for a 3/4 inch diameter bit,

Eb = 75 in-lb. For a reaction force equal to the moon weight of the

case, F = 2.66 lbs, the recoil distance is, from Equation (F-69),
o

(y)max = 0.875 inches.

. , (-AQ). tho time between impacts must then be

T4 = 0.329 seconds,

or the cyclic rate is

N = 1/ Ti  180 blows per minute.

The weight of the guides is approximately 3 lbs., and that of the end

plates, 1 lb.

The weLght of this pneumatic hamer assembly and package is shown

in Table F-Il. Note thatan allowance of 3 pounds is made for miscellaneous

compone nt s.

Table F-I!

Pneumatic Percussor Weightl

Hamer Coponents Weight (lbs)

Percussor is

Drill rod and bit 5

Guides and Supports

Miscellaneous

Total Percussor Assembly Weight 30 lbs
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To obtain the total system weight, the source weight must be added

to the above percussor assembly weight. Two sources of gas will be con-

sidered, namely, stored gas (compressed) and liquid monopropellant.

In Section 1 -2.3, the weight of a nitrogen source

Is estimated at )0 pounds when capable of drillinq a 3/4 inch hole five

feet deep in granite, and assuming an efficiency, 1,, of 50%.

In the stored-gas system, bit rotation wo~dd be effected by a
ratdhet mechanism during the return stroke of the hammer, and chip re-

moval would be obtained by passing part of the percussor exhaust gas

through the bit.

Drilling time for a 3/4 inch hole, five feet deep would be about

78 minutes.

T (number of blows) x (time/blow)

78 minutes

The total system weight is approximately 60 pounds and the system

volume is less than 2.5 cubic feet. An experimental study, reported by

Hughes Tool Company in Appendix 1, BI-weekly Progress Report No. 3 of

"Lunar Drill Study" also gives a weight estimate of about 60 pounds for

a pneumatic percussor system.

3.2.1.2. Liguid Provellant'Source

The pnetmatic percussor described in Section 3.2.1.

could be powered by a hydrazine hot-gas generator of the type discussed

in Section 1 -3. For the hole size being considered here, the weight of

a hydrazine power source is about 5.5 pounds.

Since high-temperature gas cannot be used for chip removal, a chip

transport system must be provided for the hydiazine-powered percussor.

From 'Appendix C, allowing 400% more gas for cleaning of chips produced by

percussion than is required for cleaning chips produced by diamond drilling,

the weight of a chip transport system which must operate for 78 minutes is

approximately 2 pounds.
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Thuspthe total system weight Is about 37.5 pounds when hydrazine

- fuel is employed. There are, however, several problems associated with

the use of hot-gas which make the use of a hydrazine gas generator un-

desirable. These problems are discussed in Section I of this Appendix

and in Section III of the main body of this report.

3.2.2. Mechanically-actuated Percussotr

Sheet 4 (ffb at the endof' Stion III of the main

body of the report) is an artist's cohceptlon of a mechanically-

actuated percussor which is driven by an electric motor. The power for

the motor is supplied,from a zinc-silver storage battery. Although this

system Is only one of many possible arrangements employing mechanical

actuation of the hammer, Its weight will be approximately the same, and

its efficiency probably somewhat less than any other mechanical system.

ha~~~~~~ eIu., .,P -5AlO ShdrL

continuously through a gear reduction. The hammer maw slides freely on

the splined shaft in a vertical direction, but is forced to rotate with

the shaft. As the hammer rotates, a follower attached to the hammer moves

along a cam surface, thus lifting the hammer against a spring. After

about l8O degrees of rotation the hammer has been lifted from itilowest

tp its highest position. The cam surface then drops off suddenly, allowing

the spring to accelerate the mass downrards toward the anvil and drill rod.

After another 1B0 degrees of rotation of the mass, during which time impact

and case recoil occur, the cam follower on the hammer again engages with

the cam and the hammer starts up the shaft in preparation for the next

blow.

The amount of energy required to drill a particular hole in rock

with such a percussor will depend in part on the over-all efficiency of

the device. The energy losses in this percussor will arise from four

main sources:

(a) Electrical and mechanical losses in the drive motor. An

efficiency of 90% is assumed here.

(b) Frictional losses in the gearing and in the hammer guides.

An efficiency of 75% is assumed.

(c) Energy loss due to intermittent operation of the percussor.

It is assumed that mechanical limitations in the cam system prevent the
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use of an optimized continuous percussion scheme. Under these conditions,

an energy lc;; occ;urs which depends on the ratio of the casing mass to

the hammer mass. As In the case'of a Q~s-operated percussor (see Section

3.2.1), the haer mass must be at least 2 pounds to permit efficient

transfer of energy from the hammer to a five-foot drill rod. The maximum

practical case weight, consistent with system weight limitations, appear

to be about 16 pounds. From Eqijation (F-59), the efficiency of an inter-

mittent percussion system is therefore about 80%.

(d) Frictional losses in the cam. Figure F-8 is a free-body

diagram of the cam and follower system. The cam profile is taken to be
Inear for purposes of estimating the cam efficiency.

V
aFollower

Cam
Li ft

Angle of Cam Rotation

Cam and Fol1Loe Syste
Fiaure F-8

The forces acting on the cam follower are seen to be a vertical force
V from the spring; a horizontal force H from the hammer torque; and a
normal force N and tangential force liN from the cam. The quantity pI is
the coefficient of friction between the follower andcan, typically 0.15.

The slope of the can is indicated by the angle 0. When horizontal and
vertical forces are summed#

H ZJhN cos$Z +'N sin P(F70
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V =N cosf- i sin~p (F-71)

The work done by the motor in raising the hammer, neglecting gravity, is

dWm a H d 0 (F-72)

where

W work, in-lb

R c= cam radius, in

= angle of rotation

The work done in compressing the spring is

d Ws  RV (h) tan (F-73)

where

W work done, in-lbS

h = compression of spring rise of cam, in

The efficiency of the cam is, therefore

dW
s H(F-74)

d W V tand m

or, when Equatiof (F-7V) , (F-71) and (F-74) are combined,

1-L& tan VF
1 + i tanf

For 450 and 4i 0.15, the efficiency is 74%. This cam angle

corresponds to a 3 inch cam lift on a 1.85 inch diameter hammer. The

spring constant of the accelerating spring must then be 37.5 lbs/inch to

deliver a blow of 75 inch-pounds if the effective stroke is 2 inches.

If the cam lift is reduced to 2.5 inches and the effective stroke

to 1.5 inches, the cam angle P becomes 39.8 degrees, and the efficiency

becomes 74.2%. F6r f 500, the efficiency drops to 73%. It may be

possible to reduce the coefficient of friction somewhat, perhaps to

= 0.1. However, if t.his is accomplished,.the efficiency rises to only
81 .5%.
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On the basis of the preceding calculations, a cam angle of about
450 appears to give performance near maximum efficiency. Under these

conditions an energy loss of about 25% will be experienced if the coeffici-

ent of friction Is about 0.15.

The over-dll efficiency can now be estimated as the product of the

efficienci6s determined in (a) through (d) above.

ni = 0.90 x 0.75 x 0.Su x 0.75 0 0.4 or 40%

Using that over-all efficiency, the energy required to drill a five-

foot hole of 3/4 inch diameter in granite .,,n be calculated.
4

.6: h d'c 2.64 x 106 in-lb

- . wdtt-nr

From Section 1, the battery weioht to supply the above energy is about

Wb = 2.5 lbs

In order to limit recoil and the associated energy loss to about 20%,

the case mass of the percussor must be eight times the himmer mass; or

since the minimum hammer mass is 2 pounds, the percussor mass must be

16 pounds. Referring to Figure D-24 , it is seen that a 0.1 hp motor

and gear box for diamond bit drilling weighs less than five pounds. This

leaves 11 pounds for additional gear reduction required in the impactor,

a spring, spline drive shaft, bearings and housing. Guides must be

supplied, which will require an estimated 4 pounds. The drill rod and

bit for drilling a five foot hole will weigh about 5 pounds. in addition,

a chip transport system is required for chip removal.

Assuming a cyclic rate of 6U blows/minute for the percussor, the

time of operation will be

T E b 1. 106 n-lb h
/EO  75 tn-lb bl' 3600 blows

T ; 4 hours
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From Figure C-12, the weight of a chip transport system for 4 hours

operation in a 3/ inch hole is 1.25 pounds. For percussion drilling,

the weight is taken for 4X)% extra gas, or about 2 pounds.

The component and total woiqhts for the electric percussor can now

be lIsted as in Table F-Ill.

Table F-ITl

Electrig Percissor Weiqhts

Components Weight (Ibs)

Percussor assembly, including hammer 18

Guides 4

Miscellaneous Items 3

Drill rod and bit 5

Chip transport system 2

Total System Weight 34.5 lbs

4. Conclus ions

In this appendix, three types of energy sources were considered

for driving a percussive drill, '.e., compressed gas, liquid-fuel hot-

gas, and a storage battery. Of these, the battery source was found to

h'ave minimum welcaht and probably maximum reliability.

Two kinds of percussion mechanisms, gas-actuated and mechanically-

actuated, were investigated. These two mechanisms are representative.

as far as weight and volume are concerned, of the feasible moon-drill

percussors.

Three complete drilling systems were evdluateds a Cas-actuated,

stored-gas driven system; a gas-actuated hot-gas driven system; and a

mechanically-actuated battery and motor-driVen system. For drilling a

.3/4 inch diameter hole to a depth of five feet in granite, the system

weights are:

(a) Pneumatically-actuated, stored-oas source 60 lbs

(b) Pne'mnatlcally-actuated, hydrazine soirce 37.5 lbs

(c) Mechanically-actuated, battery source 34.5 lbs



On the basis of this preliminary feasibility study, three

_ percussion systems have been found to be possible within a weight lwiata-

tion of 60 pounds. The system which has minimum weight, probably maximuM

reliability, and which would probably require the least development effort,

is the electrical system. However, as discussed in Section III of the

main body of this report, this conclusion must be considered tentative

until a more thorouqh study or the percussive and rotary-diamond drilling

mechanisms can be made.

.p,

I
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holdex' and the rock sample. The rock holder wt aligned within
the dr lling chamber by a rib and groove arrangement and was free
to slide 9_ penetration occurred.

One lit/4" 2-cone bit was used during the tests on all three
fovinationso The formnations were tested in the order of softest
to ha.'dest to ininrnize, the effect of bit wear on the results.
Air was circulated through the bit for cooling purposes and for
removal of cuttings from the hole, Rate of air flow was not
detervmlned.

RESULTS,

The resultk of tests on Berea Sandstone, Rush Springs Sandstone
and Gray Granite using 570 and 1140 RPM are listed in Tables I
and 1I, respectlve~yo

The average penetrPtion rates of.' 13rea at 570 and 1140 RPM were
4-72 and 3'.75 ft./hr:., respectively, Average penetration rates
of Rush Springs tardstone at the same speed.i weze 0.53 and 0.46

sndstone When X'ot'ry speed wnq :nozreased frcoi 1:70 to 1140 -I'M.
2 1 c ho, sa..I".aed on Gray, Granite

Ono interval of depth, 3J.2 inches,, as ' o
at a rate ov o,06 Ot ,h",,

Pzactical.!. no tooth ,ear occurr''ed uiLXIg tests on Berea Sandstone.
Approximately .020 inch of diametri'ical tooth wear occurred during
the test on lush S-.'-ngo Sandstone. Du.t'lrw the 24 minutes required
to drill the 312 inch interval of depth in the granitc specimen
the cone teeth were., worn smooth with the cone shell.

Results of prelimirar tests by the Drill RIg Section are listed
below. The results were not consldered to be reliable because of
the Ifrictional ef2cc(.c in the loading mechanism.

Er .At otar ,
Load ISleeds .PM R Of i __

Berea Sandstone

Rush Sring Sandstone

12 0.06

fIrra rnt
E Z ......... ZZ .18
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ATTAi. Th -S;

Tahlc:,. RalUltn 0 Drilling Testo ,OIln& 570 RPM E otary Speed

Table Ii " Results 0. Drilling Teats Using 3140 RPM Rotary Speed

Wesu].t.s of Ahewe testo I.ndlcate that the harder rock formatons
&as SOh Spplnga Sand~tone and Gray Gpanft.e cannot be drilled

&at-sfactori lyw ,th Ohe i -1." 2.,cone bi.t, 50 pounds bit load and
e.ther 5(0 on 1i0 0 RPM ,ota.'y spe-.

C . 1...', i E, PAW'VE 1"
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TABLE I

fResults Of DriiS Tests Uing

fBit: ..1/4'" 2.,oCone
Bit Load: 50 Lbe., Approx. /
Ciro. Fluid: Air, Q0 PST

No. Deocr. L~oad No. Depth TIme R a te

. . Lbs. In. Min. Ft Ir.

-- ... T -- 2 I .... : ' -.... .5oo0 - -5--
Sandstone 2 .297 1 .32'7 4.54 1J 3 I /313 .327 4.1-9

4 21.327 4.29

1c. ndstone .406 448
5 344 -353 4.8f
4 .4 4 .387 1 o.
5.344 .330 r 5

6 312 .362 4*:3
__.-___4--2

2 3. 3-.47 o.4o
Sandaton(-!,  .344 4 -1 O4O11

Ganite

L oT Jo- 7 f5 30
.- 8 5 8-60

fJ. gr. 1S



TABLE II

Results Of DrilliM Tests UsIlM

DA t - 11/4"' .- Cone

Bit Load: 50 Lbs., Ppplox.
Cir., Fluid: Air-, 90 PSI

Do S e No. 3 Depth Time Ral~e
ijL l j.in. Ft./.h _

468.. .0, 6 7 o 3-

J4 .,,,,,-t 
D .,

I .... I t .. T. 1 I", ?

667 3.75-50() 3.75wl r : ,I.:,5. .6 6 ( 3 q9 9
.5') -3, 93

1 -670 3.97

f - A -r .-2<1 .281 3.25 0.43

LJ. 17530-2
8-8-6o
j G. S,
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TO: E. N. Gail SUB3JECT: Study 0Of Drifl1ing
Pe. formance 0f17 -7/8"

cc: P. G. Reeve (2) Core And Full-Fiole Type
Tr, N. Wjilliaru (3) Diamond Bits ICn Berea
F. A. McCormick Sandstone, Rush Spring.-s
0. R. FiKng Sandstone, And Gray 3ranite.
J. G. Bentuk
J. G. 8;tephenmwn RFF.: Ver'bal Requests from E.f4.G.,

8-i--60, 8-8-6o, 8-12-60,
8-;L-6o.

L-J. 17530'-2

Project 40022-611

Job Open

INTRODUCTION:J

This repoilt coverq one phaee of a neries of tests run to develop
a drill which is to be sent to the moon..

OBJ3ECT!

This phase of the tE.Sting waai carrted on in order to determine
the drtl2.inS rates of' diamond 11tri at vaj'iou:;> rotary speeds and
different air flows. These tes.ts were carried out with constant

.- elhton the bit. Inforniatlicn was al.so obto-ined on the power
required toc rive th~e bit and input cind output air temperatures
to and from the bit,

EQ.UIPiMENrT;

All tests in thi~s phase were carried out on the Laboratcry high
pressure dr.111ng mfohine. A schematic diagram of' the setup used
appears as Figure I. attached to this report. The Rotameter used
was a Schut*-e and Koerting series 18200 with a 4f HCFb tube and a
4-4-1 float. Input air temperature was measured with a mercury
thermometer Inserted into a tbee In the air line. Pressure In the
Rotameter was read from a Crosby 0-200 psi test gage with 2 psi
scale divisions. Air flow was controlled by an air regulator in
the line. Output air temperature was measured with a Copper-
Conatantan thermocouple referenced to 32*F by an Ice-water mixture.

Bits used were manufactured by J. K. Smit & Sons, Inc. of' Murray
Hill, N.J. Both bits were 1-7/8" (AX size). One of these bits
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wa coile type, rnanifacturex'la number FX-99. The other bit was
~ cn,,ve-face, ±ull-hole t ipe, rnanufactairer's number FY-l.. Tbese

0--t twee mounted in the hig~h pressure rig by means of a small

All. te~sto were mnadc- on stock specimens made for the high pressure
drillJ rig. 41pocimnn sizee ra ohown below.

Q pe cin i ei Diamueterjn

.Berea, Sar~dson 3-1/2 3-./P
Rusqh Spxlngo 'Sa)ds tone 3- l/ 2 3
Ovay Granite 4183-a/4

_LEST CONDITION\S:

Exc tust conditlon. fox each liun are sh'owni ill Tables I and 2
o,,t-. clipd to this ).,nprt.

)xt~yspeeds w~ere constant at 90, .18"), 570, i'575, anid J.JJo rpm.
The test Io~ds were 10 etnd 113 lb;3. ThUe~tlado h i
vF~iled by aF puch as 't 0.23 lb. T'he iverage load shiowni in Tables
.1 ?,rd 2 wzis deterrninud0 1by addiiij. the veight of the rock holder to
lIYe avrae c:1.ght o:' the rvck R,9 determiried by its weight before
-lid~ after drill2ing. Ai, flow vaxried slightly frori onea xun to
avollher due to, fluctuations in t;he plant air line pvesE~u:?e.

E "S tLTS

Th- results ofl this Jha:3e of' tho teting ape tabulated in Tables
I and 2 ard siown gr-riphically in FI.Yu~r'es 2, 3, and 4+. The reader
izs Cautioned to obsex-ve the scil-e changes on F~igure 2 and between
Fiigure 2 anid Figu.re 3

kkuvsapower zresults taken durinL 'the core bit tests (Table 1) are
conoidered unvellable. This was due -L;o the high pressure packings
In the drill.J rig, During tests TV and V, these packings were
loosened, but some heating and llinding effects were still noted.
The packings were removed and replaced by brass bushings with 0
rings for the full hole bit test;s (Table 2) and the results are
considered more reliable. The ieutr iuesare still not
completely accurate due to the .arga acale range of the Watt
meter. The horsepower differenice in operating the drill rig in
the loaded and unloaded conditions was small compared to the
horsepower required to operate the rig.

Figures 2 and 3 showi that drilliLng rate is apparently more affected
by bit wear than by -.hanges In air circulation.
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Bit loads shown in F'igures 2 and 3 are nomirieti. Average actual
loadsB for each tesit are shown in Tables 2. and 2.

PhotoGrapho were taken of the core bit befor'e and after testing
in GTray Granite and are 14noluded as Figure 5.Figure 6 shows the

f-h le bit before and after testing in Berea Sandstone. The
fuli1-hole bit would not drill Rush -Springs cndseat allA

Tb I Cope JT3t1V Data and Results

TLIOlP P Yk'1-h 131tb Data and lResultz

T,.,,, e C!.t, o r of' Fee sto

F1.~,re 1 Sr:henatic Diag~zam of Setup Uo3ed During Testing~

FIue2 -*Core !:it ))rillinE, Rate versus liotary Speed

t 01. jeLhleJ - Drilling Ratc versus Rotary Speed

jL2h~ '11 V2--holle Blit - Average 1.1orsepower vrersu Rotary Speed

'1 Core Bit - lefore and After Testiik An Gray Granite

~i-,u'rc 6 ?Fu21-hole Bit - Before and After Tes ti in Berea Sandstonie

'Tho dlimond bits used In these tests dulled rapidly in Berea .Sandston~e
and more rap.idly in Rush Springs Sandstone end Gray Granite.

These 'oits appear to be unsuitable for drill~ing In the above
-Vovnat Ions.

R. P. WOIRDE14,ETLURiA DEPARTMENT, LABORATORY.
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TABLE I

CORE BIT DATA AND RESULTS

__ 7~cIr~ _ rV'verag Ai Ahir-emp. Dfrillf _
Test Pock Speed Load Flow (0F) Rate Power

1-1 IBerea 90 49.79 28.9 - - -2.39-. Sand- 129o2 - 3.00 -

.. , 1k 29.- 7.50 --4 " 675 " 29. 9.92-

-5 .14 o 28.7 15.62
I I..l. " 90 50,.07 27.6 -81 1.71 '-0.20

-2 185 28.2 78 81 1.69 -o.18
570 28.4 78 85 3.76 '-o.0o
675 28.0 78 89 4.54 --0.15

-5 1140 28.0 78 96 7.18 --2.23

1119080-.2
2 " 9 0 4 9 9 1 .22 . 8 2 1 .5 0 6

- 22.9 79 8 .81 -0.25
57) 23.2 79 89 5,83 -1.30

It6 i v5; " :L 23.0 79 91 7.66 1l°57

Iti-" 1.40 49.90 22.8 1 79 91 8.25 2.24
90 15.2 79 85 1.26 0.12

3 "85 15.1 '79 87 i 94 0.
570 15.5 79 88 4.52 0.37
675 15.4 79 91 3.87 0.55

-1 10.4o 5N 79 96 6.63 1.00

Rush 90 49, 83 27.6 78 80 0.089 0.21- Spr ing .185 27.3 78 84 0.130 0.103 IanO 5 27.3 78 99 0.279 -0.05

tone 6y1 27.4 8 .06 o.292 .
.140 27,7 78 108 o0438 -1.2.4

90 J' ] 5 9o63 -

-2 a 185 .15 0 78 82 0.156 -

_,.57 78 9 0.219
21 675 15" 5 8 78 97 o.a4 -"5" 10" 15 ..0 78 i109 0.50

-- . 675- ,1 78 95 °6 "3

Vj- Ga 90 i51.32 28, 9 76 75 0.078 -
-2 1 ranite 185 2 29.2" 76 76 I0078 -

- " 570 2 29,0 76 83 i 0. 125 -;
-4 675 " 28 81 76 87 o.140 -

11408 85 96 0.094

*Core broke during this test, run repeated as Test No. IV-I.
**Run as a check on VI-4.

L.J. 17530-2
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

CORE BIT DATA AND RESULTS

Test I Rock 8eed Load Flow Late Power

Vill.-I ov 'aY 90 51.32 15.3 76 77 o.16 -
. , Granite 18515 76 79 0.000
-1 570 15.2 76 94 0.047

• -,5 675 " 15.4 76 .02 o.o94 -

5 "k. 0 54 76 i16 0.063

X.e 90 30.08 I5.6 76 85 0.250
.2 l 76 86 0.563

s tone 570 I 15°!. 76 90 0773
675 15 76 91 1.59

.I.. 0 76 96 1.92
I I

, 7o. 76 82 o313
- 57, 4 76 83 O.785

,,.4 .. ' 7,6 88 2.23S" 7 3 89 1.3

II 76 96 2.11

""4981 T5 0.29
• ,-- 185:_') ,., 5 76860 25

" 570 " . 6 90 0.125
3o8 6 94 0.9656 77 98 .. ,21

, IT.--. 194i ? , .9!U 10.5 7 7( I 3 ) 0.000
-2 SpIillr(3I 185 61 77 72 0.000
- SI.n- o 16. 78 7 Q] 0.03.

• ston e 6?5 15,. 77 0.031
7 , 8.) 0.000I .... .. .. .. __-_° __

Core 1 P ~r~o i io de-2 I

SHe' used at~ rf.ene ,junction on thermocouple melted,

L.J. 17530-2



TBLE 2

FUtiJL-HOLE BIT DATA AND RESULTS

~' 7 aT vfrage Air --- fTemp, DtT -_ _

peed Load Flow (0F) Rate PowerN~umber_ (P_ _ (1b)-... (cfm) I npu -Tut (Ft )J=(

,,1II-1 Verea 028.4 74 77 0.156 0.08
-2 Sand- 185 28.3 75 78 o.664 0.15

3 stone 570" 28.8 7 80 2.14 0.27
--4 " 1140 29.1 75 82 4.00 0.67

X v-1 "9-10 112.88 29.0 75 78 0.125 0.05
-2 "85 " 2M 75 0.125 0.12
-3 570 " 28.4 75 85 1.52 0.33
-4 114o 28.6 75 87 2.80 0.85

X11-1 90 49.77 15.4 76) 78 0.000 0.09
-185 15.6 76 79 0.031 o.16

-3 570 15.6 76 85 0.313 0.37
11 15.7 76 10i 0.656 0.92

YV.-] . 90 112.66 i5.4 I YO (.031 U.U-2 v185 15.4 76 85 o.063 0.18
3 " 570 15, 76 101 0.250 0.38

- 1140 15.2 76 126 1.22 1.06

xvv f90 49 75 7.6 76 85 0.000 0.03-2 I.135 7.6 76 85 0.000 0.l'(
-3 " 570 7.7 76 93 0.o063 0.45

- I'1i4o 7 r ( 76 106 0.o68 0.73

xvil -. 90 1 1.12,99 7.6 76 87 o000 -o.o4
- 2 " 85 7.5 76 87 0.000 0.13
-3 570 717 76 90 0.000 0.38

1140 ".4 76 1o6 0.125 0.93

L.J. 17530-2



TABLE 3

ORDER OF TESTS

I Core Bit 50 lb. load Berea Sandstone 28 cfmII " . W. v

III " 23 cfm
IV P "' 15 cfm
V Rush Spring 28 cfm

Sandstone

VI 15 cfm
VII Gray Granite 28 cfm

VIII "" 15 cfm
IX " Berea Sandstone 15 cfm
X It " 7.5 cfmi

XJ. 0 Or 3.8 ofm
XII " " Rush Springs 15 cfm

Sandstone
XlII Full-hole Bit Berea Sandstone 28 cfm
xIV . A.13 lb. load ";
XV 50 ltr. load 15 cfm

XVI 113 lb. load I
XVII 50 lb. loadXV T  ,, 7o-, cfm

XvI.I.I TI113 lb. load c

L.J. 17530-2
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HU1JTGHES TOOL COMPANY

LA130tATORY R PORT

August 25, 1960

TO: - I hn SU1lJECT: Jackhammer Tests On
Harris Granite, Rush

... 1. Spj.ings Sandstone And
T. If. 'VID.alno:oi. (3) Be)?ea Sandstone.
F. A. NcCormck
E. 14. Galle REF.: Ve)rbal Request from
Cal 0. Atkinson S. C. Berube, 8--i-60.
Q. R. 1' Ing
J. 0. F.~n 1 TItAj 1-7530-2
J. G. 1tcphenson Project 400201 F.-64

Job Open

T" i', OD UC O N

ThI.,. laboratory job is part of the moon drill study. It was set
up to riveontigate the feasibi.1At;' of Crillin( a hole to a depth
of 8--0 ft. on the moon using n pevcusso.1 drill driven bzy a
container or compressed gas.

.The ,:Ject .f' thi.a labo.vatorj, .ob io to perform d ill.Ing tests on
Harr.,b Gran.te, Pilsh Sp, -ings Saiodstone and .3c rea Sandstone to
Ca? te' .TIne :

:1.. E irlg rate using a percussor dril.l operated
by air ard haium.

2. Flow rate of gas urged to operate the percussor

dr ill

IERCUSSOR :

An Ingersoli.--Rand J1OA jackhammer and th;.'ee '-It sizes werc used to
perform the drilling tests on this job. The bit sizes were 3/4",
I" and 1--!1" diameter. All three bits had tungsten carbide insets
in the c,2tting head. The 3/4" and I" bits were chisel type. The
1-I/4" bit was a cross point. General information on the jackhammer
and bits is listed in Table I.

Tests were made to determine jackhammer operating speed, blows
per minute, with air and helium. Air flowing through the jackhammer
at rates of 10-25 CFM, S.T.P., resulted in speeds of 1980-2280 BFM
for the 3/4" bit, 1920-2280 BPM for the 1" bit and 174o02o4O BPM
for the 1-1/4" bit.
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Helium flows of' 25-5O CFM, S.T.P., resulted in speeds of' 1920-2280
B~I for the 3/4" drill. Recordings made during the tests to
determine blows pox, minute indicated that ths blows using helium
did not occur as- unlforwly as withi ai~r.

A:r flow ratea reoulting fromi jackhammer opevating pressures of'
15 'Y'31 arc. ohov.in gxaphlcally In Figure 1. H~elium flow rates
-- ;ult -Lriv fi'emy tho naI'pXati~ rD!3 ures were 2.4-2.6 ti.mes

F.1,014 MTER;1

!~ S(haI t Ea( oc. t .Y'. t"! lluf3'-3-I2" -3Kt1821 rotarfieter wasi purchewed
ind I-c - to Oe-e I-; 1. e "'as ' cl,,o, thxoui 1, th-e Jnckhaine Rotanieter

" -. na C 1--S

C" j

of1 ocj1c k' T u.  (rr a )spr in' , Sands'c ,y land Berea] Kf done
0 l.A 1:]~ t~ t~s A 1. .3t,; on each t- c t r c - r

In 1:r LUQ. );iJ'orri'it,V t~C'I.A 1,10"k- t- tic)~

.1 Q n 1, 1~) es ten (.i Aj. o1 .a d os.A -I Ud o.(' L e 1q, J.g k; 111of t he
"So "I". 1L (7- f. p ounrds i pp led

.'~ 2Th~nix L~9 ~v '; I~bC i A.MlheJlium and nitrogen %'-o d-termine
An'f . fTO0' 1JWO t.( o~ I :brI> bp detv'qri vliout the

lA1e of a fl'aw', rle Turc:'Lo of 1&lcn wFO txnie by relating
dc2 1eL.si wK? r iU.C~ich oc uurred dulncE a j'-Drg

I n i, v z.- t o t11he - .c C J.: m o os ontalned In tho bi-ttl[e Since

as fora, thcL& n& ere to lo terriinri ,,itrogen flow rates under
-1 L 0 1~ L-n~t~r .9n, assu i: e ai1-r fl Own t; 0 the same under

r:. I..j i I a V ~ Y1 e C) 11 ~ C Q {.z'ylow rate detlerminatlons weire
n~~~~tj ubiJ iroAbyti eeao he 'eut of the prelimiinary,

t 6 t .., ) I-L 4
. er htd i n T a ble li.

fi~~)t f Ue.stz uiA ng the //1*,. 1" and .1-1/4" bits are listed in
7'nble 1v 1, 'V an(I V. rpctvl.Drillirg rate, gas flow rate,
pounda of~ gns per :lnch of hole depth, pc'undz of gas per cubic Inch
of rocA rernoved an .d cublic fee-. of gtaspl lrion of hole depth are
listed 'In iablee ill, IV and V for each tes91;

Drillin -g r 3as rcfat,'ed to Jcickhamier 1-as (!onsumpt"Lon is shown
graphicallyj for Hari Gran~lte Rush SrncSandstone arid Berea
Sandstone In Figuilts 2, 3 ancl , reEspectiAvel-y. Jackhammer operating
pressure con be relat-ed to the curves in Fit;urea 2, 3 and 4 by
referring to Figure -
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Cubio ff--et of gas per Inch off hole depth is plotted against
jackhammex, a:U? flow, or' operating pressure which Is directly
rtela2-ed to flow, as an aid to determining the optimum flow
relat ed to all three formations tested. Plots for' the 3/4", 1"
and 1L..a/4" bita appear In Figures 5, 6 and 7, respectively.

F'oi example in Figture 1, the optimium jackhammer air flow fr the
3/.4" b u wud be about 18 OFM or more when cnie'ngtemo

dril.M.-tg problem from the point of view that the rocks encountered
mnay 1)e similar to 13erea.. Rush Sprire~s or? Haris1 Grani.te.

hanufactux'eirs recommended operating~ pressure for the Jackhauniie
la 3-10 PSI. Due to the setup used during these tests the
max num 01 -.2otinv nressure obtained wals about 65 PSI.

7wo :lrtervaloi of depth were drilled in liarriF; Granite using jack-
liamiaor operating, pressures of 70 and 103 PSI. The rotameter and
acconsoxry equiipment were removed fromn the set~up In order to obtain
ope.;?atliig pressures above 65 PSI. Drilling vate with the 3/411 bit
.)t 7(0 md 103 -PSI was p5arid 387ft./h., respectively.

A rr.qeset w as made to drill B~erea kridutoie ilth the Jackhamme.c
,islng 5 pound.: bit; ioad., The jackhammier was suspended in the
dril.'ilng porclbior by use of npringsi, a szoaJe and a rope and pulley
arrang,,eriont. A notion picture was taken of t~his drilling operation.~
!No dlata wao taken.

.ATTACHi'1fNTS:

Tab-e 1 eneraliInformation On Jackhamiv And Bits

'Table II - -.;a3.rri.rIazy Jackhar.;er Tests

Tableb I III Results of Jackhmmner Drilling Tests Using A 3I~ i

T-3blI IV - SI I t3 Of Ja(,chaimer Drilling Tosts Usi.-O A 1" Dit

Tabl c V - Reu.~Of J'ackh)anrer Dril-ling Tl- sts Using A 1.-1/4" Bit

£'igu,2e I - Lffect C& Opepating Pressure On Air Consumption Of'
JIOA Jackharmer

_?g- iffect Of Jackharnmer Ga8 Consump'lion On Drilling Rate Of
Harris Granite

Figuroe 3 - Effect Of Jackhammer Gas Consump';ion On Drilling Rate
Of Rush Springs Sandstone

Figure 4 - Effect Of Jackhammer Gas Consump,-;ion On Drilling Rate
Of Berea Sandstone

Figure 5 - Effect (,f Jackhammer Gas Flow Rate On Gas Requirements
Per Inch Of hole Depth Using A 3/4" Bit
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Figuz, e 6 Effect 0,-' Jackhammer Gas Flow Rate On Gas Requirements
Per Inch Of Hole Depth Using A 1" Bit

F1gtre 7 Effect Of Jackhammer Gas Flow Rate On Gas Requirefents
Per Inch Of Hole Depth Using A 1-1/4" Bit

1. Penetration rate varied accoxoding to bit size and
forination. Tnoases boinit 7e were accompanied
by decreaete In penetxatin .vate and increases in
volume of' gLs required to drill an inch of hole
depth. lncv'eases In foir.natin hardne-6 had -dhe
same genera- effect as Increases in bit si3ze.

2. Fom the standpoint of volume rate of flow,
air had min advantage over hellum au 3n opeat.ng
ao for the jackhammer,, From the standpoint of
ope..t....... ...... ,nh: : , the use of
hel:Lum reouukted in a hgher peretratior rate than
air at; the :;ame pressures.. Rpsult. .hrri ,- tetp
vt.', or perhiap-- a heavier ,a;3 would be desi-rable
for aI moun drillin7 project of this type°

3. Indications a)re that a percuVVo yr~ driJling
opex's.t;ion would be feasible for moon drilling
app.[ ication

/1, S %f ,, ./'2 ,_i/

J, G. STEPIJNSON AND J, M, EDWAIdiDS,
JOS]A croICAL hE P E'", ,ABO-ATO RY

JQS & .Jhf /bsr



~TA&LE I

GENERAL INFORMATION ON JACKHAMMER AND BJIM'S

Wgt. Length (overal!)

Chisel Steel 1.88# 13-5/8"
Chisel Steel 2.16# 13-(/8"

1-2/4" Cross Bit 11ith Steel 5.61# 31-3/8"
1-3/4" Cross Bit Ilithout Steel o.43#

4gt.. of Entire Drill'. 15.66/
Wgt. of Handle Assenbly 3.22#

(including part #26oJ].OA)

Bore 2.874"
Stroke 2.062"*
Piston Wgt, 1o595#

*Approx. e.fecve otroke 1812"'.

L.J. 17530-2173
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HUGHES TOOL COMPANY

LABORATORY REPORT

September 6, 1960

TO: G. 0. Atkinson SUBJEOT: Study Of Drilling Performance
Of Sonic Drill On Rush Spring

cc: P1 0. Reeve (2) Sandstone And Harris Granite
T. VN. Williamson (3) Using Different Bits
F. A. 1cCormlck
G. R. King R-Fo: Verbal Request from G.O.A.
J. G. Eenink 8-22-60
J .(G StaphePon

L.J. 17530-2

ProJect 40021 -- 64

_Jobpen

INTR.ODUCTI0P:

Th:s report covers one phase of a series of tests run to develop a
S1.1,_ which is to be sent to the moon.

03 JCT :

This phase of testing was carried on in orde.' to evaluate the
performance of a Stanley "Sonlc" drill in Rush Springs Sandstone
and Harris Granite. Fouu different types of bits were used in these
testo.

EQUIPMENT:

The drill used in this phase of testing was a "Sonic" model 404
manufactured by Stanley Electric Tools, Division of The Stanley
Works, New Britain, Conn. This drill is rated to 1/2" to 4" diameter
bits. The no load RPM is 900. This drill is rated to draw 12 amperes
of current at a potential of 115 volts. The drill vibrates at approxi-
mately 21,000 impacts per minute. Four different bits were used in
these tests. The first bit tested was a drag type bit which was
supplied with the drill. This bit has a 2" O.D. and a 1-3/8" I.D.
This bit has eight tungsten-carbide inserts mounted on the cutting
edge (see FPgure 1). Two of the bits used were the same 1-7/8"
diamond bits which were tested in a previous phase of this Job.
One of these was a full-hole type and the other a coring type. The
last bit tested was al-i/4" two cone soft-formation rotary bit.
This is the same bit that Is normally used on the high pressure
drilling machine. The last three of these bits were attached to
the drill by means of a special adaptor. A swivel on this adaptor
permitted air to be circulated through the bit.
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Power consumption was measured by means of a wattmeter preamplifier
in the Sanborn recorder. This device was connected to the power
supply line through a 25 ampere 50 my shunt.

SPEC IL-NS:

These tests were run on Harr, is Granite #1 and Rush Springs Sandstone
#69.

TEST CONDITIONS:

The drag bit was run with 50 and 100 lbo. of load. The two cone
bit was given a 50 lb. load and the diamond bits were loaded at
100 lb. These are nominal loads; the exact loads used on each bit
are shown in Table I. Loads were obtained by hanging steel weights
on the handles of the drill. The rotary speed of the drill was 900
RPM under no load condl.tions and 830 RPM under loaded conditions.
The drill was guided and kept from turning by hand, but no extra
force was applied. A small starter hole was drilled before any
test data vas taken firom each hole. Air wan supplied for bit cooling
anti hole cleaning Purnaof df... All tests except those in which
the drag bit was used, Tiole cleaning with the drag bit is carried
ouL by the action of a spiral notch machined on the core barrel.
Al-, when used, was supplied by the Lab. air system and measured by
melans of a 1otameter.

RESULTS :

The exact results of each run made are tabulated in Table T. Test
nuraber I was discarded since it was run on a piece of hush Springs
Sandstone different from the one used in other tests on this Job.
The same Rush Sprlngs specimen that had been used for the jackhammer
tests was used for the remai'nins "Sonic" dri-ll tests. Power
consumption figures are vc-urate to ±50 watts since 1 imn on the
recorder tape represented 125 watts of power. Total power consumption,
as recorded, varied by as much as 200 watts during some tests. In
these cases an approximate average for the run was taken as the
test result. Somewhat erratic drilling rates were noted in tests
2 through 9. These runs were repeated as tests 22 through 29 after
the other tests had been run. In tests 22 through 29, the runs
were made .n pairs with the first run of each pair (22, 24, 26, and
28) run in a new hole, while the second run of each pair was run in
the same hole as the previous run. A study of the results shows a
decrease in drilling rate with an increase in hole depth. This
is attributed to two factors, (1) the poor cleaning action of the
drag bit and core barrel, and (2 the difficulty in maintaining a.
straight hole. It was found that when the hole becomes slightly
crooked, the core barrel has a strong tendency to bind. As previously
mentioned, the diamond bits used in these tests were the same ones

used in a previous phase of this same job. Before the present tests

were begun, these bits would not drill Rush Springs Sandstone by
normal rotary drilling. The vibrating action of the "Sonic" drill
seems to have enabled these bits to drill again. This same action,
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however, caused excessive diamond wear in Just a few inches of
drilling. (See Figure 3). Penetration rates did not differ
appreciably from one bit to another, but the drag bit did appear
to be slightly faster. Wear was very hard on the diamond bits
especially when they were used on the Harris Granite. Wear was
moderate on the 2-cone bit with some cone interference noted.
Very little apparent wear was noted on the drag bit even after
dr:llina on the Granite. Fi~ures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the condition
of the )Ito at tho end of the tests.,

ATTACH! .Lr7:

Table I - Summary Of Results

Figure 1 - Drag Bit - After Testing

Figure 2 - Diamond Core Bit - After Testing

Figure 3 Diamond Full-Hole Bit - After Testing

Figure 4 - Two Cone Bit - After Testing

CONCLUSIONS:

The "Sonic" dr.ll operates most effectively with the drag type core
bit which was supplied with the drill. A better method of cuttings
removal would help the performance of this bit. The primary draw-
back in the use of this bit is the necessity of maintaining an
absolutely straight hole. Moderate to severe wear when drilling
Harris Granite make the other three bits tested inadvisable for
use with this drill. in all cases drilling rates achieved with
this drill are relatively slow. This type of drill Is satisfactory
in any case where rate of penetration "s not a critical factor.

E. P. WORDEN, METALLURGICAL DEPARTMENT, LABORATORY.

EPW/bsr



TAB! I

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

: RooTest-k Type Toolt pe Mad Drilling Air Total Power**
p Number| (Lb) Rate Flow Power For

- (FtiHr) (CFM) (Watts) Dr11±n

2 Drag Rush Springs 48.4 3.20 875 275-- Sandstone
3 Sn "t 2.03 - 810 210

" " 1 .56 - 810 210

5 1.25 - 810 210
6 98.4 1.56 - 1090 490

7 It 3.44 - 1000 400

8 3.44 - 1120 520
9 It 2.42 - 1120 520

10 Diamond 1 103.7 2.50 29.2 940 340
CoreC re 2.42 28.5 875 275

.2 Diamond i04.5 1.80 26.5 875 275
Full-Hole
" 1 1.88 26.6 1ooo 4oo

1 Two Cone 52.8 1.88 27.6 800 200
15 2.34 27.5 800 200
16 Harris Granite ; 0.27 27.6 750 150

.17 Diamond It 104.5 0 • rO 28.2 1000 400
Full-Hole

18 "1 " 0.39 28.2 1000 400
19 Diamond It 103,7 o.63 29.0 1000 400

Core

20 Drag 48.4 0.31 - 725 125
21 " 98.4 0.63 1000 400

22 Rush Springs 48.4 1.95 -
Sandstone

24 " "A-

26 ""98.4 2.34 ---

27 " 1.64 - - -
28 " I" 2.03* - -
29 I109 ...

*Core broke out during or at the end of this test.
**No load power consumption = 600 Watt. L.J. 17530-2
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HUGHES TOOL COMPANY

LABORATORY REORT

October 5, 1960

TO: 0. 0. Atkinson SUBJECT: Low Bit Load, High Rotary
Speed Drilling Tests On

cc: P. 0. Reeve (2) Gabbro.
T. N. Williamson (12)
F. A. McCormick REP.: Request from G.OA.,
0. R. King 9-8-60.
J. G. Eenink
J. 0. Stephenson L.J. 17530-2

Project 40021 - 64

Job-open

INTRODUJCTION:

This jn b- , ois c a-Ies set up to develop a moon drilling machine.
Previous tests were made on Berea Sandstone, Bush Springs Sandstone,
Gray Granite and Harris Granite. These formations may or mnxy not be
similar to the type formation that will be encountered on the moon
but they do represent a rather wide range of dr:llability.

A sample of Gabbro, I ft. x 1 ft. x 4 ft., was received from the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, for this
series of tests.

OBJECT:

The object of this job is to make drilling tests on a sample of Qabbro
from the Jet Propulsion Laboratories using the:

1. Ingersoll-Rand J 10 A jackhammer and a 3/4" D.
chisel bit.

2. High pressure drilling machine and an EX full
hole diamond bit, a 1-1/4" 2-cone bit and a
3/4" D. Ruska diamond core bit.

The drillir equipment and general test p ooedure used duriM this
se ies of tests were the same as that used on previous moon drilling
jobs performed by this section.

The EX full hole diamond bit furnished for these tests contained a
smaller size of diamond particles than the full hole diamond bit

A previously tested.
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A 3/)4" D. diamond core bit of the type used in conjunction with the
Laboratory permeameter was used during these tests also. The 3/4"
D. core bit was made by Ruska Instruments Company for the preparation
of rook samples fox, permeability determinations. The cutting head
of the bit consisted of a diamond impregnated ring brazed onto the
core barrel. The diamond particle size in the 3/4" bit was very
small in comparison to the particles in the SX bit mentioned above.

TEST CONDITIONS:

J 10 A Jackhammer:

Bit size: 3/'4" . chisel point
Operatin- gas: air
Gas flow rate: 15, 20, 25 and 30 CFM. a-pporoxiwately,

(7o0F, 2.4.7 PSIA)
Bit load: Minimum amount of manually applied load

requ redl to hold the drill in the hole,
l0.-15 pounds estimated.

AJ, pressure diiixi machine with EX diamond bit:

Rotary speed: 1140 RM
131t load: 60 lbs.
Circulating fluid: air
Circulating rate: 30 CFM, approximately, ('(0%F 14.7 PSIA)

Test conditions uses with the -1/4" 2-cone bit and the 3/4" P.
diamond core bit were essentially the same as those uused wth4 the
EX diamond bit except that a bit load of' 33 pounds was used during
part of the tests with the '3/4" D. core bit. A bit load of 33 pounds
l.as the lowest value of bit load obtainable usi4qg the existing core
holdeors.

RSULTS :

The results of testfs on Gabbro using the Jackhammer are listed in
Table I. Drilling rates are shown in Figure I at the various flow
rates used. Drilling rate appears to increase linearly with increases
in air flow rate within the range tested.

The results of tests using the EX diamond bit are listed in Table II.
Drilling rates were very low and bit dulling occurred quickly. After
drilling a depth of 1-19/32" in the Gabbro the diamonds were worn
flat and the bit was considered worn out.

Two intervals of depth were drilled in the Cabbro using a 1-1/'411
2--cone bit. Interval number one was drilled using a set of hard
formation cones and resulted in a drilling xate of 0.01 ft/hr. On
the following interval the hard formation cones were replaced with
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a set of standard cones which resulted in a drilling rate of 0o.04
ft/hro The result of this test is listed in Table III.

The results of tests using the 3/4" D. core bit are listed in Table
IV. Tests were made on Rush Springs Sandstone, Berea Sandstone,
Gray Granite and Gabbro.

Phot--raphs of the EX d.ramonud bi0 were Laken prior to its use in
a drilltng test and after becoming worn to the extent that it was
no longer usable. The photographs are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Also shown in Figure 3 vith the worn EX bit are the set of hard
formation cones and the 3/4"i D. core bit used during the tests.

The horsepoeir deterrminations listed in Tables II, III and IV are
approximate. The anilyser used in the horsepower determination
was not sensitive enough to sc!'urately indlc-tc tho sm.all difference
between the loaded and unloaded conditions of the bit.

AWI~ACHMENTS.

P I " f Jac-ua0e1 Tets On Gebbro

Table 1 -, Results Of Drilling Tests On GabLro Using An EX
Full Holei Diamond Bit

Table III - Results Of Drilling Tests Using f 1-1/4" 2,Cone Bi'L

Table IV - Pesults Of Drilling Tests With A 3/4" D. Ruska
Diamond -'ore Bit

F1,3 u I Effect Of Jackhammer, Air Consumption On Drilling
Rate Of ,,abbro

Figure 2 -, View Of Cutting Head Of EX Diamond Bit Showing
Sharpness Of Diamonds Before Testing

Figure 3 EX Diamond Bit, 3/4" Diamond Bit, and 1-I/4" Hard
Formation Cones After Testing

CONCLUSIONS:

1. The EX full nole diamond bit penetrated the Gabbro
at an unsatisfactory rate and became dull after
drilling to a depth of 1-19/32".

2o The 3/4" core bit produced unsatisfactory, drilling
rates also. Dulling did not appear to be a problem
but the rate of wear on the cutting head was excessive
during tests on Gray Granite and Gabbro.
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3. Drilling rates resulting from tests on Gabbro with
a 1-1/4" 2-cone bit were extremely low.

4. Drilling rates produced by the Ingersoll-Rand J 10 A
jackhammer varied from 8.2 to 38.3 ft/hr at air flow
rates of 13.3 to 28.4 CFM.

J. G. STEPMNSON

METALLURGICAL ENaIDEERING DEPARTMENT, LA3ORATPORY.

JGS/bsr



TABLE I

-- Results Of Jackhammer Tests On Qabbro

Bit: 3/4" Chisel Steel
Jackhanmer: Ir -rsolll-Rand J 10 A
Operating Gas: Air

T Driling Air low Air Pres. Lbm. Gas Ftj Gas
& Rate Rate Cor. Recorded Pei, Inch Per Inch
Hole (1) To STP. (2N At Jack- Of Hole Of Hole
No. Ft/Hr CFMI. Hamner Depth Depth (2)

2 27.7 55
Lk 2 .30 3

,4 1 . .. -22.b i.

_____ . LZLIJL]
-, ().6 13. r3I B 0-

8.2 .32k _ .o__0

1 71Io... 105 - .
62.0 -..(4) 102 ..

(1) Each drilling rate was obtained by drilling to a hole

to a depth of approx. 5 inches.

(2) STP - 700F, 14.7 PSIA.

(3) Time was not recorded for this hole.

(4) Two holes were drilled with large I.D. hose and without
the flow measuring equipment.

L.J. 17530-2
9-19-60
J.G.S.



TABLE II

Results Of Drilling Tests On Gabbro Using
An EX P1 Hole Diamond Bit

Bit Wt: 60 Lbs.
Rotary Speed: 1140 RPM

Test Intrval Air Av. Rotary Drive H -. P.-- V- -

& No. Flow Drilled Rate
Core CIM Loaded Idylirg In. Ft/Hr
No. _--_

1 4 .9.4 -.- 5/16 1.37

29.4 3.7 19/64 0o.61

3 29.4 3.7 3.3 iv/64

4 29.4 3.3 3.3 7/32 0.-6

5 29.4 3.2 3.0 13/64 0o.5

2 -** 21.0 3.7 -- 1/4 0.09

- 2 21.6 3.3 3/64 0.01

*Air flow rates were corrected to 700F, 14.7 PSIA.

**Interval drilled to set concave bit face to rock.

***Interval time was not recorded.

L.J. 17530-2
9-27-60
J.G.8.



TABLE III

Results Of Dril] ing Test.s Using A i-i/4"
2=-0one- Bit

Formation • Gabbro
Bit Load: 6o Lbso
Rotary Speed: 1110 RPM
Ci.rct.atirng Fluid I).,

N. No, Flow 1- Drilted -.a t e
c M Loaded Idy IJ.ng In. Ft/Hr

H-lard Fopriat.1.on Cone';

6 . 2.7 1/32 0.01

Standard Cones

6 -29°4 3.2 1 2.' ,5/64 .4

•A~ir flow rates were corrected to 700 F, 14.7 PSIA.

L.J. 17530-2
9-27-60
J.G.s.



TABLE IV

Results Of Drill4na Tests With A V411 D.
.u.ka Diamond Core Bit 

--

Bit Load: 60 Lbs. Av. Motor H.?. (60 Lbs Load): 3.4
Rotary Speed: 1140 RPM Av. Motor H.P. (33 Lbs. Load): 3.1

Motor H.P. (No Load): 2.7

ThiV Worma ton- ThFVaM -- iX4r Depth )51lng bit
No. No. Flow Drilled Rate Longi.-

CFM In. Ft/Hr Tudinal
ST?4  Wear

In.

3 Rush 1 1-1/2 0.73 0.006
Springs
Sands t one

Berea 1 I 29. i- -7/16 0.92 0.007

Sandstone

5 Gray 2,9,' 1-/3 0.23. 0021
Gvrinite

17** Gabbro 1 29.4 9/64 0.14
2 29,4 5/32 0.16
3 23.1 1-3/64 0.17 21

8* Gabbro 1 28. . 31/32 0.16 o021

*Air Flow rates were corrected to 700F, 114.7 PSIA.

**Bit load --- 33 Lbs.

L.J. 17530-2
9-27-60
J.G.S.
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